BELVEDERE PLANNING COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
May 19, 2020, 6:30 P.M.
VIA REMOTE ACCESS
On March 16, 2020, the Marin County Public Health Officer issued a legal shelter in
place order. On March 31, 2020 the Marin County Public Health Officer issued an
updated legal order directing all residents to shelter at their place of residence
through May 3, 2020, except to perform Essential Activities. The March 31, 2020
Order prohibits the gathering of any number of people occurring outside a household
unit, except for the limited purpose of participating in an Essential Activity. Additional
information is available at https://coronavirus.marinhhs.org/.
This meeting is necessary so that the City of Belvedere can continue its business and
is considered an Essential Activity. Consistent with Executive Orders No. 25-20 and
No. 29-20 from the Executive Department of the State of California, the meeting will
not be physically open to the public. Members of the Planning Commission and staff
will participate in this meeting remotely as permitted under said Executive Orders.
As always, the public may submit comments in advance of the meeting by emailing the
Director of Planning & Building at: iborba@cityofbelvedere.org. Please write “Public
Comment” in the subject line. Comments submitted one hour prior to the
commencement of the meeting will be presented to the Planning Commission and
included in the public record for the meeting. Those received after this time will be
added to the record and shared with Planning Commissioners after the meeting.
The meeting will be available to the public through Zoom video conference. Those
who do not have access to Zoom may access the meeting by calling the number below.
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83014551501pwd=YVpyZEthbm91UzJMNHh5L1IrVThLQT09

Meeting ID: 830 1455 1501
Password: 463199
Call into Zoom Meeting
888 788 0099 US Toll-free
877 853 5247 US Toll-free
Meeting ID: 830 1455 1501
Password: 463199

The City encourages that comments be submitted in advance of the meeting.
However, for members of the public using the Zoom video conference function, those
who wish to comment on an agenda item should write “I wish to make a public
comment” in the chat section of the remote meeting platform. At the appropriate time,
the Clerk will allow oral public comment through the remote meeting platform.
Any member of the public who needs special accommodations to access the public
meeting should email the Director of Planning & Building
iborba@cityofbelvedere.org, who will use her best efforts to provide assistance.

comment” in the chat section of the remote meeting platform. At the appropriate time,
the Clerk will allow oral public comment through the remote meeting platform.
Any member of the public who needs special accommodations to access the public
meeting should email the Director of Planning & Building
iborba@cityofbelvedere.org, who will use her best efforts to provide assistance.

HEARING PROCEDURE:
The Planning Commission will follow the following procedure for all items listed as public
hearing items:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The Chairman will ask for presentation of the staff report;
The Commission will have the opportunity to question staff in order to clarify any specific
points;
The applicant and the project representative will be allowed to make a presentation, not
to exceed 10 minutes for large projects, or 5 minutes for small projects, total for
the applicant’s design team;
The public hearing will be opened;
Members of the audience in favor of the proposal will be allowed to speak, for a
maximum of 3 minutes per speaker;
Members of the audience against the proposal will be allowed to speak, for a
maximum of 3 minutes per speaker;
The applicant will be given an opportunity to respond to comments made by the
audience, for a maximum of 5 minutes total for the applicant’s design team;
The public hearing will be closed; and
Discussion of the proposal will return to the Commission with formal action taken to
approve, conditionally approve, deny, or continue review of the application.

A. CALL TO ORDER OF REGULAR MEETING
B. OPEN FORUM
This is an opportunity for any citizen to briefly address the Planning Commission
on any matter that does not appear on this agenda. Upon being recognized by the
Chair, please state your name, address, and limit your oral statement to no more
than three minutes. Matters that appear to warrant a more lengthy presentation
or Commission consideration will be agendized for further discussion at a later
meeting.
C. REPORTS
The Reports agenda item consists of any oral reports from standing Planning
Commission committees (if any), an individual member of the Planning
Commission, and staff.
D. CONSENT CALENDAR
The Consent Calendar consists of items that the Planning Commission considers
to be non-controversial. Unless any item is specifically removed by any member of
the Planning Commission, staff, or audience, the Consent Calendar will be
adopted by one motion. Items removed will be considered in the sequence as they
appear below. If any member of the audience wishes to have an item removed,
please step to the microphone, state your name, and indicate the item.
1. DRAFT MINUTES OF THE APRIL 21, 2020 REGULAR
MEETING OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION.

appear below. If any member of the audience wishes to have an item removed,
please step to the microphone, state your name, and indicate the item.
1. DRAFT MINUTES OF THE APRIL 21, 2020 REGULAR
MEETING OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION.
Draft Minutes of the April 21, 2020 regular meeting of the Planning
Commission.
Documents:
ITEM 1 MINUTES DRAFT PC 4-21-2020.PDF

2. Annual Housing Report
Annual Housing Report pursuant to California Government Code Section
65400(a)(2) on implementation of the existing City Belvedere Housing
Element. Applicant and Property Owner: Citywide. Staff recommends that the
Commission accept the Annual Housing Report.

Documents:
Item 2 Annual Housing Report.pdf

3. 20 Eucalyptus Road.
Planning Commission consideration of an application for Design Review and an
Exception to Total Floor Area for modifications to approved plans for the
property located at 20 Eucalyptus Road. The proposal is for the enclosure of an
existing lower level patio under an existing deck at the rear of the home.
Applicant/Property Owner: Elizabeth Mitchell. Staff recommends that the
Planning Commission adopts the resolutions of approval for Design Review and
the Exception to Total Floor Area. Recused: Commissioners Mark, Hart and
Slaymaker.
Documents:
item 3 - 20 Eucalyptus Road Report.pdf
Item 3 20 Eucalyptus Plans.pdf

E. PUBLIC HEARINGS
4. 4 Windward Road
Design Review, Exception to Total Floor Area, and Variance for a remodel and
alteration of a single-story residence located at 4 Windward Road. The project
includes refacing the exterior of the home, a new metal roof and new
landscaping. Property Owner: Paul H. Stephens and Eleanor M. Stephens
Family Trust; Applicant: Sean Bailey. Staff recommends that the Planning
Commission adopts the required resolutions for approval and recommends to
City Council approval of the requested Revocable License.
Documents:
Item 4- 4 Windward Rd Report.pdf
Item 4- 4 Windward Rd Plans.pdf

5. 1520 Tiburon Boulevard
Planning Commission consideration of an application for a General Use Permit.
The proposed use includes a retail plant nursery and home goods store located at
1520 Tiburon Boulevard. Property Owner and Applicant: Belvedere Land

Item 4- 4 Windward Rd Plans.pdf

5. 1520 Tiburon Boulevard
Planning Commission consideration of an application for a General Use Permit.
The proposed use includes a retail plant nursery and home goods store located at
1520 Tiburon Boulevard. Property Owner and Applicant: Belvedere Land
Company. Staff recommends that the Planning Commission adopts the required
resolution for approval of the Conditional Use Permit.
Documents:
Item 5 - 1520 Tiburon Blvd Report.pdf

APPEALS: The Belvedere Municipal Code provides that the applicant or any interested
person may appeal the action of the Planning Commission on any application. The appeal must
be in writing and submitted with a fee of $523.00 not later than ten (10) calendar days
following the date of the Planning Commission action. Appeals received by City staff via mail
after the tenth day will not be accepted. For purposes of filing an appeal, if the final day to
appeal falls on a City Hall observed holiday or a day when City hall is closed, the final day to
appeal shall be extended to the next day City Hall is open for public business. Please note that
if you challenge in court any of the matters described above, you may be limited to raising only
those issues you or someone else raised at the public hearing described above, or in written
correspondence delivered to the Planning Commission at, or prior to, the above- referenced
public hearing [Government Code Section 65009(b)(2)].

NOTICE: WHERE TO VIEW AGENDA MATERIALS
Staff reports and other writings distributed to the Planning Commission are available for public
inspection at the following locations:
l
l

l
l

Online at www.cityofbelvedere.org
Belvedere City Hall, 450 San Rafael Avenue, Belvedere (Writings distributed to the
Planning Commission after the posting date of this agenda are available for public
inspection at this location only.)
Belvedere-Tiburon Library, 1501 Tiburon Boulevard, Tiburon.
To request automatic mailing of agenda materials, please contact the City Clerk at (415)
435-8913.

NOTICE: AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT
The following accommodations will be provided, upon request, to persons with a disability:
agendas and/or agenda packet materials in alternate formats and special assistance needed to
attend or participate in this meeting. Please make your request at the Office of the Planning
Department or by calling (415) 435-3838. Whenever possible, please make your request four
working days in advance of the meeting.
Items will not necessarily be heard in the above order, nor, because of possible changes or
extenuating conditions, be heard. For additional information, please contact City Hall, 450 San
Rafael Avenue, Belvedere, CA 94920 (415) 435-3838
POSTED 05/12/2020

CONSENT 1
BELVEDERE PLANNING COMMISSION
MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING
MEETING HELD VIA ZOOM
APRIL 21, 2020 6:30 P.M.
A. CALL TO ORDER OF THE REGULAR MEETING
Vice Chair Peter Mark called the regular meeting to order at 6:30 p.m. The meeting was held via
Zoom video conference. Commissioners present via Zoom: Peter Mark, Marsha Lasky, Larry
Stoehr, Pat Carapiet, Nena Hart, Jim Lynch and Claire Slaymaker. Absent: None. Staff present:
Director of Planning and Building Irene Borba, Associate Planner Rebecca Markwick, City
Attorney Emily Longfellow, Building Official Brian Van Son and Planning and Building
Technician Nancy Miller.
A.
OPEN FORUM
This is an opportunity for any citizen to briefly address the Planning Commission on any matter
that does not appear on this agenda. Upon being recognized by the Chair, please state your name,
address, and limit your oral statement to no more than three minutes. Matters that appear to
warrant a more lengthy presentation or Commission consideration will be agendized for further
discussion at a later meeting.
Staff verified there were no requests to speak from members of the public via Zoom or email.
REPORTS
The Reports agenda item consists of any oral reports from standing Planning Commission
committees (if any), an individual member of the Planning Commission, and staff.
There were no reports.
CONSENT CALENDAR
The Consent Calendar consists of items that the Planning Commission considers to be noncontroversial. Unless any item is specifically removed by any member of the Planning
Commission, staff, or audience, the Consent Calendar will be adopted by one motion. Items
removed will be considered in the sequence as they appear below. If any member of the audience
wishes to have an item removed, please step to the microphone, state your name, and indicate the
item.
MOTION:

To approve the Consent Calendar for Items 1 and 2 as agendized below:

MOVED BY: Larry Stoehr, seconded by Claire Slaymaker
VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
RECUSED:
ABSENT:

Peter Mark, Marsha Lasky, Pat Carapiet, Larry Stoehr,
Nena Hart, Claire Slaymaker.
None
Jim Lynch (Item 1 due to absence from the meeting)
None
None

1. Draft Minutes of the February 18, 2020 regular meeting of the Planning Commission.
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2. Design Review and Exception to Total Floor Area for an addition/remodel of the existing
residence located at 278 Bayview Avenue. The project scope of work is to replace work
that was damaged from a flooding event in the home and to seismically upgrade the home.
The project includes but is not limited to a complete interior remodel, exterior
modifications such as new siding and windows as well as the enlargement of an existing
upper floor deck and the modification of existing bay windows. A Revocable License is
required for existing improvements in the city right-of-way. Property Owner: Amanda
Hoenigman; Applicant: Studio Vara – Maura Abernathy. Staff recommends that the
Planning Commission adopt the required resolutions for approval and recommend to City
Council approval of the requested Revocable License.
Chair Mark stated that Item 3 (50 San Rafael Avenue) is being continued to a future meeting at
the request of the applicants.
1. Consideration of Historical Designation of property at 50 San Rafael Avenue pursuant to
Chapter 21.20 of the Belvedere Municipal Code. Applicant & Property Owners: David
and Wendy McCarthy. Staff recommends that the Planning Commission recommend to
the City Council that the subject property be designated as a local historic landmark.
Recused Commissioner Carapiet.
MOTION:

To continue Item 3 (50 San Rafael Avenue) to a future Planning Commission
meeting.

MOVED BY: Nena Hart, seconded by Jim Lynch.
VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
RECUSED:
ABSENT:

B.

Peter Mark, Marsha Lasky, Larry Stoehr, Nena Hart,
Claire Slaymaker, Jim Lynch.
None
None
Pat Carapiet
None

PUBLIC HEARINGS
1. Design Review, Exception to Total Floor Area, and Variance for a remodel and alteration
of a single-story residence located at 4 Windward Road. The project includes refacing
the exterior of the home, a new metal roof and new landscaping. Property Owner: Paul
H. Stephens and Eleanor M. Stephens Family Trust; Applicant: Sean Bailey. Staff
recommends that the Planning Commission adopts the required resolutions for approval
and recommends to City Council approval of the requested Revocable License.

Associate Planner Rebecca Markwick presented the staff report. A slide show presentation
accompanied her remarks.1 She outlined the revisions that have been made to the prior project.
She indicated that two letters were received from neighbors after the issuance of the staff report.
The letters had been provided to the Commissioners electronically prior to the meeting and are
incorporated into the record. Ms. Markwick stated that the need for an additional Variance for Lot
Coverage will be required, and if the Planning Commission wishes to approve the project this will
need to come back to the next meeting for approval. She stated that the applicant has not been
able yet to secure another appraisal due to current shortage of available appraisers. They hope to

1

The slide show presentation is archived with the record of the meeting.
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be able to have this done by the time of the Building Permit submittal and have proposed a
methodology for review/approval of the multiple appraisals.
Commissioners asked questions regarding the Lot Coverage Variance details and process for
consideration and approval.
Ms. Markwick replied that originally, lot size was calculated based on a prior proposal to expand
the lot size by having a new bulkhead location. When that bulkhead location was deleted from the
current scope, the resulting recalculation of lot size was not readjusted in the current plans. Now
the estimated Lot Coverage is: Existing Lot Coverage 62%, and Proposed Lot Coverage 56%
(where 50% is allowed). The Variance will need to be noticed for a future meeting agenda and
discussed at that time.
Commissioner Lynch asked whether the proposed appraisal methodology would be acceptable to
the Building Department when submitted.
Building Official Brian Van Son replied that it would be acceptable.
Open public hearing.
Sean Bailey, project architect, described modifications made in response to comments from the
prior meeting. A slide show accompanied his remarks.2 Changes include window reductions in
both number and sizes, tinted glazing material for windows facing the Lagoon, added landscaping
and trees for screening, lighting fixture reductions and relocations. A study was made regarding
relocating the proposed dining room but has resulted in no change because structural issues would
make such a change cost prohibitive. The current distance from the dining room to the Lagoon is
well set back at 26’9”. Details on the plans have been updated for better clarity. An updated budget
for the project is now estimated to be $680,000. A new appraisal is being sought for submittal at
the time of the Building Permit application.
Commissioners asked questions of the applicant including: would they consider reducing the
height of the windows facing the Lagoon, perhaps by adding a header that would screen out light
emissions from interior ceiling lighting, can they provide cut sheets of the proposed light fixtures,
whether proposed rear yard trees could be re-sited to be directly in front of the tall windows instead
of being offset from them, and if the new appraisal could use a methodology where the valuation
of the home is averaged for the total square-footage of the home inclusive of both conditioned and
unconditioned space.
Mr. Bailey responded that all these requests can be considered.
Open public hearing.
There were no comments from the public received by email or by direct participation in the live
Zoom meeting.
Close public hearing.
Commissioners discussed the project in detail. There was general agreement that the design was
attractive and well done, and the choices of colors and materials were very tasteful and would be
an improvement for the neighborhood. There were no objections to the current Variance
applications for garage encroachment at the front yard or dining room at the rear yard setbacks.
There were mixed opinions on the use of the dark glazing at the rear façade as to appearance and
whether this would be sufficient to address light emission concerns, and that further mitigation
2

The applicant’s presentation is archived with the record of the meeting.
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might be needed by adding a header to the rear windows, a reduction in the size of those windows,
or both, as well as a possible relocation of proposed trees for screening from light spillover. One
Commissioner requested that one of the front street trees not be removed.
There was also mixed opinion as to whether the project could be approved without having the
revised appraisal available for consideration. Chair Mark stated that the Commission needs to
know when it is approving a project that it can be built as approved, as opposed to having to learn
later that it would need modification to be compliant or might need to become a phased project.
The applicants were asked to consider whether they would prefer a conditioned decision tonight,
or a continuance to address the comments of the Commission, since they must return next month
anyway to get approval of the additional Lot Coverage Variance request. The applicants replied
they would prefer a decision tonight if possible.
Commission discussed further and decided that they would like to continue the item so the
applicant can make modifications discussed to the windows, lighting and landscaping plans for
full review by the Commission at the same time they would be considering the added Lot Coverage
Variance.
MOTION

To continue the item for 4 Windward Road to the next Planning Commission
meeting.

MOVED BY: Nena Hart, seconded by Pat Carapiet.
VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
RECUSED:

Peter Mark, Larry Stoehr, Marsha Lasky, Nena Hart, Pat Carapiet
Claire Slaymaker, Jim Lynch.
None
None
None

2. Planning Commission consideration to modify specific conditions of approval related to
the barging of equipment & materials to the subject property and off-hauling of soils and
other materials from the Bay for a project currently under construction at 46 Cliff Road
for a new single-family dwelling. Applicant: Mark Swanson, Jamba Construction;
Property Owners: Rudolph G. Koppl Trust. Staff recommends that the Planning
Commission adopts the required resolutions for approval.
Director Borba presented the staff report. A slide show presentation accompanied her remarks.3
Letters received from neighbors that have been received after the issuance of the staff reports had
been provided to the Commissioners electronically prior to the meeting and are incorporated into
the record. A revised draft Resolution has been provided to clarify details of the modifications to
the approval.
Commissioners had no questions for staff.
Mark Swanson, Jamba Construction, applicant and contractor for the project presented the project
modification request. A slide show presentation accompanied his remarks.4 The detailed report
outlined the history of project approvals, and the need for modifications to the original approval
Resolution granted by the Planning Commission. These modifications are to address additional
concerns received from outside agencies regarding restrictions and regulations for accessing the
site with equipment and materials arriving from the shoreline waters. Mr. Swanson presented a
3
4

The staff presentation is archived with the record of the meeting.
The applicant’s slide show presentation is archived with the record of the meeting.
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plan for modified construction methods to allow for continued progress on the project while he
continues to address the outside agencies with additional information and planning to mitigate any
impacts on the biology of the shoreline and shoreline waters. He discussed also plans to regularly
communicate and coordinate with affected neighbors regarding construction processes, such as
many concrete pours (to be spaced apart on alternate Fridays), equipment or materials deliveries,
vanning for workers, and other efforts to make the project progress with the least impact possible.
Commissioners asked when the applicant might expect the outside agencies to issue permits for
work from the water to resume.
Mr. Swanson stated he is unsure, probably not until June or July, especially given the current
public health situation. Biological information and other information requests are being prepared
for submittal and review. The agencies seem to be working collaboratively to move the process
along.
Open public hearing.
There were no requests for public comment via the Zoom meeting portal or received by email.
Close public hearing.
Commissioners discussed the requested modifications. There was consensus that the applicant has
a clearly understood plan to continue the project with as little impact as is possible on the
community. They were pleased with the outreach to neighbors, suggesting that additional
communications with the affected residents of Belvedere Avenue and Belvedere Way might be
helpful.
MOTION:

To adopt the resolution approving modifications to the conditions of approval for
46 Cliff Road.

MOVED BY: Marsha Lasky, seconded by Larry Stoehr.
VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
RECUSED:
ABSENT:

Peter Mark, Larry Stoehr, Marsha Lasky, Nena Hart, Pat Carapiet,
Claire Slaymaker, Jim Lynch.
None
None
None
None

3. Consideration of a Resolution recommending City Council adoption of an Ordinance
amendment to Belvedere Municipal Code Title 20, “Architectural and Environmental
Design Review,” Section 20.04.050 Effect of Noncompliance removing automatic
retroactive design review penalties and utilizing City’s existing code enforcement
mechanisms. The City of Belvedere’s Design Review Code chapter 20.04 provides that
all new building, structures, and other exterior physical improvements require design
review approval, and that any such improvement constructed without design review
approval constitutes a nuisance and violates the Municipal Code; and Section 20.04.050
provides that the City may issue a stop work order for any structure or improvement that
is being constructed without design review approval, and that the City may enforce design
review requirements by all available legal and administrative remedies including but not
limited to: Nuisance Abatement (Municipal Code Chapter 8.12); Administrative Remedies
(Municipal Code Chapter 1.14); and/or 3) Administrative Citations (Chapter 1.15), and that
all remedies are cumulative; and the City desires to clarify procedures necessary to correct
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design review violations, including structures that were constructed without design review
approval, utilizing the existing enforcement mechanisms, deadlines, and procedures in
Title 1 of the Municipal Code (the “Ordinance Amendment”). Staff recommends that the
Planning Commission recommend to City Council approval of the proposed Ordinance
modifications.
City Attorney Emily Longfellow presented the staff report.
There were no questions from the Commission.
Open public hearing.
There were no requests for public comment via the Zoom meeting portal or received by email.
Close public hearing.
Commissioners discussed and agreed that the modifications to the Ordinance will provide clarity
and consistency for the processing of retroactive applications and for enforcement of
noncompliance.
MOTION:

To recommend to the City Council approval of the proposed Ordinance
modifications.

MOVED BY: Jim Lynch seconded by Marsha Lasky
VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
RECUSED:
ABSENT:

Peter Mark, Larry Stoehr, Marsha Lasky, Nena Hart, Pat Carapiet,
Claire Slaymaker, Jim Lynch.
None
None
None
None

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 8:35 pm.
PASSED AND APPROVED at a regular meeting of the Belvedere Planning Commission on May
19, 2020 by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
RECUSED:
ABSENT:

None

APPROVED: ___________________________________
Peter Mark, Planning Commission Chair
ATTEST: ______________________________
Christina Cook, City Clerk
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CITY OF BELVEDERE PLANNING COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT

REPORT DATE:

5/11/2020

CONSENT CALENDAR
AGENDA ITEM: 2

MEETING DATE: 5/19/2020
TO:

City of Belvedere Planning Commission

FROM:

Irene Borba, City Planner

REVIEWED BY:

Emily Longfellow, City Attorney

SUBJECT:

BELVEDERE
REPORT

HOUSING

ELEMENT

ANNUAL

PROGRESS

RECOMMENDATION
Housing Element law requires cities to report annually on the progress that each has achieved in
implementing that jurisdiction’s General Plan Housing Element. This law requires that each
jurisdiction report on any programs that have been implemented, as well as any progress that has
been made in meeting the Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA). The Annual Progress
Report also requires each jurisdiction to present its annual report at a public meeting.
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission:
1)

Receive and Accept the Annual Housing Element Report.

BACKGROUND
State of California Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD) requires that
communities file forms updating HCD on each jurisdiction’s progress implementing the
jurisdiction’s current Housing Element. The annual progress report is due each year by April 1st.
As required, the appropriate HCD forms were completed by staff and submitted to HCD (refer to
Attachment 1). As noted above and in accordance to California Government Code Section
64000(2)(B), the Annual Progress Report shall be presented at a public meeting, to allow for public
comment.
CONCLUSION
The City completed its housing element update process for the fifth cycle of State-mandated
housing element updates, with the cycle spanning the years 2015-2023. It was in May of 2015
that the City Council approved the adoption of the Housing Element and approved the associated
environmental document. The Housing Element can be found on the city website at:
http://www.cityofbelvedere.org/DocumentCenter/View/2316/Adopted-2015-2023-HousingElement--05-11-2015?bidId=

Annual Housing Element Report – Planning Commission Meeting, May 19, 2020
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At that time and as part of the Housing Element update, the City also adopted amendments to the
City of Belvedere Zoning Ordinance (Title 19 of the Municipal Code) to implement specific
programs of the adopted 2030 General Plan Housing Element and to comply with the California
Department of Housing and Community Development State laws, including: Amendments to
“Transitional and Supportive Housing,” as a permitted use in all residential Zoning Districts;
amendments to the Code to comply with the State density bonus law Government Code Section
65915 et seq.; and provision for reasonable accommodation for persons with disabilities seeking
equal access to housing under the Federal Fair Housing Act and the California Fair Employment
and Housing Act (the “Acts”) in the application of zoning laws and other land use regulations,
policies and procedures.
A letter dated May 18, 2015, from HCD was submitted to the City stating that the adopted Housing
Element was in full compliance with State Housing laws.
Additionally, in 2017 and 2018 and 2019 code amendments were made to Accessory Dwelling
Units and Junior Accessory Dwelling Units in order to further comply with State law (Government
Code sections 65852.2 and 95852.22.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission:
1)

Receive and Accept the Annual Housing Element Report.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1:

Annual Housing Element Progress Report

Annual Housing Element Report – Planning Commission Meeting, April 16, 2018
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2019 BELVEDERE Housing Element Annual Progress Report
General Information
First Name

Irene

Street Address

450 San Rafael Avenue

Phone

4154353838

Last Name

Borba

City

Belvedere

Email

Iborba@cityofbelvedere.org

Title

Director of Planning and Building

Zip Code

94920

Comments: Include any additional information or explanation for the information provided in the following tables.
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2019 BELVEDERE Housing Element Annual Progress Report
TABLE A - Housing Development Applications Submitted
Unit Information
Project Identifier

Proposed Units Affordability by Household Incomes

Current APN

Street
Address

Very LowIncome Deed
Restricted

Very LowIncome Non
Deed
Restricted

Low-Income
Deed
Restricted

Low-Income
Non Deed
Restricted

ModerateIncome Deed
Restricted

ModerateIncome Non
Deed
Restricted

Above
ModerateIncome

Total
Proposed
Units by
Project

Total
Approved
Units by
Project

Total
Disapproved
Units by
Project

6011305

213 San Rafael
Ave

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

6023207

431 Golden
Gate Ave

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

6016121

81 Belvedere
Ave

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

3

3

0

Totals

Project Information
Project Identifier
Prior APN

BELVEDERE - 2019

Current APN

Street Address

6011305

Unit Types
Project Name

Local
Jurisdiction
Tracking ID

Unit
Category

Tenure

Date Application
Submitted

Was Application
Submitted
Pursuant to SB
35 Streamlining?

213 San Rafael
Ave

ADU

Renter

06/25/2019

Yes-Approved

6023207

431 Golden Gate
Ave

ADU

Renter

06/12/2019

No

6016121

81 Belvedere Ave

ADU

Renter

08/30/2019

No

Notes
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2019 BELVEDERE Housing Element Annual Progress Report
TABLE A2 - Annual Building Activity Report Summary - New Construction
Entitlements
Project Identifier
Current APN

Street
Address

6021404

6020111

Affordability by Household Income - Entitlements
Local
Jurisdiction
Tracking ID

Very LowIncome Deed
Restricted

Very LowIncome Non
Deed
Restricted

Low-Income
Deed
Restricted

Low-Income
Non Deed
Restricted

ModerateIncome Deed
Restricted

ModerateIncome Non
Deed
Restricted

Above
ModerateIncome

Entitlement
Date
Approved

# of Units
Issued
Entitlements

300 Bella Vista
Ave

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

06/26/2019

1

46 Cliff Rd

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

12/12/2019

1

Totals

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

Building Permits
Project Identifier
Current APN

Street
Address

6021404

6020111

Affordability by Household Income - Building Permits
Very LowIncome Deed
Restricted

Very LowIncome Non
Deed
Restricted

Low-Income
Deed
Restricted

Low-Income
Non Deed
Restricted

ModerateIncome Deed
Restricted

ModerateIncome Non
Deed
Restricted

Above
ModerateIncome

Building
Permits Date
Issued

# of Units
Issued
Building
Permits

300 Bella Vista
Ave

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

06/26/2019

1

46 Cliff Rd

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

12/12/2019

1

Totals

0

0

0

0

0

1

1
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Local
Jurisdiction
Tracking ID

2

3

Certificate of Occupancy
Project Identifier
Current APN

Street
Address

6021404

6020111

Affordability by Household Income - Certificate of Occupancy
Local
Jurisdiction
Tracking ID

Very LowIncome Deed
Restricted

Very LowIncome Non
Deed
Restricted

Low-Income
Deed
Restricted

Low-Income
Non Deed
Restricted

ModerateIncome Deed
Restricted

ModerateIncome Non
Deed
Restricted

Above
ModerateIncome

Certificates of
# of Units
Occupancy or
Issued
other forms of Certificates of
readiness
Occupancy or
Date Issued other forms of
readiness

300 Bella Vista
Ave

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

46 Cliff Rd

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Totals

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Project Information
Project Identifier

Prior
APN

Current
APN

Street
Address

Project
Name

Unit Types

Local
Unit
Jurisdicti Category
on
Tracking
ID

Tenure

Housing with
Financial
Assistance and/or
Deed Restrictions
Extremel
Was
y Low
Project
Income Approve
Units
d using
SB 35
Streamli
ning?

6021404 300 Bella
Vista Ave

ADU

Renter

0

N

6020111

SFD

Renter

0

N
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46 Cliff
Rd

Infill
Units?

Demolished/Destroyed Units
Units?

Assistan
Deed
Housing Term of Number Demolish Demolish
ce
Restricti without Affordabi
of
ed or
ed/ or
Program on Type Financial lity or Demolish Destroye Destroye
s for
Assistan
Deed
ed/
d Units? d Units
each
ce or
Restricti Destroye
Owner or
Develop
Deed
on
d Units
Renter
ment
Restricti
ons
Compera
ble rental
prices

Notes

0

0
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2019 BELVEDERE Housing Element Annual Progress Report
TABLE B - Regional Housing Needs Allocation Progress
Permitted Units Issued by Affordability
Income
Level

RHNA
Allocation

Very Low*

Year 1 2015

Year 2 2016

Year 3 2017

Year 4 2018

Year 5 2019

Year 6 2020

Year 7 2021

Year 8 2022

Year 9 2023

Total Units
to Date (all
years)

Total
Remaining
RHNA by
Income
Level

Deed
restricted

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

NonRestricted

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

Deed
restricted

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

NonRestricted

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

Deed
restricted

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

NonRestricted

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

3

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

4

0

0

2

0

2

0

0

0

0

4

4

Low

3

Moderate

4

Above
Moderate

5

Total Units
Total RHNA

Restrictions

16

Total Remaining Need for RHNA Period

12

*Note: Units serving extremely low-income households are included in the very low-income permitted units totals
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2019 BELVEDERE Housing Element Annual Progress Report
TABLE C - Sites Identified or Rezoned to Accommodate Shortfall Housing Need
No Data Available
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2019 BELVEDERE Housing Element Annual Progress Report
TABLE D - Program Implementation Status
Program Description
Name of Housing Element
Program

Housing Programs Progress Report - Government Code Section 65583
Objective

Timeframe in H.E.

Status of Program Implementation

Program 1.1: Collaborate on inter- Participate in interjurisdictional efforts as opportuities
jurisdictional Efforts to Plan for
arise
and Provide housing

2015-2023

Will be continued as program in current Housing
Element. Applied for and received approval of SB
grant . Working with county and other Marin
Jurisdictions to develop ODDS guidelines and
information regarding ADU's & JADU's

Program 1.2: Identify Existing
Employee Housing Opportunities

2015-2023

High-level employee housing is currently supported by
the City.

Program 1.3: Work with the Marin Continue to implement the City's agreement with the
Housing Authority
Marin Housing Authority (MHA)

2015-2023

City financially supports the work of MHA

Program 1.4: Conduct an Annual
Housing Element Review

Annual Housing Element review

Annually in March of each year, prior to the budget
cycle

Completed herein.

Program 2.1: Enforce
Condominium Conversion
Ordinance

Regulate the conversion of for-rent apartments to for- 2015-2023
sale condominiums through continued implementation
of the ordinance

City continutes to enforce the Condominium
Conversion Ordinance

Program 2.2: Preserve Rental
Housing

Monitor the rental stock

2015-2023

Staff continues to pursue measures to preserve rental
housing and monitors existing rental units.

Program 2.3: Conduct Home
Presale Inspections

Inspect all residential units prior to resale

2015-2023

Staff continues to inspect residences at time of sale
and to identify hazards and to require their correction

Program 3.1: Provision of
Adequate Sites for Afordable
Housing

Facilitate the development of at least three new
housing units affordable to lower income households
on the 7 Beach Road site. Take specific actions to
faciltate the redevelopment of the site.

Initiate discussions with property owners by 2015,
redevelopment by 2023

Staff continues to follow Ord. 2011-4 permitting
building size for multi-family sites. Adopted Urgency
Ordinance - Ordinance No. 2019-11 to comply with
New State Requirements for ADU's & JADU's

2015-2023

Information posted on City website in 2014; public
outreach upon Implementation of Programs 3.3 and
3.4

Continue efforts to provide employee housing,
continue contributing to high-level Staff housing costs

Program 3.2: Public Education on Facilitate the creation of sixteen (16) second units
Second Units
during the planning period through increased public
outreach.

BELVEDERE - 2019
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Program 3.3: Junior Second Units Amend the Zoning Ordinance to create development
standards for junior second units. Facilitate the
creation of sixteen (16) second units during the
planning period

2016

Adopted Ordinance 2016-5 on 7/11/16 to adopt Junior
Second Unit permit process, standards and
procedures; Adopted Ordinance 2016-8 on 10/10/16
amending BMC Chapter 3.28 to exempt Junior Second
Units from the City Fire service tax. Reso 2017-1
adopted 8/14/17 to encourage JDUs and make
development requirements consistent with CA laws.
Reso 2018-4 had 1st reading Dec 2017 for same
purpose (Adopted March 2018) Adopted Urgency
Ordinance - Orinance No. 2019-11 to comply with New
State Requirements for ADU's & JADU's

Program 3.4: Financial Assistance Facilitate the creation of sixteen (16) second units
2017
for Second Units
during the planning period by identifying funding
sources to subsidize new units dedicated to those with
extremely low, very low, or low incomes.

Establish subsidy program within two years of Housing
Element adoption.

Program 3.5: Incentivize DeedRestricted Second Units

Consider amendments to the Zoning Ordinance within
one year of Housing Element adoption.

Amend the Zoning Ordinance to create development
incentives, such as a floor area bonus, to encourage
the development of deed-restircted units affordable to
very low and exceptionally low income households.
Facilitate the creation of sixteen (16) second units
during the planning period.

2016

Program 3.6: Prepare information Update outreach materials such as handouts, material 2015-2023
and Conduct Outreach on
for posting on City websie, and presentation material.
Housing Issues
Revise City website to make information more easily
accessible.

Update housing materials and website by 2023.

Program 3.7: Establish an
Evaluate establishement of fee for residential projects
Affordable Housing Fee for New
involving one or more units and fees based on square
Market Rate Housing, Remodeling foot basis for major remodels and additions.
and Additions.

2018

Conduct fee nexus study and explore feasiblity of
Ordinance adoption by 2018.

Program 3.8: Adopt a Housing
Trust Fund Ordinance and
Operating Procedures

Adopt a Housing Trust Fund Ordinance that includes
the requirement to utilize a certain percentage of the
Affordable Housing Fee to meet the housing needs of
extremely low income households.

2018

Adopt Ordinance and operating procedures by 2018

Program 3.9: Seek Federal and
State Funds for Qualifying
Deveopment Projects.

Identify and secure State and/or Federal funding to
supplement local support for the creation of new units
affordable to extremely low income households.

2015-2023

2015-2023 as new applications for multi-family units
are received.

Program 4.1: Engage in
Countywide Efforts to Address
Homeless Needs

Assist in addressing emergency shelter needs in a
comprehensive, countywide manner under the
leadreship of Marin County.

2015-2023

Staff continues to work with Marin County on housing
issues, including emergency housing.

BELVEDERE - 2019
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Program 4.2: Assure Good
Facilitate interaction between the operators of special
Neighborhood Relations Involving needs facilites and the neighbors whenever
Emergency Shelters and
necessary.
Residential Care Facilities.

2015-2023

on-going

Program 4.3: Create Home
Sharing and Tenant Matching
Opportunities

Continue City's relationship with the Marin Housing
Authority to promote this effot.

2015-2023

Staff continues to work with MHA and supports its
homesharing and tenant matching programs.

Program 4.4: Parking Reductions

Utilize the SC-H overlay as a mechanism to relax
parking standards for units dedicated for use by
seniors or disabled individuals. Provide parking
reduction for affordable projects through State density
bonus provisions.

2015-2023

Staff continues to make available the SC-H Zoning
Overlay for parking reductions for affordable housing
and senior housing.

Program 4.5: Fee Reductions for
Affordable Housing

Consider formal amendment to City Fee Schedule to
2016
reduce fee amounts for new units dedicated to lower
income households, including a commitment from the
City to waive 100 percent of the application processing
(planning) fees for developments in which at least five
percent of units are affordable to extremely lowincome households.

Consider adoption of resolution and amendment to
Fee Schedule within one year of Housing Element
Adoption.

Program 4.6 Assist in Effective
Use of Available Rental
Assistance Programs

Continued use of rental housing programs at current
funding levels

2015-2023

not completed at this time

Program 4.7: Streamline Permit
Expedite the permit processing timeframe for new
Processing for Multi-family Rental multi-family rental projects (those that do not involved
Projects
the subdivision of land) and aim to reduce the typical
processing time from 48 to 24 weeks.

2015-2023

not completed at this time

Program 4.8: Modify Parking
Requirement for Emergency
Housing

2016

Adopt ordinance by May 2016

Program 5.1: Energy
Coordinate with the Marin Housing Authority and
Conservations, Smart Growth and PG&E to make available loan programs to eleigible
Sustainable Design
owner- and renter-occupied housing.

2015-2023

Staff continues to implement CC Resolutions 2010-15
& 2010-16.

Program 6.1: Respond to Housing Continue to refer discrimination complaints to the
Discrimiation Complaints
appropriate legal service, county, or state agency.

2015-2023

On-going as needed

BELVEDERE - 2019

Adopt and Ordinance as appropriate to modify the
existing parking requirement of one off-street parking
space for every shelter bed.
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2019 BELVEDERE Housing Element Annual Progress Report
TABLE E - Commercial Development Bonus Approved pursuant to GC Section 65915.7
No Data Available
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2019 BELVEDERE Housing Element Annual Progress Report
TABLE F - Annual Building Activity Report Summary - Units Rehabilitated, Preserved and Acquired pursuant to GC Section 65583.1(c)(2)
Affordability by Household Incomes
Activity Type

Extremely Low-Income

Very Low-Income

Low-Income

Total Units

Rehabilitation Activity

0

0

0

0

Preservation of Units At-Risk

0

0

0

0

Acquisition of Units

0

0

0

0

Total Units by Income

0

0

0

0

BELVEDERE - 2019
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CITY OF BELVEDERE PLANNING COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT

REPORT DATE:

5/11/2020

CONSENT CALENDAR
AGENDA ITEM: 3

MEETING DATE: 5/19/2020
TO:

City of Belvedere Planning Commission

FROM:

Irene Borba, Director of Planning and Building

REVIEWED BY:

Emily Longfellow, City Attorney

SUBJECT:

Design Review and Exception to Total Floor Area for modifications to
approved plans for an addition/remodel of the existing residence at 20
Eucalyptus Road

RECOMMENDATION
The applicant is requesting Design Review and Exception to Total Floor Area applications for
modifications to approved plans for an addition/remodel to an existing residence located at 20
Eucalyptus Road. The original project approval is currently under construction; this is a
modification request to the approval. The applications are included as Attachment 3 and the
project plans are included as Attachment 4.
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission conduct the required public hearing and take
the following actions:
MOTION 1

Adopt the Resolution granting Design Review for the property located at
20 Eucalyptus Road, (Attachment 1);

MOTION 2

Adopt the Resolution granting an Exception to Total Floor Area to allow
5,433 SF where 4,850 SF is permitted, and 4,963 SF exists at 20
Eucalyptus Road, (Attachment 2);

Project Address:
APN:
Project Applicant:
Property Owner:
GP Designation:
Zoning:
Existing Use:

20 Eucalyptus Road
060-162-16
Throtmorton Ventures (Elizabeth Mitchell - architect)
Elizabeth Robinson Mitchell 2010 Family Trust
Low Density Residential SFD: 1.0 to 3.0 units/net acre
R-15 Zoning District, Belvedere Island
Single Family Residential

Site Characteristics:
The
subject
property is a large 27,342-square-foot with a
steeply sloping topography from the front of
the property. The site is adjacent to singlefamily homes. The property is developed
with an existing single-family residence and
carport with an existing detached pool house
and pool and other site improvements. The
site is developed with mature vegetation.

ZONING PARAMETERS
ELEMENT

PRESCRIBED

EXISTING

PROPOSED

Lot Area

15,000 SF

27,342 SF

No Change

Total Floor Area

4,850 SF

4,963 SF

5,433 SF

30%

19.1%

20.8%

(5,226 SF)

(5,696 SF)

No Change

Lot Coverage

Side Yard Setback - Left

10’

5’-5”

Side Yard Setback Right

10’

29’-10”

Rear Yard Setback

15’

34’-2”

No Change

Front Yard Setback

10’

14’

No Change

Building Height
(average)

28’

23’-5”

No Change

Parking Spaces

2

2

No Change

20 Eucalyptus Road, May 19, 2020, Planning Commission Meeting
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HISTORY/PROJECT ANALYSIS/ DESIGN REVIEW
Planning Commission 2019 Design Review Approval (Resolution Nos. 2019-019 and 2019-020)
In 2019, the Planning Commission approved applications for Design Review and an Exception to
Total Floor Area to repair/replace the existing foundation of the residence and to construct an
addition on the lower level to create a new master bedroom/suite, guest room and media room
(approx., 505 SF) and a new deck (approx., 344 SF). Additionally, an addition at the front entry
of the home was approved for an expansion of the living room and to create a new vestibule
connecting the main house to an existing bedroom (approx., 233 SF). The approval included a
deck expansion on the rear of the main residence and a roof deck on the middle level of the
residence (approx., 246 SF).
The approved project submitted by the applicant included two new fountains, one adjacent to the
exiting carport and one in the new deck/patio area at the lower level of the existing residence and
new exterior stairs along the side (north elevation) of the main residence. New exterior lights
were approved and colors and materials are to match existing.
This project is currently under construction. The application before the Commission is for
modifications to the previously approved application.
Exemption – February 2020
In February of this year, an Exemption from design review was submitted and approved for a
reduction in scope of work that was approved. The modification in project scope included a
reduction in size for a deck on the west elevation, the elimination of an enclosed covered deck
(middle level), the elimination of a roof deck on the upper level and of the vestibule on the
middle level and lastly the expansion of a concrete deck on the lower level to replace an existing
wood deck.
Current Proposal
As noted above, the applicant is requesting Design Review and Exception to Total Floor Area
approvals for modifications to approved plans for an addition/remodel of the existing home. The
current proposal is to enclose an existing lower level patio under and existing deck,
approximately 470 square feet in area.
This project proposal is for 470 sq ft enclosure of a permitted concrete mat slab patio on the
Lower Level of a single-family residence. The enclosure is located directly underneath a
permitted deck on the Middle Level which will now become a roof deck.
This enclosure will be an expansion of the media room, as well as an addition of a powder room
and a utility closet for the radiant heat equipment. It should be noted that prior to this expansion,
the equipment for the radiant equipment would have been located in a new detached storage
building. The enclosure is designed to have minimal impact on the only neighbor (18 Eucalyptus
Road) which can see the area by adding no new windows on the South Elevation.

20 Eucalytpus Road – May 19, 2020 Planning Commission Meeting
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DESIGN REVIEW FINDINGS
The Design Review findings, specified in Belvedere Municipal Code Title 20, state that all new
structures and additions should be designed to avoid excessively large dwellings that are out of
character with their setting or with other dwellings in the neighborhood. All buildings should be
designed to relate to, and fit in, with others in the neighborhood and should not attract attention
to themselves. To avoid monotony or an impression of bulk, large expanses of any one material
on a single plane should be avoided. Vertical and horizontal elements should be used to add
architectural variety, to break up building planes, and to avoid monotony. Landscaping will also
soften and screen structures and maintain privacy.
The proposed project includes a modification to approved plans on the lower level of the
residence at the rear of the home under an existing deck. The proposed modification to the house
is designed to be balanced and harmonious with the site and the surrounding areas. In staff’s
review, the requested modifications to the house and to the approved plans comply with Design
Review findings and are aesthetically compatible with the site and with the surrounding
properties. The proposed addition is not monumental or excessively large and would blend into
the existing architecture of the home. Staff can make all the Design Review findings as attached
in the draft Resolution (Attachment 1).
FLOOR AREA EXCEPTION
The applicant requests Planning Commission approval of a floor area of 5,433 SF. The
maximum permitted FAR in the R-15 Zoning District for lots greater than 14,700 square feet in
area is 4,850 SF. The lot is large at 27,342 SF, and the existing approved home currently under
construction exceeds the maximum allowed floor area at 5,004 SF (154 SF over). The applicant
is requesting to further exceed the maximum allowed floor area with an additional 429 SF.
ETFA Findings: Pursuant to Section 19.52.120(A)(1) of the B.M.C., in order to grant an
Exception to Total Floor Area, the Planning Commission must make each of the following
findings:
a. That primary views from adjacent properties, as well as from the street, are not
significantly impaired by the additional square footage;
b. That there are unusual characteristics applicable to the parcel which minimize the
impact of a greater floor area;
c. That the proposed structure(s) are appropriate in mass, bulk, and character for the
parcel, the neighborhood, and the zoning district, and meet(s) all design review
criteria; and
d. That the additional square footage will not substantially reduce the privacy otherwise
available to residents of adjoining properties.
In staff’s opinion the required findings for a Floor Area Exception can be made.
First, primary views from adjacent properties, as well as from the street, would not be
significantly impaired by the additional square footage. The additional square footage does not
impact views because the location of the addition is in an area of the home that is not visible to
the neighbors. The additional square footage would be created largely by enclosing an existing
patio below a deck. As proposed, the project is designed to maintain the basic footprint and
basic size of the existing house and the addition is proposed on the lower level of the home under
an existing deck at the rear of the home.
20 Eucalytpus Road – May 19, 2020 Planning Commission Meeting
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Second, their are unusual characteristics of the parcel that minimize the impact of the greater
floor area in that the home is located on a steep lot, and the majority of the additional floor area
is created by capturing an area on the lower level of the home and follows the topography of the
site. Additionally, the subject parcel is unusually large and exceeds the maximum lot area for
parcels in this zoning district and can accommodate the additional square footage. The project,
therefore, does not add visual mass or bulk.
Third, the addition will not be visually out of place within the context of the neighborhood or the
site. The project is approriate in mass, bulk, and character for the parcel, the neighborhood, and
the zoning district, and meets all design review criteria
Finally, Staff is able to make the finding that the project does not substantially reduce the privacy
otherwise available to residents of adjoining properties due to the thoughtful design of the
addition in relation to the adjacent neighbors and the surrounding neighborhood, the site, and
with the existing residence. Staff has provided the Commission with a draft Resolution of
approval for the requested Exception to Floor Area (Attachment 2).
ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION
The project has been reviewed under the provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and the CEQA Guidelines, California Code of Regulations. On May 11, 2020 the
proposed project was determined to be categorically exempt from CEQA pursuant to Section
15301 Existing Facilities because the proposed project involves no expansion of an existing use
and allows for minor alteration of existing private structures. Additionally, the project is exempt
from CEQA by the Common Sense Exemption, CEQA Guideline section 15061(b)(3), as it can
be seen with certainty that there is no possibility that the project would have a significant effect
on the environment. City action is required by July 11, 2020 or the project may be deemed
approved.
CEQA provides certain exceptions where categorical exemptions may not be used. Under one
such exception, a CEQA categorical exemption may not be used if the project has the potential to
cause a substantial adverse effect on a CEQA Tribal Cultural Resource. Here a categorical
exemption is appropriate because there is no potential that the project would cause a substantial
adverse effect on any potential Tribal Cultural Resources that may, or may not, exist on the site.
Additionally, there are no unusual circumstances applicable to the project under CEQA.
As mentioned above, the project is exempted from CEQA by the Common Sense Exemption. If
it can be seen with certainty that a project will not have a significant effect on the environment, it
is exempt from CEQA review. (CEQA Guidelines, § 15061(b)(3).) Here a categorical
exemption is appropriate because there is no possibility that the project would cause a substantial
adverse effect on any potential Tribal Cultural Resources that may, or may not, exist on the site.
The project is proposed on previously disturbed soil and will be infilling areas under the house.
The subject property is categorized as a Medium Sensitivity site for Tribal Cultural Resources in
the Belvedere 2030 General Plan Historical Resources Map. Additionally, a Cultural Resources
Evaluation was prepared for the subject property by William Roop of Archaeological Resource
Services and the Evaluation concluded that no cultural resources were found within the study
area and therefore no resource-specific recommendations are warranted.
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CORRESPONDENCE
A copy of the public hearing notice for this item was published in The Ark newspaper and mailed
to all property owners within 300 feet of the subject property. As of writing this report, staff has
received comments in support if the proposed project from the neighboring property owners, the
Pasquan’s.
CONCLUSION
Staff determines that all of the findings can be made for the Design Review and Exception to
Total Floor and has prepared Resolutions recommending approval.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission conduct the required public hearing and take
the following actions:
MOTION 1

Adopt the Resolution granting Design Review for the property located at
20 Eucalyptus Gate Avenue (Attachment 1); and

MOTION 2

Adopt the Resolution granting an Exception to Total Floor Area to allow
5,433 SF where 4,850 SF is permitted and 4,963 SF exists at 20
Eucalyptus Avenue (Attachment 2)

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Attachment 4:
Attachment 5:

Draft Design Review Resolution
Draft Exception to Total Floor Area Resolution
Project Applications
Project Plans
Correspondence
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CITY OF BELVEDERE
RESOLUTION NO. 2020 A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF BELVEDERE GRANTING DESIGN REVIEW
APPROVAL FOR MODIFICATIONS TO APPROVED PLANS FOR AN
ADDITION/REMODEL OF THE EXISTING RESIDENCE
AT 20 EUCALYPTUS ROAD
WHEREAS, a proper application has been submitted for Design Review pursuant to Title 20 of
the Belvedere Municipal Code for an interior remodel, addition and other site improvements to
the subject property for the subject property located at 20 Eucalyptus Road; and
WHEREAS, the project been determined to be categorically exempt from the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to pursuant to Section 15301 Class 1 Existing
Facilities because the proposed project includes the construction of an addition/remodel
involving negligible or no expansion of use beyond that existing; and
WHEREAS, project is exempted from CEQA by the Common Sense Exemption CEQA
Guideline section 15061(b)(3), because it can be seen with certainty that the project will not have
a significant effect on the environment; the property is fully developed with an existing residence
and other site improvements and the proposed modification would be constructed in a developed
area of the property, with minimal displacement or disturbance of soil. The project site is
categorized as a site of Medium Sensitivity for Tribal Cultural Resources. A Cultural Resource
Study was prepared by William Roop of Archaeological Resources, archaeological consultants.
The report concluded that there was no evidence of prehistoric archaeological resources
discovered during the course of the study; and
WHEREAS, there is no possibility of an adverse impact to the significance of an historical
resource under CEQA the property does not constitute an historical resource; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission held a properly noticed hearing on May 19, 2020, and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission finds based upon the findings set forth in Exhibit A
attached hereto and incorporated herein, that with the conditions listed below, the proposed
project is in substantial conformance with the Design Review criteria specified in Section
20.04.110 to 20.04.120 of the Belvedere Municipal Code.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Planning Commission of the City of
Belvedere does hereby grant approval of the Design Review application pursuant to Title 20 of
the Belvedere Municipal Code for modifications to approved plans for an addition/remodel of
the existing residence with the following conditions:
a) The property owner shall defend and hold the City of Belvedere and its officers harmless
in the event of any legal action related to or arising from the granting of this Design
Review approval, shall cooperate with the City in the defense of any such action, and shall
indemnify the City for any and all awards of damages and/or attorneys’ fees and
all associated costs that may result; counsel in any such legal action shall be selected by
the City in its sole reasonable discretion.

ATTACHMENT 1

Resolution 2020
20 Eucalyptus Road
May 19, 2020
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b) Plans submitted to the Building Department for permit issuance shall be consistent with
the approved Planning Commission plans prepared by Throtmorton stamped received by
the City of Belvedere on May 11, 2020.
c) Construction shall be limited to the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday, except in special circumstances after obtaining written permission from the City
Manager.
d) All requirements of the City Engineer shall be met at time of building permit including but
not limited to:


Please provide the revised total impervious surface area for this project. If this
area is 2,500 square feet or more then the project is subject to BASMAA Post
Construction Manual requirements for a “Single Family Home.” This will
require submittal of a Preliminary Stormwater Control Plan (SCP) that
follows the appropriate template in the most recent version of the Bay Area
Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) Post Construction
Manual. All water treatment or storm water control feature shall be clearly
identified on the plan.
 Please provide drainage connection details for new roof system under deck.
 An Encroachment Permit is required from the contractor for temporary and
permanent improvements, work activities, and staging or storage of equipment
and materials within the public right of way, subject to approval of the Public
Works Manager.
 This project will require a video recording of the condition of the haul route
prior to start of construction. The applicant will be responsible for any damage,
beyond normal wear and tear, to the roadway or other improvements along the
haul route caused by the removal or delivery of materials by truck. To ensure
any damage is repaired to the satisfaction of the City, a deposit may be required.
The deposit amount (estimated range from $10,000 to $30,000) will be
determined by the City Engineer at the time of the Building Permit review and
is dependent upon the duration of the project and total project valuation. If it is
determined that project construction caused damage, the amount to repair said
damage shall be withheld from the deposit amount, with the remaining amount
to be returned to the property owner.
e) Changes to the existing landscaping and or exterior lighting not granted as part of this
approval shall require additional Planning review/approval.
f) All requirements of the Fire Marshal shall be met at time of building permit including but
not limited to:
1. Approved smoke and carbon monoxide alarms shall be installed to provide
protection to all sleeping areas.
2. Vegetation on this parcel shall comply with the requirements of the Tiburon Fire
Protection District and the recommendations of Fire Safe Marin. A Vegetation
management Plan shall be submitted for review and approval by the Tiburon Fire
Protection District.
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3. The structure shall have installed throughout an automatic fire sprinkler system.
The system design, installation and final testing shall be approved by the District
Fire Prevention Officer. CFC 903.2
g) The general contractor shall submit a proposal to the City Manager, for review and
approval, addressing the schedule for construction and parking locations for construction
vehicles. Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall update the
Construction Management Plan to the satisfaction of the Building Official.
h) Design Review approvals expire twelve (12) months from the date of approval, unless a
Building Permit has been issued or an extension has been granted.
i) Construction shall be completed within the Construction Time Limit established for this
project.
j) These Conditions of Approval shall be printed on the Building Permit Construction Plan
set of drawings.
k) In the event unanticipated archaeological or paleontological resources are uncovered
during construction, all work must be halted and an evaluation must be undertaken by a
qualified archaeologist or paleontologist to identify the appropriate actions that shall be
undertaken.
l) These restrictions shall be binding upon any successor in interest of the property.
m) Prior to the issuance of a building permit the property owner shall demonstrate compliance
with State/BAAQMD air quality requirements related to the dust generated by grading and
construction.
PASSED AND ADOPTED at a regular meeting of the Belvedere Planning Commission on May
19, 2020, by the following vote:
VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
RECUSED:

Peter Mark, Nena Hart, Claire Slaymaker

APPROVED: ______________________________________
Patricia Carapiet, Planning Vice Commission Chair
ATTEST:________________________
Christina Cook, City Clerk
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DESIGN REVIEW FINDINGS
The following sections are edited versions of Sections 20.04.110 to 20.04.120 of the Belvedere
Municipal Code and the Design Review Criteria. In order for a design review application to be
approved, the Planning Commission must find the project to be in substantial conformance with
these criteria.
Preservation of existing site conditions. To preserve the landscape in its natural state, the
removal of trees, vegetation, rock, and soil should be kept to a minimum. Projects should
be designed to minimize cut and fill areas, and grade changes should be minimized and
kept in harmony with the general appearance of the neighboring landscape.
The majority of the site will remain in its natural state. The proposal is for an
addition/remodel of the existing residence and the majority of the proposed work is to be in
an area on the lower level of the structure. The project has been designed to minimize cut and
fill in order to stay in harmony with the neighborhood.
Relationship between structures and the site. There should be a balance and harmonious
relationship among the structures on the site, between the structures and the site itself, and
between the structures and those on adjoining properties. All new buildings or additions
constructed on sloping land should be designed to relate to the natural land-forms and step
with the slope in order to minimize the building mass and bulk and to integrate the
structure with the site.
The proposal is for an addition/remodel of the existing residence and the majority of the
proposed work is to be in an area on the lower level of the structure. The proposed
modifications are in keeping with the existing style, architecture and form of the residence
and is balanced and harmonious with the existing structures on the site and with adjoining
properties. The design elements and materials (to match existing) will complement existing
colors and materials. Additionally, the project as designed conforms to the topography of
the site and integrates into the existing structure.
Minimizing bulk and mass.
A. All new structures and additions should be designed to avoid monumental or
excessively large dwellings that are out of character with their setting or with other
dwellings in the neighborhood. All buildings should be designed to relate to and fit in with
others in the neighborhood and not designed to draw attention to themselves.
The addition has been designed in such a way that it will fit well on the site and will be
compatible with the existing residence on the property and other residences in the
neighborhood. The proposed project as designed includes building out an area on the lower
level of the house under an existing deck. The proposed modifications would not be massive or
out of scale with the site or surroundings. The proposed improvements fit in with others in
the neighborhood and are not designed to draw attention to it.
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B. To avoid monotony or an impression of bulk, large expanses of any one material on a
single plane should be avoided, and large single plane retaining walls should be avoided.
Vertical and horizontal elements should be used to add architectural variety, to break up
building planes, and to avoid monotony.
The project avoids monotony and the impression of bulk. The design includes a mix of
vertical and horizontal elements that will add architectural variety and blend nicely with the
mature landscaping and other properties in the neighborhood. There is no monotony or
impression of bulk, or large expanse of any one material and as designed the additions
provide some articulation and interest to the existing architectural structure.
Materials and colors used. Building designs should incorporate materials and colors that
minimize the structures visual impacts, that blends with the existing landforms and
vegetative cover, that relate to and fit in with structures in the neighborhood, and that do
not attract attention to the structures themselves. Soft and muted colors in the earthtone
and woodtone ranges are preferred and generally should predominate. Trim and window
colors should be compatible with and complementary to the other building colors.
As the colors and materials for the house and additions will match existing colors and
materials they will blend in with the existing neighborhood, therefore minimizing visual
impacts and would not attract attention to the structures themselves.
Fences and screening.
A. Fences and physical screening should be located so as to be compatible with the design
of the site and structures as a whole, should conceal and screen garbage areas, mechanical
equipment, and structural elements from public view, should preserve privacy between
adjoining dwellings, where practical, and should not significantly block views.
Not applicable as no new fences are proposed.
Privacy. Building placement, and window size and placement should be selected to give
consideration to the privacy of adjacent buildings.
The additions are placed on the property to avoid privacy impacts to the neighbors. The new
windows proposed will not have an impact to the adjacent neighbors as they are placed far
from the neighbor’s properties and oriented away from neighbors and will be screened by the
mature landscaping on the property.
Drives, parking and circulation. Walkways, driveways, curb cuts and off-street parking
should be planned and designed so as to minimize interference with smooth traffic flow, to
encourage separation of pedestrian from vehicular traffic, and to be as safe and convenient
as is practical. They should not be out of relationship with the design of the proposed
buildings and structures on the site, and should not intrude on the privacy of, or conflict
with the appearance or use of neighboring properties.
Not applicable as the primary access will remain unchanged.
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Exterior lighting, skylights, and reflectivity. Exterior lighting should not create glare,
hazard, or annoyance to neighboring property owners or to passersby. Lighting should be
shielded and directed downward, with location of lights coordinated with the approved
landscape plan. Skylights should not have white or light opaque exterior lenses.
All exterior lighting will be required to be shielded and or directed downward.
Consideration of nonconformities. The proposed work shall be viewed in relationship to
any nonconformities, as defined in Title 19, and where it is determined to be feasible and
reasonable, consideration should be given to conditioning the approval upon the mitigation
or elimination of such nonconformities.
The applicant requests an Exception to Total Floor Area that would allow the property to
exceed the maximum allowable floor area in the R-15 zoning district for the size lot. The
existing home currently exceeds the allowable floor area. Because the findings for a Floor
Area Exception can be made, it is not reasonable or feasible to mitigate or eliminate the
existing or proposed nonconformity.
Landscape plans -- Purpose.
Landscape plans should be compatible with the character of the site and surrounding
developed properties. Native or natural appearing vegetation, with generally rounded,
natural forms, should be placed to appear as loose, informal clusters. B. Landscape plans
shall include appropriate planting to soften or screen the appearance of structures as seen
from off-site locations and shall include appropriate screening for architectural elements,
such as building foundations, deck supports, and retaining walls, that cannot be mitigated
through architectural design. C. Landscape plans should provide privacy between
properties. Choice of landscape materials should take into consideration the future impact
which new planting may have in significantly obstructing views from nearby dwellings.
Landscape Plans – Materials. A. Plant materials native to northern California and Marin
County, and those that are drought-tolerant are encouraged. Evergreen species are
encouraged for use in screen planting situations. Because of high water usage, turf areas
should be minimized and narrow turn areas, such as in parking strips, should be avoided.
B. Landscape plans should include a mix of fast and slow growing plant materials. Fast
growing trees that have a short life span should be used only when planted with others
which reach maturity at a later age. C. Landscape plans should include water conserving
irrigation systems. Plant materials should be selected so that once established, much of the
major site landscaping would survive solely on rainfall. Plant materials native to northern
California and Marin County, and those that are drought tolerant, are encouraged.
Because of high water usage, turf areas should be minimized and narrow turf areas, such
as in parking strips, should be avoided.
Not applicable as no landscaping is proposed.

CITY OF BELVEDERE
RESOLUTION NO. 2020
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF BELVEDERE GRANTING AN EXCEPTION
FROM SECTION 19.52.120 OF THE BELVEDERE MUNICIPAL CODE FOR THE
PROPERTY LOCATED AT 20 EUCALYPTUS ROAD
WHEREAS, a proper application has been submitted for an Exception to Total Floor Area from
the zoning provisions of the Belvedere Municipal Code to permit a maximum floor area of 5,433
square feet where 4,963 square feet currently exists and 4,850 square feet is permitted at 20
Eucalyptus Road; and
WHEREAS, the project has been determined to be exempt from the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA), pursuant to Section 15301 of the CEQA Guidelines; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission held a duly noticed public hearing on the requested
Floor Area Exception on May 19, 2020; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission made each of the following findings of fact, as required
by section 19.52.120(A)(1) of the Belvedere Municipal Code:
a. That primary views from adjacent properties, as well as from the street, are not
significantly impaired by the additional square footage.
Primary views from adjacent properties, as well as from the street, will not be
significantly impaired by the additional square footage. The majority of the new floor
area proposed proposes an addition into an existing area on the lower level of the
main residence at the rear of the structure. Much of the additional square footage is
created by enclosing an existing patio, which will not impact views. The proposed
project as designed will not impact primary views or due to the siting of the existing
residence and the topography of the subject property and the locations of the
additions.
b. That there are unusual characteristics applicable to the parcel which minimize
the impact of a greater floor area.
There are unusual characteristics of the parcel that minimize the impact of the greater
floor area in that the home is located on a steep lot, and the majority of the additional
floor area is created by capturing an area on the lower level of the home and follows
the topography of the site. Additionally, the subject parcel is unusually large and
exceeds the maximum lot area for parcels in this zoning district and can
accommodate the additional square footage. The project, therefore, does not add
visual mass or bulk.
c. That the proposed structure(s) are appropriate in mass, bulk, and character for
the parcel, the neighborhood, and the zoning district, and meet(s) all design
review criteria.
The project meets all Design Review criteria and it fits in with the size, scale, and mix
of homes in the R-15 Zoning District. The addition fits in well to the character of the
existing neighborhood. As design, the proposal includes the use of an existing area on
the lower level of the home.
ATTACHMENT 2
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d. That the additional square footage will not substantially reduce the privacy
otherwise available to residents of adjoining properties.
The project as designed does not substantially reduce the privacy otherwise available
to residents of adjoining properties due to the thoughtful design of the addition in
relation to the adjacent neighbors and the surrounding neighborhood, the site, and
with the existing residence.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Planning Commission of the City of
Belvedere does hereby grant an Exception to Total Floor Area to allow a maximum floor area of
5,433 square feet where 4,963 square feet currently exist and 4,850 square feet is permitted at 20
Eucalyptus Road.
PASSED AND ADOPTED at a regular meeting of the Belvedere Planning Commission on May
19, 2020, by the following vote:
VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
RECUSED:

Peter Mark, Nena Hart, Claire Slaymaker

APPROVED:_____________________________
Patricia Carapiet, Planning Vice Commission Chair

ATTEST: _______________________________
Christina Cook, City Clerk

Project Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Project Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

ZONING PARAMETERS:
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Proposed

15;ooo

Lot Area ........ . .... . .
Lot Coverage .......... .
Total Floor Area ...... .
Front Yard Setback ... .
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Left Sideyard Setback ... .
Right Sideyard Setback... .
Rear Yard Setback .... .
Building Height Maximum .. .
Building Height Average .. .
Parking Spaces ...... .

(To Be Completed by Applicant)
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General Information
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Project Address: _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ _
15.

Associated projects, such as required grading or staging. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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16.

Anticipated incremental development. _ ___::/U_..:;_'O.;__'/J._~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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the application is required.

Are the following items applicable to the project or its effects? Discuss below all items checked yes
(attach additional sheets as necessary).
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20.
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29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Change in existing features of any bays, tidelands, beaches. or hills, or substantial alteration of
ground contours.
Change in scenic views or vistas from existing residential areas or public lands or roads.
Change in pattern, scale or character of general area of project.
Significant amounts of solid waste or litter.
Change in dust, ash, smoke, fumes or odors in vicinity.
Change in ocean, bay, lake, stream or ground water quality or quantity, or alteration of existing
drainage patterns.
Substantial change in existing noise or vibration levels in the vicinity.
Site on filled land or on slope of 10 percent or more.
Use of, or disposal of potentially hazardous materials, such as toxic substances, flammables or
explosives.
Substantial change in demand for municipal services (police, fire, water, sewage, etc.).
Substantially increase fossil fuel consumption (electricity, oil, natural gas, etc.) .
Relationship to a larger project or series of projects.
Changes to a structure or landscape with architectural or historical value.
Changes to a site with archeological or cultural value such as midden soil.
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Environmental Setting
34.

Describe the project site as it exists before the project, including information on topography, soil stability,
plants and animals, and any cultural, historical or scenic aspects. Describe any existing structures on the
site, and the use of the structures. Attach photographs of the site. Snapshots or Polaroid photos will be
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Describe the surrounding properties, including information on plants and animals and any cultural, historical
or scenic aspects. Indicate the type of land use (residential, commercial, etc.), intensity of land use (onefamily, apartment houses, shops, department stores, etc.), and scale of development (height, frontage, setSnapshots or Polaroid photos will be accepted.
back, rear yard, etc.). Attach photo raphs of the vicinity.
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For Design Review applications not requiring a building permit this section does not apply. Design
Review approvals expire twelve (12) months from the date of approval unless granted a longer duration
by the Planning Commission.
This Section advises you of the Time Limit Guidelines that are applied to all Design Review applications
that require a building permit as prescribed by Section 20.04.035 of the Belvedere Municipal Code.
B.
Construction Time Limit Required. This Chapter shall apply to any project for which a design
review approval is required , any project requiring a building permit with an estimated construction value
of $50,000 or greater, and/or any landscaping project with an estimated construction value of $50,000
or greater that is associated with a building permit. As part of any application for design review, the
applicant shall file a reasonable estimate of the cost of the proposed project, and based thereon , a
construction time limit shall be established for the project in accordance with the guidelines set forth in
Subsection C of this Section. The maximum time for completion of project shall not exceed six months
for additions and remodeling up to $100,000 in value; 12 months for construction up to $500,000 in
value; and 18 months for construction valued at more than $500,000. Failure to complete construction
in the agreed upon time will result in fines ranging from $600 per day to $1200 per day with a $300,000
maximum penalty. Application for an extension of the prescribed time limit can be made providing
certain conditions are met. The maximum extension is 6 months. The time for completion of the
construction shall also be indicated on the building permit.

In the space provided below please indicate the estimated project valuation.

;{0, OO(J
Estimated cost of construction:$
Based on the above estimated pr-o-~e-c-t-va-l'"""ua:::..t-io-n-J,'c._h_e_c_k..o;:o::..ne-of:-t-he~fo-11-ow-in-g-=T:-im-e--=-u:-m-:-it-G=--uidelines that shall apply
to your project:
0

1.

For new construction, the demonstrable value of which is estimated to be less than $500,000.
Construction shall be completed twelve (12) months from the commencement of work following the
issuance of the building permit.

0

2.

For new construction, the demonstrable value of which is estimated to be more than $500.000.
Construction shall be completed eighteen (18) months from the commencement of work following the
issuance of the building permit.

0

3.

For additions, alterations, modifications and repairs, the demonstrable value of which is estimated at
less than $100.000.
Construction shall be completed six (6) months from the commencement of work following the
issuance of the building permit.

0

4.

For additions, alterations, modifications and repairs, the demonstrable value of which is estimated at
less than $500.000.
Construction shall be completed twelve (12) months from the commencement of work following the
issuance of the building permit.

0

5.

For additions, alterations, modifications and repairs, the demonstrable value of which is estimated at
more than $500.000.
Construction shall be completed eighteen (18) months from the commencement of work following the
issuance of the building permit.
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For those projects that do not fall under any of the above Time Limit Guidelines or that wish to exceed
the time limit that was approved by the Planning Commission, the following is the "Extension of
Construction Time Limit" process (BMC Section 20.04.035(D):
D.

Extension of Construction Time Limit.
1.
An applicant may request a construction time limit extension at the
time of the design review hearing or after the issuance of a building permit. An applicant
is limited to one construction time limit extension per project.
2.
The Planning Commission has the authority to grant, conditionally
grant, or deny a time limit extension request made at the time of a design review hearing
based on the reasonable anticipation of one or more of the factors in this Subsection.
The Planning Commission's decision may be appealed in writing to the City Council.
3.
The extension committee has the authority to administratively
grant, conditionally grant, or deny a time limit extension request made after the issuance
of a building permit based on one or more of the factors in this Subsection. The
extension committee shall consist of the City Building Official, the Director of Planning
and Building, and the Public Works Manager, who shall meet with the project contractor,
architect and, at the applicant's option, a representative or the applicant. The extension
committee shall review the extension request within 10 working days of receiving a
complete application. Within 10 working days of receiving the decision, the applicant
may appeal the extension committee's decision to the Planning Commission and the
Planning Commission's decision to the City Council. All appeals shall be scheduled
within a reasonable time of the receipt of the appeal.
4.
An application for a construction time limit extension shall be
accompanied by complete working drawings for the construction, a written explanation of
the reasons for the requested extension, any other information requested by Planning
staff, and a fee as established by City Council resolution.
5.
Projects with an initial 18-month construction time limit may
receive a maximum 6-month extension for a total time limit of 24 months. Projects with
an initial 6 or 12-month construction time limit may receive an extension, provided that
such extensions do not result in a total construction time limit exceeding 18 months.
6.
Landscaping Extension. When landscaping work, which was approved
as part of a larger construction project, is delayed because of inclement weather, the
applicant may file with the City Manager for an extension to complete the landscaping
work. The request must be filed prior to, and may not exceed 30 days beyond, the final
building inspection approval, issuance of an occupancy permit, or expiration of the 90day landscaping time limit granted per Subsection C2 above, whichever occurs later.
The City Manager shall grant said extension only if, in his or her opinion, such extension
is warranted because of delays caused by inclement weather.
7.
Construction Time Limit Extension Factors.
Requests for
construction time limit extensions shall be determined based on one or more of the
following factors:
a.
Site topography
b.
Site access
c.
Geological issues
d.
Neighborhood considerations
e.
Other unusual factors
f.
Extreme weather events
g.
Unanticipated discovery of archeological resources
h.
Other conditions that could not have been reasonably
anticipated at the time of project application
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This Section advises you of the costs that may be involved in processing Planning-related applications
and/or appeals. You are hereby requested to acknowledge this information and agree to be
responsible for all expenses incurred in the processing of your application(s)/appeal(s).
As the property owner/appellant, you agree to be responsible for the payment of all costs, both direct
and indirect, associated with the processing of the applications(s)/appeals(s} referenced below. Such
costs may be incurred from the following source:
Hourly billing costs as of July 1, 2018, (subject to change without notice):
$ 85.00
Director of Planning & Building
Associate Planner
$ 59.00
City Attorney
$240.00
Specialized Planning Consultant
Actual costs + 25% overhead
For all applications and appeals, an initial deposit is required at the time of submittal, with the amounts
determined by City Council resolution . In addition to the initial deposit, the property owner/appellant
may be required to make further deposits for anticipated work. Invoices are due and payable within 15
days. Application(s) /or appeal(s) will not be placed on an agenda until these deposits are received.

This Section applies to all projects that receive design review. To avoid misunderstandings regarding
changes to building plans that have received Design Review, please read and acknowledge the below
information. To help your project proceed in an expeditious and harmonious manner, the City of
Belvedere wishes to inform you of several basic understandings regarding your project and its
approval. By you and your representative signing this document, you are acknowledging that you have
read, understand, and will comply with each of the points listed.
1. Once Design Review approval has been granted, construction plans may be submitted to the City.
The construction plans shall be identical to the plans approved for design review. (BMC
§20.04.010). Deviations from the plans approved for Design Review cannot be approved except by
an amendment to the Design Review approval. It is the applicants' responsibility to assure
conformance, and the failure of staff to bring nonconformities to the applicants' attention shall not
excuse the applicant from such compliance.
2. Comments from City staff regarding the project shall neither be deemed official nor relied upon
unless they are in writing and signed by the City Manager or his designee.
3. Without the prior written approval of the City, construction on the project shall not deviate in any
manner, including but not limited to form, size or color, from approved construction plans. If at any
time during construction, and without such written approval, construction on the project is found by
a member of City staff to deviate from the approved construction plans in any manner, an official
STOP WORK ORDER will be issued by the City, and there shall be a total cessation of all work on
the project.
4. If such a STOP WORK ORDER is issued, the City may initiate proceedings to impose
administrative penalties or nuisance abatement proceedings and issue an order to show cause,
which will compel the undersigned property owner to appear before the City Council and show
cause why the work performed does not deviate from the approved plans and why such work
should not be condemned as a public nuisance and abated. (Authority: Belvedere Municipal Code
Chapters 1.14 and 8.12)
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Project Address:. _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Story Pole Requirement
Preliminary Story Poles sufficient to indicate the height and shape of the proposed structure or
additions shall be placed on the site at least twenty (20) days prior to the first meeting date at which
this application will be heard. Final Story Poles must be placed at the site at least ten (10) days prior
to the first meeting date and removed no later than ten (1 0) days following the final city action on the
project application. Story poles shall be connected at their tops with colored tape or ribbon to clearly
indicate ridges, eaves, and other major elements of the structure.
Limit on the Number of Administrative and Planning Commission Design Review Approvals

Pursuant to Belvedere Municipal Code Section 20.04.020(8)(1)(a), for a site or structure with no
existing active Design Review approval, during any twelve-month period, an applicant may obtain up to
four administrative approvals, which may be in the form of either Staff Approval , Design Review
Exception, or a combination of the two. However, there is no limit to the number of times an applicant
may apply for Planning Commission Design Review. Any such administrative or Planning
Commission Design Review approval(s) shall be valid for a period of twelve (12) months from
the date of approval, unless a building permit has been issued for the project within said twelve
(12) month period, in which case the Design Review approval shall be valid as long as there is
an active building permit for the project.
Once a project has been approved by Planning Staff or the Planning Commission, administrative
approvals to amend the existing active Design Review approval for that project shall be limited to three
such approvals at any time during the lifetime of the underlying Design Review approval, plus one such
approval during the process of obtaining final inspection approval of the project. Any such
administrative approval(s) granted shall NOT extend the twelve (12) month term, of the
underlying Design Review approval, or the building permit construction time limit if a building
permit has been issued for the project.

All property owners must complete and sign the section below which is applicable to your property.

Street address of subject property:

za EilC,t:}L-YJ?/?!S

Assessor's Parcel No(s). of subject property:

>

£!?., 8£LY£J?£Kr

A PA.J - c:/.60 _. / b 2-/ ~

Properties Owned by a Trust, LLC, Corporation, Partnership, or Other Entity

Please provide proof of ownership and of the signer's authority to enter into contracts regarding this
property. One or more of the following documents may contain the necessary information.
• For Trusts: the Trust Document or a Certificate of Trust, including any attachments thereto;
Property Deed; Certificate of Title Insurance.
• For other entities: Articles of Incorporation; Partnership Agreement; Property Deed;
Certificate of Title Insurance; written certification of facts by an attorney.
Photocopies are acceptable. To ensure privacy, documentation will be shredded in a timely manner,
or, upon request, returned to the appli9ant.
)i"?-JZ/?8£:/h' N/1?//Et!Z
, state under penalty of perjury under the laws of
I,
the State of California that the above-described subject property is owned by a Trust, LLC, Corporation,
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Partnership, or other entity and that my signature on this application has been authorized by all
necessary action required by the LLC, Corporation, Partnership, or other entity.
I hereby make application for approval of the design review requested. I have read this application and
hereby certify that the statements furnished above and in the attached exhibits present the data and
information required for the design review and initial environmental evaluation to the best of my ability,
and that the facts, statements and information presented are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief
I agree to b.e re.sponsible for all costs inc.urred in conne.ction with the processing of my application and.
appeals, if any. And I agree to be bound by Section 5, "Acknowledgement of Responsibilities," above
and representations one through four contained therein .

In the case of an application for revocable license, I agree that, upon approval by the City Council of the
revocable license requested, I will promptly execute a license drafted by the City, have it notarized, and
return it to the City so that it may be recorded.

I understand that the contents of this document are a Public Record . If more than one signature is
required by the owner entity to make this application, please have all signers sign below.
Signed this£~day of

N_,/JCC)/

_ , 20 2'~ at Belvedere, California.

Signature~~~

Signature_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Title(s)

Title(s)._ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

~Trustee(s)

0 Partners: 0 Limited or 0 General

Name of trust, LLC, corporation, or other entity:

)- Properties Owned by Individuals

0 Corporation

0 Other _ _ _ _ __

~filE- ELIU13£rffl f!!'OCII V50AJ

H ; fC!IEt::.i

zo;o rA/4 /L.Y

-71Ztt:.?1

I,
, state under penalty of perjury under the laws of
the State of California that I am the repord .owner .of the above-described subject property.
I hereby make application for approval of the design review requested . I have read this application and
hereby certify that the statements furnished above and in the attached exhibits present the data and
information required for the design review and initial environmental evaluation to the best of my ability,
and that the facts, statements and information presented are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
I agree to be responsible for all costs incurred in connection with the processing of my application and
appeals, if any. And I agree to be bound by Section 5, "Acknowledgement of Responsibilities," above
and representations one through four contained therein.
In the case of an application for revocable license, I agree that, upon approval by the City Council of the
revocable license requested , I will promptly execute a license drafted by the City, have it notarized, and
return it to the City so that it may be recorded.
I understand that the contents of this document are a Public Record.
Signed this _ _ _ _ day of _ _ _ _ __ , 20_

, at Belvedere, California.

Signature_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
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Project Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

:>

Designation of Owner's Representative (Optional)

I hereby authorize
to file on my behalf any applications, plans,
papers, data, or documents necessary to obtain approvals required to complete my project and further
authorize said person to appear on my behalf before the Planning Commission and/or City Council.
This designation is valid until the project covered by the application(s) is completed and finaled or until
the designation is rescinded in writing.
Signature of Owner:---- - - -- - - - - - - -- - -

Date: _ __ _ _ __ _ _

Signature of Representative: - - -- -- - - -- - - - - - - Date:_ _ _ _ __ _ __
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APPLICATION FOR EXCEPTION
TO TOTAL FLOOR AREA
CITY OF BELVEDERE • PLANNING COMMISSION

450 SAN RAFAEL AVE • BELVEDERE, CA 94920-2336
PH. 415-435-3838 • FAX 415-435-0430 • WWW.CITYOFBELVEDERE.ORG

II

-

)i'O~ STAFF USE ONLY

D a t e : - - - - - - Rec'd. by: _ __

Amount: _ _ _ __

Assessors Parcel N o : - - - - - - - - - - -

II

·-

I

Receipt No.: _ _ __ _

Zone: - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------

TO UE COMPLETEP BY APPLICANT
~.?/?/l£Y~q'5 .2P, f f £ Y£t?£~

Address of Property:

;;;?c?

TypeofProperty:

?"INf?g ~HILY ~£5;PEAJC£"

Record Owner of Property: $£./49&£~/1 $~5/Af9:JAJ
Mailing

##C#Ed :Z~/0 M#/L,Y f'£~;
Daytime Phone:
47?- ff/L5 Zf:Zt'

;;??7 £.ti'Lh7£Y/~.?.::?5 !Z?

Address:

/3EL.j/&j?,ff££ ?A

Fax: - - - - - - - - - - - - -

e

Email:£?//1?'h"E£6
Owner's Representative:

--/7/,Rc;£/1"L1/ZfGJ/J.

$?/Zfii?£7'"# y)10/l£/c::'

Mailing

Daytime Phone: - - - - - - - - - - -

Address:

Fax:

en2

----------- -----

Email:-------------ORDINANCE

REQUIRES:4tf~ sq. ft.

YOUR APPLICATION HAS:5~ 3sq. ft.

As provided in Belvedere Municipal Code Section 19.52. 120(1 ), I hereby apply for an exception to the
floor area requirements in the Zoning Ordinance. I propose that the Planning Commission make the
following findings of fact:
1. That primary views from adjacent properties, as well as from the street, are not significantly
impaired by the additional square footage, because:

£:i??Jt!t'f/£ /:5

t:Jr

£-/<?//:?f.

;:IJI£ ./J.PR-j'/17~6 .2f21/,t:(JZE

#N/2£/Z £%'/5Z ££L"i:: CJA/

.&£ Zlfi3"

/z

t/?JWAJ !f/c:;L~/1?£

z£~R .
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Project Address:._ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. That there are unusual characteristics applicable to the parcel which minimize the impact of a
greater floor area, because:

&~ ~~EA /? .1/,A._.!O,£"/Z

11JJ1;~~~ /;5 Po.Mt/h"/.t~

£/A.J

EY!if//[11 !?fit::'

?#f.e.?/~F£

3. That the proposed structure(s) are appropriate in mass, bulk, and character for the parcel, the
neighborhood, and the zoning district, and meet(s) all Design Review criteria, because:

:fll£

0?f 1-2 MR¢£ AA/p f#£ ,F-Rt:;M':?/IPP P£q;fcif 6

W:E?L..

Wl,£)11/v -jU£ AU~Ju.t;p-?E ?p£ /c:?Y.£/Z4Gfc #I£,~/£L'1
kti!?L AJa:f /?£ }/J;Z#4LLY £.74/;;( ?JE 7 ,t?L'AL£ ev#"&U

4. That the additional square-footage will not substantially reduce the privacy otherwise available to

~9 _t:.?/C:.?JLYF~#5 /-::;5 ~£#E
???J.~£5? //?J?I5.tr" fiND /5 ijp;IILC: ??r &o/£C:f. A/Cl
/t/lfJV A//AIL.A::JU/5 /J~ h?/U~/Y-6 ;7;p£ ;?4C:/~
/~ £?/.:::.
7
A?>1#£ /{(%!;?£ ) P/lf/0 W/£~ d'E ffA.J~£~...?#0 AbbE h/14:::"
residents of adjoining properties, because:

>

'#!'

£!£

PfC~/15@2

In addition, Section 19.52.120(2) includes guidelines that the Planning Commission must follow.
propose that the following guidelines can be met:
5. That the proposed new construction would not create a new or expand on existing nonconformity
on the property, because: - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Project Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

(For purposes of this Section, floor area in the existing structure which is in excess of the requirements
of this chapter shall not be considered to be an "existing nonconformity" on the property, and the grant
of a floor area excepti'on hereunder shall not be deemed to create a "new nonconformity." Additionally,
for purposes of this section, where an applicant proposes to construct new and additional parking
spaces, construction of parking structure or spaces within a setback shall not be deemed to create a
nonconformity.)
6. That the proposed new construction is not a continuation, expansion, or subsequent phase of a
project for which one or more variances were granted, which project was completed within two
years prior to the floor area exception application, because: - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I, the undersigned owner of the property herein described (or owner representative, as authorized by
completion of a Statement of Ownership and Designation of Representative), hereby make application
for approval of the exception as requested , and I hereby certify that the facts, statements and
information presented here· and in the attached exhibit(s) are true and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief
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DRAWING NOTES

MAP OF TOPOGRAPHY
MITCHELL

SITE INFORMATION

REVISIONS & ADDITIONS

ALBION REFERENCES

A0.1

COVER SHEET

T.1
A1.0

MAP OF TOPOGRAPHY

A2.0

EXISTING LOWER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN

A2.1

PROPOSED LOWER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN

A2.2

EXISTING MIDDLE LEVEL FLOOR PLAN

A2.3

PROPOSED MIDDLE LEVEL FLOOR PLAN

A2.4

EXISTING UPPER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN - NO WORK

A2.5

EXISTING STREET LEVEL FLOOR PLAN - NO WORK

A3.0

EXISTING AND PROPOSED NORTH/ WEST ELEVATIONS AND SECTIONS

A3.1

EXISTING AND PROPOSED EAST/ SOUTH ELEVATIONS AND SECTIONS

ARCHITECTURAL SITE PLAN

BELVEDERE, CA
ARCHITECTURAL SYMBOLS
Structural observation shall be required by the Structural Engineer.

20 EUCALYPTUS DRIVE
BELVEDERE, CA 94920
T E L E P H O N E 415 816 2929
EMITCHELL@THROTMORTON.COM

SHEET INDEX

20 EUCALYPTUS ROAD
BELVEDERE, CALIFORNIA
APN - 060-162-16

VICINITY MAP

ventures

CONDITIONED/ UNCONDITIONED
CHART -

PLANNING SUBMITTAL - 2

PROJECT INFORMATION

MITCHELL RESIDENCE

PLANNING SUBMITTAL #2

THROTMORTON

MITCHELL RESIDENCE

PERMIT
Permit #20190251 is open and current.

PROJECT DIRECTORY
SCOPE OF WORK
Scope of Work includes: Enclosure of existing Lower Level patio under existing deck of Single Family Residence, Enclosure is on existing concrete slab.
Existing deck on Middle level (PART OF PERMIT #20190251) to become "roof deck",
Total square foot to be 5,433 - Floor Area Exemption requested
Additions:
- Lower Level - 470 square foot addition on existing concrete slab
Remodel:
- Lower Level - remodel of Lower Level to incorporate a mechanical room for hydronic heating, and new Powder Room
Deck:
- Middle Level - existing deck (approved and permitted but not built) to become "roof deck"
- General Notes
- Bathrooms to be supplied by separate 20-amp circuit.
- New outlets in bathroom to be GFCI.
- All new electrical will be to current code and all bathroom and kitchen fixtures are and will be high efficiency.
- LED lighting is required to be certified to the Energy Commission before it can be classified as high efficiency. Manufacturer's tech sheet for each
LED fixture to confirrm compliance at final inspections.
- UFER ground is to be installed in the new foundation.
- New outlets on new interior walls to be spaced 6' apart.
- All receptacles shall be tamper resistant - CEC 210.52
- All 120 Volt, single phase, 15 and 20 AMp branch circuits supplying outlets installed in Dwelling Unit (Family Room, Dining Room,
Living Room, Dens, Bedrooms, Closets, Hallways or similar rooms or areas) will be AFCI protected
- Mechanical/ Plumbing Notes:
- Bathroom to be mechanically vented (except for existing Powder Room located on Middle Floor).
- Existing plumbing fixtures to remain must meet the low flow requirements of Civil Code 1101.3 or be replaced. CPC 401.3

FIRE PROTECTION
1. EXISTING RESIDENCE HAS AUTOMATIC FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTEM AND NEW
ADDITIONS WILL ALSO HAVE AUTOMATIC FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTEM.
2. APPROVED SMOKE AND CARBON MONOXIDE ALARMS ARE TO BE INSTALLED
IN EXISTING HOUSE AND NEW ADDITIONS TO PROVIDE PROTECTION TO ALL
SLEEPING AREAS.

- Note: New smoke detectors in Bedrooms
New combination carbon monoxide detector/ smoke detector outside Bedrooms.
- Note: All smoke detectors and carbon monoxide detectors are to be hardwired
and interconnected
Work on fire sprinkler system will be as a deferred submittal.
Plans and CF1R are in coordinated for compliance information.
Builder to provide the completed energy compliance CF2R forms and any required
CF3R HERS Rater forms at time of final inspections.
470 NEW SQUARE FOOTAGE
OCCUPANCY - R-3

CONSTRUCTION TYPE - V-B
NO PLANTING OF FIRE-PRONE SPECIES

COVER
SHEET

Gas piping system for any alterations to the existing gas piping system will be as a deferred
submittal to be approved by the Building Department prior to installation.

CODES
- The 2016 CBC , 2016 CRC, 2016 CMC, 2016 CPC, 2016 C Elect C,
2016 C Energy C, and the 2016 CFC are to be used for the design of the project.
- CalGreen is also included as a governing code.
- Building located in Wildland-Urban Interface area and shall comply with the
provisions of Chapter 7A of CBC

A0.1

POOL EQUIPMENT

MAIN HOUSE

3

NO ADDITIONAL LIGHTS (INCLUDING LANDSCAPE LIGHTS)
ARE ADDED TO PROJECT

1
PROPOSED SITE PLAN
PROJECT
NORTH

20 EUCALYPTUS ROAD
BELVEDERE, CALIFORNIA
APN - 060-162-16

PLANNING SUBMITTAL - 2

MITCHELL RESIDENCE

POOL HOUSE

CARPORT

AERIAL PHOTO OF SITE

PROPOSED

ARCHITECTURAL
SITE PLAN

1"=10'-0"

A1.0

20 EUCALYPTUS DRIVE
BELVEDERE, CA 94920
T E L E P H O N E 415 816 2929
EMITCHELL@THROTMORTON.COM
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THROTMORTON
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219 SF
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DINING ROOM
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PANTRY

POWDER ROOM
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BRM CLOS
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20 EUCALYPTUS ROAD
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MITCHELL RESIDENCE

WEST DECK

PLANNING SUBMITTAL - 2
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3

BEDROOM #1

KITCHEN DECK

4
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BATH ROOM

EXISTING
MIDDLE LEVEL
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1 EXISTING
1/4"=1'-0"
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MITCHELL RESIDENCE

BEDROOM #2
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BATH ROOM
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ventures
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ventures
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THROTMORTON
5 PROPOSED NORTH ELEVATION @ CARPORT

1 EXISTING BUILDING SECTION @ CARPORT/HOUSE

MITCHELL RESIDENCE
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ELEVATIONS
AND SECTION
1/8"=1'-0"

6 PROPOSED WEST ELEVATION @ MAIN HOUSE

3 EXISTING WEST ELEVATION @ MAIN HOUSE
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20 EUCALYPTUS DRIVE
BELVEDERE, CA 94920
T E L E P H O N E 415 816 2929
EMITCHELL@THROTMORTON.COM

ventures

THROTMORTON

20 EUCALYPTUS ROAD
BELVEDERE, CALIFORNIA
APN - 060-162-16

PLANNING SUBMITTAL - 2

3 EXISTING BRIDGE/CARPORT WEST ELEVATION - NO WORK

MITCHELL RESIDENCE

4 EXISTING CARPORT WEST ELEVATION - NO WORK

2 EXISTING EAST MAIN HOUSE ELEVATION - NO WORK

EXISTING AND
PROPOSED
EAST/WEST
SOUTH
ELEVATIONS
1/8"=1'-0"

1 PROPOSED SOUTH SITE ELEVATION

1 EXISTING SOUTH SITE ELEVATION
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CITY OF BELVEDERE PLANNING COMMISSION
MEMORANDUM

REPORT DATE:

May 12, 2020

AGENDA ITEM: 4

MEETING DATE: May 19, 2020
TO:

Planning Commission

FROM:

Rebecca Markwick, Associate Planner

REVIEWED BY:

Irene Borba, Director of Planning & Building
Emily Longfellow, City Attorney

SUBJECT:

Design Review and Three Variances for a remodel, addition,
and landscape changes to the existing Single-Family Residence
Located at 4 Windward Road

RECOMMENDATION
The applicant requests Design Review, and Three Variances for a remodel & addition and
landscape changes to the residence at 4 Windward Road. The project plans are included as
Attachment 5.
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission consider the applications and conduct the
required public hearing and should the Commission be in a position to approve the project,
staff has provided the Commission with the appropriate Resolutions of approval.
MOTION 1

Adopt the Resolution granting Design Review for the proposed
changes at 4 Windward Road, (Attachment 1);

MOTION 2

Adopt the Resolution granting a Variance for the garage to encroach
into the front yard setback for the residence at 4 Windward Road,
(Attachment 2);

MOTION 3

Adopt the Resolution granting a Variance for the dining room to
encroach into the rear yard setback for the residence at 4 Windward
Road, (Attachment 3);

MOTION 4

Adopt the Resolution granting a Variance to allow the lot coverage
of 55 percent, where 60 percent exists and 50 percent is permitted at
4 Windward Road, (Attachment 4);

MOTION 5

Recommend to the City Council approval of a Revocable License
for improvements located in the public street right-of-way at 4
Windward Road.
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BACKGROUND
Planning Commission Approval
On January 21, 2020 and April 21, 2020, the Planning Commission reviewed the project
for Design Review, the Variances for the front and rear yard setbacks, and a
recommendation for a Revocable License. At both meetings, the Planning Commission
heard from staff, the project representative, and the homeowner. No one from the public
spoke about the project during the public hearing. View the staff report of the January 21,
2020 and April 21, 2020 Planning Commission meeting at:
http://www.cityofbelvedere.org/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Item/162?fileID=373
http://www.cityofbelvedere.org/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Item/231?fileID=467
The Planning Commissioners comments from the January 21, 2020 meeting are
summarized in the link to the staff report above. At the April 21, 2020 meeting the
Planning Commissioners had concerns about the amount of glazing at the rear of the home
and suggested that the windows be reduced in size at the rear, that a header should be
added, and that the proposed trees at the rear should be shifted towards 6 Windward Road
to screen light from the windows. There was a discussion about a need for a second
appraisal to clarify whether the project constituted a “substantial improvement” pursuant
to the Municipal Code, requiring compliance with floodplain regulations. Additionally,
the Commissioners requested that the applicant submit a sample of the glass for the
windows.
Staff also noted that an additional Variance was required due to an oversight on the plans.
The lot size was calculated based on a prior proposal to expand the lot size by having a
new bulkhead location. When that bulkhead location was deleted from the current scope,
the resulting recalculation of lot size was not readjusted in the current plans. Now, the
applicant has submitted information required for the lot coverage Variance.
Modifications from the April Planning Commission Meeting Staff suggests that the
applicant addressed the Commission’s prior concerns as follows:
Rear Windows
The master bedroom windows have gone from 9’ to 7’11” and the glass sliders/doors have
been dropped from 9’ to 8’4.5” after adding headers. The glazing on the lagoon is now
276 square feet.
Landscaping
Two trees have been shifted 2’ east so that they better screen the master bedroom windows.
Appraisal
At the time of writing the staff report the applicant has not received a second appraisal but
hope to have it prior to the Planning Commission hearing. Should an appraisal not be
received at the time of the hearing, staff included a condition of approval requiring the City
to hire a qualified appraiser to conduct an appraisal of the property using an Actual Cash
Value analysis. Said appraisal shall be funded by the applicant. Should the appraisal
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indicate that the project constitutes a “substantial improvement” pursuant to Municipal
Code, then no building shall permit issued and a new application required. The condition
also notes that should the applicant wish to use a phased construction approach, a new
application must be submitted. As allowed by FEMA regulations and the City, a larger
project that would otherwise qualify as a substantial improvement may avoid compliance
with floodplain regulations if it is phased into two or more distinct projects, separated by a
12-month time period of construction inactivity. During the time of construction activity,
the property must appear in a complete and finished condition.
Bulkhead
Although the Planning Commissioners were not concerned with the location of the
bulkhead at the previous meetings, the architect has been discussing the location with their
structural engineer and landscape architect. The revised plans propose moving the
bulkhead out 1’3” at the west side and 3’4” on the east side. Moving the bulkhead allows
the applicant to construct a bulkhead at a safe distance from the foundation and also
efficiently construct the planter to hold the screen trees. The need for the rear yard
Variance remains with the new location of the bulkhead. For more detail see attachment
8, Memo from Sean Bailey dated May 6, 2020.
ZONING PARAMETERS

ELEMENT
Overall Lot Area
Lot Area (excluding water)*
Lot Coverage
Total Floor Area
Setbacks
Front
Left Side
Right Side
Rear **
Building Height
Parking Spaces

PRESCRIBED
7,500 SF
7,500 SF

EXISTING
6,580 SF
5,564 SF

PROPOSED
No Change
5,729 SF

50% (2,989 SF)
50% SF (2,989 SF)

60% (3,464 SF)
55% (3,276 SF)

55% (3,125SF)
52% (3,126 SF)

10’
5’
5’
15’
26’ (max from
BFE+1’)
2

6” (garage)
5’5”
5’3”
15’11”

No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change

15’

No Change

2

2

*

In the R-1L Zone, lot area is defined as the total area within the lot lines, excluding any portion which is underwater at summerlevel high tide. (BMC Section 19.08.40)

**

In the R-1L Zone, rear yard setbacks are measured from summer-level high tide. (BMC Section 19.48.010)
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PROJECT ANALYSIS
The applicant requests Design Review and three Variance applications for modifications
to the existing single-family dwelling. The project also proposes changes to the landscaping
through -out the property. An Exception to Total Floor Area is not required because the
project proposes 3,126 SF and 3,276 SF exists and 2,989 SF is permitted. Section 19.52.120
(2)(B) states:
A person seeking to remodel or alter an existing structure which exceeds the
maximum permitted floor area for the zone shall not be required to obtain a floor
area ratio exception unless the alteration or remodel will result in a net increase
in floor area on the lot.
The project does not propose a net increase in floor area, therefore an Exception to Total
Floor Area is not required. Additionally, this project is unique in that the existing floor area
per the definition in the Belvedere Municipal Code includes the areas “outside” of the home
under a roof overhang which is supported by posts and walls. Portions under the roof areas
are proposed to become useable indoor space and portions that the roof is going to be
removed which decreases the total floor area.
A Variance application is required for the garage. The existing garage is a legal nonconforming structure in terms of the front yard setback. The project proposes to add onto
the garage which would increase the non-conformity and requires a Variance under section
19.76.030 of the Belvedere Municipal Code which states:
19.76.030 Alterations and additions to nonconforming structures. A. A
nonconforming structure may be repaired or otherwise maintained or portions
thereof replaced in order to keep the structure in good condition.
B.
A nonconforming structure may be enlarged, extended to occupy a greater
volume of space or different area of land than is occupied at the time it first became
nonconforming, or its exterior design altered, where such enlargement, alteration
or extension conforms in its entirety to all current laws and regulations, so long as
the total floor area added during any ten year period does not exceed fifty percent
of the existing gross floor area of the building.
The proposed garage addition will create a larger garage therefore the project requires a
Variance to encroach into the front yard setback.
The second Variance application is required for the dining room addition to encroach into
the rear yard setback. The required setback is taken from the summer water level and the
dining room addition is proposed 12 feet from the bulkhead and the requirement is 15 feet
from the bulkhead.
The third Variance is required because the project proposes to exceed the allowable lot
coverage. The current lot coverage is 60 percent and the permitted lot coverage is 50
percent. The project proposes a 55 percent lot coverage, which will reduce the nonconforming lot coverage.
The project plans are included as Attachment 5.
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DESIGN REVIEW
Residence
The applicant is requesting to remodel and alter the existing single-family residence and
garage. The project includes refacing the exterior walls, installing a new metal roof, an
interior remodel and a garage expansion.
The project includes a garage addition, a small addition behind the garage, and a small
addition to the dining room. An extensive interior remodel is proposed as well.
Additionally, the exterior of the home is proposed to be changed, a new metal roof,
travertine tiles, an aluminum fence in the front yard, anodized aluminum windows, and
smooth plaster are proposed for the exterior of the home. Seventeen light fixtures are
proposed on the exterior of the home.
Landscaping/Hardscape
The two trees in the front yard are proposed to be removed and eight new trees are proposed
throughout the property. Plantings consisting of shrubs, perennials, grasses, succulents,
vines and groundcovers are proposed in the front, side and rear of the property, New
planting beds are proposed and the existing driveway is proposed to be replaced with
bluestone and bluestone patios and walkways are proposed throughout the property.
The existing dock is proposed to be rebuilt in trex and turf is also proposed in the rear yard.
An entertainment patio with outdoor BBQ is proposed at the rear of the home.
A new 6-foot tall metal louver fence is proposed at the front yard with a bronze metal entry
panel and a metal louver entry gate.
6 wall lights are proposed throughout the property, 6 path lights and strip lights are
proposed under the built-in bench in the front patio.
Design Review Findings
The Design Review findings, specified in the Belvedere Municipal Code, Title 20, state
that all new structures and additions should be designed to avoid excessively large
dwellings that are out of character with their setting or with other dwellings in the
neighborhood. All buildings should be designed to relate to and fit in with others in the
neighborhood and should not attract attention to themselves. To avoid monotony or an
impression of bulk, large expanses of any one material on a single plane should be
avoided. Vertical and horizontal elements should be used to add architectural variety, to
break up building planes, and to avoid monotony. Landscaping should soften and screen
structures and maintain privacy.
In summary, staff is able to make the required findings for Design Review because the
project minimizes cut and fill areas, and grade changes, and the project is in harmony with
the neighborhood. As noted above, the entire property has been developed with structures,
hardscape, planted landscape areas, and other site improvements and the proposal is to
renovate the entire home and landscaping. There is a balanced and harmonious relationship
between the structures on the site and adjoining properties that relate to the natural
landforms and minimize bulk and mass.
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Exterior lighting will not create glare, hazard, or annoyance to neighboring property
owners or passersby; the lights as proposed are downward facing lights. The colors and
materials will blend well into the neighborhood as there is a mix of modern and traditional
homes in the neighborhood.
The landscaping will be compatible with the character of the site and surroundings to soften
the structure and provide privacy between the neighbors.
Staff is able to make the required findings for Design Review as stated in the draft
resolution of approval (Attachment 1).
VARIANCE FRONT YARD
The applicant requests Planning Commission consideration and approval of a Variance
from Sections 19.24.050 of the Belvedere Municipal Code (BMC) to encroach into the
required front yard setback in the R-1L zone. Key provisions of the BMC that relate to
this Variance request are below:
The applicants have applied for a Variance for encroachment into the five (5’) foot front
yard setback. The existing garage currently sits 6 inches from the front property line. As
mentioned above the Belvedere Municipal Code allows:
Section 19.76.030 Alterations and additions to nonconforming structures. A. A
nonconforming structure may be repaired or otherwise maintained or portions thereof
replaced in order to keep the structure in good condition.
B. A nonconforming structure may be enlarged, extended to occupy a greater volume
of space or different area of land than is occupied at the time it first became
nonconforming, or its exterior design altered, where such enlargement, alteration or
extension conforms in its entirety to all current laws and regulations, so long as the
total floor area added during any ten year period does not exceed fifty percent of the
existing gross floor area of the building.
The applicants are adding onto the garage, in the same footprint of the existing garage,
increasing the non-conformity. In order to grant the Variance, the Planning Commission
must make the following findings:
1. The granting of the Variance will not constitute a grant of special privilege
inconsistent with the limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and zone in
which such property is situated.
2. Because of special circumstances applicable to the property, including size, shape,
topography, location, or surroundings, the strict application of the Zoning
Ordinance section would deprive this property of privileges enjoyed by other
properties in the vicinity and under identical zoning classification, so that a denial
of the application would result in undue property loss.
3. The granting of this Variance will not be detrimental to the public health, safety or
welfare, or injurious to the property or improvements of owners of other premises,
or to the quiet enjoyment of their premises.
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Staff finds that the proposed Variance for encroachment into the front yard setback would
not constitute the granting of a special privilege inconsistent with the limitations upon other
properties in the vicinity and zone because the Variance will allow the applicant to maintain
the existing garage without demolishing the existing building walls, which have been in
the same location for 62 years. Given the scope of work, the small addition to the garage
would not be considered a special privilege inconsistent with limitations upon other
properties in the area. The special circumstance applicable to the property is that the lot is
unusually small, and the garage has existed in the same location since the house was built
in 1958. The strict application of the setback requirements of the Zoning Code would
deprive the owners of the ability to enjoy a moderate size garage similar to that enjoyed by
other properties in the vicinity under identical zoning classifications and similar to what
currently exists. This Variance will not be detrimental to the public health, safety or
welfare, or injurious to the property or improvements of owners of other premises, or to
the quiet enjoyment of their premises.
Staff recommends that the findings for the Variance can be made as reflected in the
attached draft Resolution (Attachment 2).
VARIANCE REAR YARD
The applicant requests Planning Commission consideration and approval of a Variance
from Sections 19.24.050 of the Belvedere Municipal Code (BMC) to encroach into the
required rear yard setback in the R-1L zone. The applicants have applied for a Variance
for encroachment into the fifteen (15) foot rear yard setback. The existing home currently
is 9’11” from the existing bulkhead. The proposed Variance is 11’9” from the existing
bulkhead.
The applicants are filling in under the existing roof overhang. In order to grant the
Variance, the Planning Commission must make the following findings:
1. The granting of the Variance will not constitute a grant of special privilege
inconsistent with the limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and zone in which
such property is situated.
2. Because of special circumstances applicable to the property, including size, shape,
topography, location, or surroundings, the strict application of the Zoning Ordinance
section would deprive this property of privileges enjoyed by other properties in the
vicinity and under identical zoning classification, so that a denial of the application
would result in undue property loss.
3. The granting of this Variance will not be detrimental to the public health, safety or
welfare, or injurious to the property or improvements of owners of other premises, or
to the quiet enjoyment of their premises.
Staff finds that the proposed Variance for encroachment into the rear yard setback would
not constitute the granting of a special privilege inconsistent with the limitations upon other
properties in the vicinity and zone because the Variance will allow the applicant to
construct an addition that is consistent with the development pattern in the neighborhood.
Given the scope of work, the small addition would not be considered a special privilege
inconsistent with limitations upon other properties in the area. The special circumstance
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applicable to the property is that the lot is unusually small, and the house has existed in the
same location since the house was built in 1958. There is a large overhang on the property
and the project proposes to fill in the area under the overhang. The proposed addition is
not expanding the footprint of the existing home. The home is “U” shaped and the proposed
addition will not extend further than the opposite side of the “U”. The strict application
of the setback requirements of the Zoning Code would deprive the owners of the ability to
enjoy a moderate size home similar to that enjoyed by other properties in the vicinity under
identical zoning classifications and similar to what currently exists. This Variance will not
be detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare, or injurious to the property or
improvements of owners of other premises, or to the quiet enjoyment of their premises.
Staff recommends that the findings for the Variance can be made as reflected in the
attached draft Resolution (Attachment 3).
VARIANCE - LOT COVERAGE
The applicant requests Planning Commission consideration and approval of a Variance
from Section 19.24.050 of the Belvedere Municipal Code to exceed the maximum
allowable lot coverage. The maximum allowable lot coverage is 50%. As proposed, the
applicant is requesting maximum lot coverage of 55%, where 60% currently exists. The
variance request is minor at 1.8% over what is allowed.
First, the granting of a Variance will not constitute a grant of special privilege to allow for
lot coverage of 55% because the project will allow the property owners to enjoy a home of
similar size to those in the vicinity and the same zoning district.
Second, the special circumstances of the property are that the lot is substandard to the lot
size requirements of the R1-L zoning district (7,500 SF) and the property’s bulkhead is 15
feet from the rear property line, further reducing the lot area counted towards lot coverage.
Due to the special circumstance of the bulkhead location, and rear lot line, as well as the
substandard lot, the strict application of the lot coverage requirements would deprive the
owners of a similar size home to those in the neighborhood. Additionally, the project
proposed to reduce the lot coverage by 5 percent, creating a more conforming lot coverage
than the existing.
Finally, the granting of the Variance for lot coverage will not be detrimental to the public
health, safety or welfare or injurious to the property or improvements of owners of other
premises, as all construction will be governed by the uniform Building Code requirements
as well as regulations restricting the construction impacts. Staff can make the required
findings as included in the Draft Resolution (Attachment 4) for the Variance for Lot
Coverage.
REVOCABLE LICENSE
In accordance with Section 272.05 the City’s Administrative Procedures Manual, a
Revocable License for private use of excess street right-of-way may be granted in the
discretion of the City Council when there is some benefit to the public, provided any
proposed encroachment into the right-of-way complies with the Design Review
requirements of Title 20 of the Belvedere Municipal Code.
A review of city records indicates there are no Revocable Licenses on file.
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The Revocable License application is proposed for driveway, walkway, and landscaping
improvements.
Factors the City Council considers when determining whether to grant a Revocable License
for the private use of excess street right-of-way include, but are not limited to, the following
listed below. Staff suggests the factors are satisfied, as explained in the italicized language,
and that a Revocable License is appropriate. Staff suggests that the Revocable License is
for the public benefit.
a. Where necessary to provide pedestrian or vehicular access from private property to
the adjacent public street;
The project proposes a driveway in the same place as the existing driveway as well
as a pedestrian path to enter the home, both in conformance with this policy.
b. Where use of the public right-of-way will permit landscaping and/or related
improvements to be installed that the City Council determines will enhance the
aesthetic qualities of the streetscape. Any such landscaping and/or related
improvements should not significantly impede public views or views from
neighboring properties, or infringe on the privacy of neighboring properties;
The proposed, new vegetation helps to soften and screen the property along the
street and improves the aesthetic qualities of the streetscape. Said landscaping will
not significantly impede public views from what currently exists or infringe on the
privacy of neighboring properties.
c. Where use of the public right-of-way will permit the creation of an off-street
parking area, and will thereby relieve parking or traffic congestion on the adjacent
City street;
The project proposes a driveway that leads to a garage. The garage is not in the
right-of-way and will provide parking for the homeowners.
d. Where the public right-of-way will be used to construct retaining walls, drainage
structures or other facilities that the City considers necessary to protect or maintain
the public infrastructure;
There are no retaining walls proposed in the right of way.
e. Where appropriate to validate already existing private improvements in the public
right-of-way for the purpose of shifting the City’s potential liability for injuries and
damages to the private property owners using the right of-way for private purposes;
The existing improvements include: Concrete driveway, entry walk, landscaping
and paving. A Revocable License is necessary to shift potential liability for injury
and damages to the private property owner.
f. Where necessary to protect or enhance public safety;
There are no improvements proposed that will enhance public safety.
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g. Where use of the public right-of-way will provide an area for street-level refuse and
recycling containers on property that would otherwise not have an area for such
improvements.
Not applicable as no street-level refuse area is proposed with this project.
Additionally, the Administrative Policy further states that “Where fencing is proposed on
City property, with the exception of where said fencing would be located on a very steep
slope and would serve as a safety measure for vehicles and pedestrians said fencing should
normally be avoided as this effectively turns public property into private property and
potentially creates the unwanted image of a “tunnel effect” along our city streets. Fences
and other similar barriers, including landscaping, that enclose public property for private
use should be avoided.”
There are no new fences proposed in the right of way. All fencing is proposed on
private property.
Public Benefit
The project benefits the public, as these proposed improvements will enhance the aesthetic
appeal of the property frontage and will provide access to the proposed residence and
garage. The proposed landscaping will provide screening of the home, as well as creating
visual interest on the property.
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission review the Revocable License application
for consistency with Administrative Policy section 272.05 and recommend approval to the
City Council to allow for the Revocable License.
ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION
The project has been reviewed under the provisions of the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) and the CEQA Guidelines, California Code of Regulations. On
January 14, 2020 the proposed project was determined to be categorically exempt from
CEQA pursuant to Section 1541 Existing Facilities because the proposed project includes
the construction of an addition/remodel involving negligible or no expansion of use beyond
that existing. Additionally, the project is exempt under the “Common Sense” Exemption
as it can be seen with certainty that there is no possibility that the activity in question may
have an effect on the environment. The applicant has asked for an extension of the permit
streamlining act and City action is required by June 14, 2020 or the project may be deemed
approved.
CEQA provides certain exceptions where categorical exemptions may not be used. Under
one such exception, a CEQA categorical exemption may not be used if the project has the
potential to cause a substantial adverse effect on a CEQA Tribal Cultural Resource. Here
a categorical exemption is appropriate because there is no potential that the project would
cause a substantial adverse effect on any potential Tribal Cultural Resources that may, or
may not, exist on the site.
As mentioned above, the project is exempted from CEQA by the Common Sense
Exemption. If it can be seen with certainty that a project will not have a significant effect
on the environment, it is exempt from CEQA review. (CEQA Guidelines, § 15061(b)(3).)
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Here a categorical exemption is appropriate because there is no possibility that the project
would cause a substantial adverse effect on any potential Tribal Cultural Resources that
may, or may not, exist on the site. The project is proposed on previously disturbed soil, as
well as on fill soil. The subject property is categorized as a Medium Sensitivity site for
Tribal Cultural Resources in the Belvedere 2030 General Plan Historical Resources Map.
CORRESPONDENCE
A copy of the public hearing notice for this item was published in The ARK newspaper and
mailed to all property owners within 300 feet of the subject property. At the time of writing
the staff report, Staff has not received any correspondence about this project.
CONSTRUCTION TIME LIMIT
Pursuant to section 20.04.035 of the Belvedere Municipal Code, the applicant is required
to file an estimate of the total project cost that will establish the time limit within which
construction of the proposed project will be completed pursuant to the Municipal Code.
Here, the applicant has estimated that the cost of construction for this project would be
$500,000. When applied to the above noted section of the Code, construction shall be
completed eighteen (18) months from the commencement of work following the issuance
of the building permit.
CONCLUSION
Staff can make all the required findings for Design Review and Variances.
RECOMMENDATION
MOTION 1

Adopt the Resolution granting Design Review for proposed
addition, remodel and landscaping at 4 Windward Road,
Attachment 1);

MOTION 2

Adopt the Resolution granting a Variance for the garage to encroach
into the front yard setback for the residence at 4 Windward Road,
(Attachment 2);

MOTION 3

Adopt the Resolution granting a Variance for the dining room to
encroach into the rear yard setback for the residence at 4 Windward
Road, (Attachment 3);

MOTION 4

Adopt the Resolution granting a Variance to allow the lot coverage
of 55 percent, where 60 percent exists and 50 percent is permitted at
4 Windward Road,

MOTION 5

Recommend to the City Council approval of a Revocable License
for improvements located in the public street right-of-way at 4
Windward Road.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Attachment 4:

Draft Resolution for Design Review Permit
Draft Resolution for Variance (Front Yard Setback)
Draft Resolution for Variance (Rear Yard Setback)
Draft Resolution for Variance (Lot Coverage)
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Attachment 5:
Attachment 6:
Attachment 7:
Attachment 8:
Attachment 9:

Plans date stamped received May 11, 2020 by the City of Belvedere
Planning Commission meeting minutes, dated January 21, 2020 and
draft minutes, dated April 21, 2020
Letter submitted from Elle Stephens, March 3, 2020.
Memo submitted from Sean Bailey, dated May 4, 2020.
Correspondence
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CITY OF BELVEDERE
RESOLUTION NO. 2020A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF BELVEDERE GRANTING DESIGN REVIEW
APPROVAL FOR A REMODEL AND ADDITION TO
THE RESIDENCE AT 4 WINDWARD ROAD
WHEREAS, a proper application has been submitted for Design Review pursuant to Title 20 of
the Belvedere Municipal Code for a remodel & addition to the existing residence at 4 Windward
Road; and
WHEREAS, the project been determined to be categorically exempt from the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to Section 15301, Existing Facilities; and
WHEREAS, CEQA categorical exemption Section 15301 is appropriate because the proposed
project involves no expansion of an existing use and allows for minor alteration of existing private
structures and there is no potential that the project would cause a substantial adverse effect on any
Tribal Cultural Resources that may, or may not, exist on the site because proposed project will be
constructed on previous disturbed soil and therefore there is no resource integrity; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission held a properly noticed hearing on January 21, 2020, April
21, 2020 and May 19, 2020; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission finds based upon the findings set forth in Exhibit A
attached hereto and incorporated herein, that with the conditions listed below, the proposed project
is in substantial conformance with the Design Review criteria specified in Section 20.04.005 and
20.04.110 to 20.04.120 of the Belvedere Municipal Code.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Planning Commission of the City of
Belvedere does hereby grant approval of the Design Review application pursuant to Title 20 of the
Belvedere Municipal Code to renovate the existing residence, and an addition to the house and
garage, with the following conditions:
a) The property owner shall defend and hold the City of Belvedere and its officers harmless in
the event of any legal action related to or arising from the granting of this Design Review
approval, shall cooperate with the City in the defense of any such action, with counsel
selected by the City in its discretion, and shall indemnify the City for any award of damages
and/or attorneys’ fees and associated costs that may result. This approval is conditioned
upon the accuracy of all facts stated in the application and supporting documents
b) Plans submitted to the Building Department for permit issuance shall be consistent with the
approved Planning Commission plans and shall conform to the drawings prepared by Sean
Bailey Design stamped received by the City of Belvedere on May 11, 2020.
c) Within five (5) days of approval a Notice of Exemption shall be filed with the County of
Marin County Clerk by the City of Belvedere Planning Department. A $50.00 filing fee is
required. A check shall be provided to the City of Belvedere Planning Department and
made payable to the County of Marin.
ATTACHMENT 1

Resolution 2020 4 Windward Road
May 19, 2020
Page 2
d) Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the City shall select and hire a qualified
independent licensed appraiser to conduct an appraisal of the property, which appraisal shall
be paid for in full by the applicant (the “Appraisal”). The Appraisal shall determine the
value of the property based on the Actual Cash Value (“ACV”) approach as defined in the
most recent version of the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (“FEMA”)
publication “Substantial Improvement and Substantial Damage Desk Reference.” As
defined by FEMA in said publication, the ACV approach is the cost to replace a building
on the same parcel with a new building of like-kind quality, minus depreciation due to age,
use, and neglect. If the Appraisal shows that the project constitutes a “Substantial
Improvement” pursuant to the City’s Municipal Code and applicable FEMA definitions,
then the project shall not be granted a building permit and the project as-submitted is not
approved. The applicant may submit new applications for a phased project consistent with
the Municipal Code and FEMA regulations, but each construction phase must be designed
and approved by the City as a complete stand-alone project. The minimum time of
construction inactivity between the end of the first phase of the project and the beginning of
the second phase shall be 12 months. During the 12 months of construction inactivity, the
property shall appear in a finished and complete condition, and shall not appear as if the
property is under any construction. Additional conditions may be required to achieve a
finished look during the 12 month period of inactivity, such as but not limited to, additional
landscaping.
e) Construction shall be limited to the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday,
except in special circumstances after obtaining written permission from the City Manager.
f) All requirements of the City Engineer shall be met.
g) An Encroachment Permit is required from the contractor for temporary and permanent
improvements, work activities, and staging or storage of equipment and materials within the
public right of way, subject to approval of the Public Works Manager.
h) An updated Revocable License will be required for private improvements within the public
right-of-way, City-owned parcels and lanes.
i) This project will require a video recording of the condition of the haul route prior to start
of construction. The applicant will be responsible for any damage, beyond normal wear and
tear, to the roadway or other improvements along the haul route caused by the removal or
delivery of materials by truck. To ensure any damage is repaired to the satisfaction of the
City, a deposit may be required. The deposit amount (estimated range from $10,000 to
$30,000) will be determined by the City Engineer at the time of the Building Permit review
and is dependent upon the duration of the project and total project valuation. If it is
determined that project construction caused damage, the amount to repair said damage shall
be withheld from the deposit amount, with the remaining amount to be returned to the
property owner.
j) A Geotechnical Investigation or geotechnical review letter is required. The geotechnical
investigation/letter should address site preparation, foundation, grading and drainage
recommendations. The Geotechnical Engineer of record shall review the proposed Grading
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& Drainage Plans for conformance with their recommendation prior to Building Permit
issuance.
k) Topographic Survey information shall be included either on the site plan or on a separate
plan. The basis for determining elevations (assumed, NGVD, or NAVD) should also be
clearly indicated. The surveyor’s name and license number shall be included.
l) The project requires a Site Plan showing the property line locations (referencing the survey
source and mapping information), any existing easements, building setbacks,
encroachments etc.
m) The project will require a detailed Grading Plan & Drainage Plan showing cut and fill
earth volumes. Said plans shall incorporate, as appropriate, the MCSTOPPP Guidance for
Applicants: Stormwater Quality Manual for Development Project in Marin County. This
can be found at the following website:
http://www.marincounty.org/depts/pw/divisions/mcstoppp/development/~/media/Files/De
partments/PW/mcstoppp/GuidanceforApplicantsv_2508.pdf
n) Prior to issuance of a building permit and where required by City of Belvedere municipal
code Section 8.36.090 D., permanent stormwater controls for new and redevelopment
projects, the applicant shall develop, submit and implement an approved Stormwater
Control Plan (SCP) that follows the appropriate template in the most recent version of the
Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Association (BASMAA) Post Construction
Manual.
o) The project will require a Utility Plan (if not shown on the Site Plan) showing the existing
site utilities and their alignment and locations, along with any proposed new locations or
alignments for sewer, water, irrigation, gas, electrical, telephone, cable TV, etc.
p) The project will require an Erosion Control Plan incorporating, as appropriate, the
MCSTOPPP Minimum Erosion/Sediment Control Measures for Small Construction
Projects:
http://www.marincounty.org/depts/pw/divisions/mcstoppp/development/~/media/Files/De
partments/PW/mcstoppp/development/MECM_final_2009.pdf
q) All requirements of the Fire Marshal shall be met including but not limited to the following:


The garage/studio and main house shall have installed throughout an automatic fire
sprinkler system conforming to NFPA Std. 13D, TFPD Policy 429.5. The system
design, installation and final testing shall be approved by the District Fire Prevention
Officer.



Approved smoke and carbon monoxide alarms shall be installed to provide protection
to all sleeping areas. CFC 907.2.10



The vegetation on this parcel shall comply with the requirements of TFPD. CFC
304.1.2

r) Any new exterior lighting requires Design Review approval.
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s) The general contractor shall submit a proposal to the City Manager, for review and approval,
addressing the schedule for construction and parking locations for construction vehicles.
Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall update the Construction
Management Plan to the satisfaction of the Building Official.
t)

Plans submitted to the Building Department for permit issuance shall be consistent with the
approved Planning Commission plans.

u) Design Review approvals expire twelve (12) months from the date of approval.
v) Construction shall be completed within the Construction Time Limit established for this
project.
w) In the event unanticipated archaeological or paleontological resources are uncovered during
construction, all work must be halted and an evaluation must be undertaken by a qualified
archaeologist or paleontologist to identify the appropriate actions t at shall be undertaken.
x) These Conditions of Approval shall be printed on the Building Permit Construction Plan set
of drawings.
y) These restrictions shall be binding upon any successor in interest of the property.
z) Prior to the issuance of a building permit the property owner shall demonstrate compliance

with State/BAAQMD air quality requirements related to the dust generated by grading and
construction.

PASSED AND ADOPTED at a regular meeting of the Belvedere Planning Commission on May
19, 2020, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
RECUSED:

APPROVED:________________________________
Peter Mark, Planning Commission Chair
ATTEST: _______________________________
Christina Cook, City Clerk
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EXHIBIT A
Preservation of existing site conditions. To preserve the landscape in its natural state, the
removal of trees, vegetation, rock, and soil should be kept to a minimum. Projects should be
designed to minimize cut and fill areas, and grade changes should be minimized and kept in
harmony with the general appearance of the neighboring landscape.
Landscaping will be upgraded, new vines, shrubs, perennials, grasses and ground covers
will be planted. Nine new trees will be planted. As designed, the addition proposes no
cut and fill areas, grade changes, and is kept in harmony with the general appearance of the
neighboring landscape.
Relationship between structures and the site. There should be a balanced and harmonious
relationship among the structures on the site, between the structures and the site itself, and
between the structures and those on adjoining properties. All new buildings or additions
constructed on sloping land should be designed to relate to the natural land-forms and step
with the slope in order to minimize the building mass and bulk and to integrate the structure
with the site.
The project proposal maintains a balanced and harmonious relationship between the
structure and its site and adjoining properties because the proposed small additions to the
house have been designed to relate to and fit in with the existing house and topography of
the site. The additions are designed to minimize the bulk and mass. The addition are
designed to integrate with the existing house and garage as well as integrating into the
existing neighborhood. The additions are designed to fit into the natural land forms and the
landscaping will provide screening to help minimize the mass and bulk.
Minimizing bulk and mass.
A. All new structures and additions should be designed to avoid monumental or excessively
large dwellings that are out of character with their setting or with other dwellings in the
neighborhood. All buildings should be designed to relate to and fit in with others in the
neighborhood and not designed to draw attention to themselves.
The additions are designed to avoid appearing monumental or excessively large in size.
The additions are small, and only the garage addition will be visible from the street. The
house addition has been designed so that it fits into the character of the neighborhood. The
garage addition is also designed to fit into the character of the neighborhood and is designed
to avoid appearing excessively large. The additions are designed in such a manner as to
blend in with the architectural style of the home.
B. To avoid monotony or an impression of bulk, large expanses of any one material on a
single plane should be avoided, and large single plane retaining walls should be avoided.
Vertical and horizontal elements should be used to add architectural variety, to break up
building planes, and to avoid monotony.
The proposed addition to the house and garage are designed so that they do not include a
large expanse of any one material. The entire house and garage will be updated, there is
not a large expanse of one material and there are no retaining walls proposed. The new
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exterior materials will add architectural variety and will break up building walls to avoid
monotony.
Materials and colors used. Building designs should incorporate materials and colors that
minimize the structures visual impacts, that blends with the existing landforms and
vegetative cover, that relate to and fit in with structures in the neighborhood, and that do
not attract attention to the structures themselves. Soft and muted colors in the earthtone
and woodtone ranges are preferred and generally should predominate. Trim and window
colors should be compatible with and complementary to the other building colors.
The proposed materials; a new metal roof, travertine tiles, an aluminum fence in the front
yard, anodized aluminum windows, and smooth plaster are proposed for the exterior of the
home. The materials are appropriate for the residence in that they are quality materials that
blend in well with the surrounding properties and match the existing dwelling.
Fences and screening.
A. Fences and physical screening should be located so as to be compatible with the design of
the site and structures as a whole, should conceal and screen garbage areas, mechanical
equipment, and structural elements from public view, should preserve privacy between
adjoining dwellings, where practical, and should not significantly block views.
One new fence is proposed in the front yard. The fence is proposed in louvered, bronze
aluminum which is compatible with the style of the home. A screened in garbage area is
proposed adjacent to the garage on the east side of the home.
Privacy. Building placement, and window size and placement should be selected to give
consideration to the privacy of adjacent buildings.
Building placement, and window and door size and placement has been selected to consider
the privacy of adjacent buildings. All of the existing windows and doors are proposed to
be replaced, and there are some reconfiguration of windows and doors to accommodate the
remodel. A new glass garage door is proposed. The windows and doors on the addition
have been placed in a manner that there will be no privacy impacts to the adjacent neighbors
as they will not be visible.
Drives, parking and circulation. Walkways, driveways, curb cuts and off-street parking
should be planned and designed so as to minimize interference with smooth traffic flow, to
encourage separation of pedestrian from vehicular traffic, and to be as safe and convenient
as is practical. They should not be out of relationship with the design of the proposed
buildings and structures on the site, and should not intrude on the privacy of, or conflict with
the appearance or use of neighboring properties.
The project proposes to enlarge the garage which will help with the parking and circulation
on the property.
Exterior lighting, skylights, and reflectivity. Exterior lighting should not create glare,
hazard, or annoyance to neighboring property owners or to passersby. Lighting should be
shielded and directed downward, with location of lights coordinated with the approved
landscape plan. Skylights should not have white or light opaque exterior lenses.
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There are 17 new light fixtures proposed on the exterior of the home and 6 wall lights, 6
path lights and a row of strip lights are proposed under the built-in bench in the front yard
area. All lighting will be down lit and have covered bulbs.
Consideration of nonconformities. The proposed work shall be viewed in relationship to any
nonconformities, as defined in Title 19, and where it is determined to be feasible and
reasonable, consideration should be given to conditioning the approval upon the mitigation
or elimination of such nonconformities.
Because the findings for a Variance can be made, it is not reasonable or feasible to
condition the project upon the mitigation or elimination of nonconformities. Although the
existing garage does not conform to the front setback, it is not feasible or reasonable to
require that the structures be moved to conform to the setbacks. The garage was built in
1958 and it is not reasonable to require the applicant to demolish the garage so that it
conforms to the setbacks. The project proposes a Variance to add onto the garage. The
project proposes to add on to the home at the rear, it is not reasonable to mitigate the home
addition and the applicant has proposed a Variance to add onto the home at the rear.
Landscape plans -- Purpose.
A. Landscape plans should be compatible with the character of the site and surrounding
developed properties. Native or natural appearing vegetation, with generally rounded,
natural forms, should be placed to appear as loose, informal clusters. B. Landscape plans
shall include appropriate planting to soften or screen the appearance of structures as seen
from off-site locations and shall include appropriate screening for architectural elements,
such as building foundations, deck supports, and retaining walls, that cannot be mitigated
through architectural design. C. Landscape plans should provide privacy between
properties. Choice of landscape materials should take into consideration the future impact
which new planting may have in significantly obstructing views from nearby dwellings.
Landscape Plans – Materials. A. Plant materials native to northern California and Marin
County, and those that are drought-tolerant are encouraged. Evergreen species are
encouraged for use in screen planting situations. Because of high water usage, turf areas
should be minimized and narrow turn areas, such as in parking strips, should be avoided. B.
Landscape plans should include a mix of fast and slow growing plant materials. Fast growing
trees that have a short life span should be used only when planted with others which reach
maturity at a later age. C. Landscape plans should include water conserving irrigation
systems. Plant materials should be selected so that once established, much of the major site
landscaping would survive solely on rainfall.
The majority landscaping will be updated, and new trees, shrubs, perennials, grasses and
vines are proposed. The proposed landscaping is drought tolerant and native. The project
proposes to upgrade the hardscape in the front, sides and rear of the house creating a more
useable outdoor dining and entertaining area for the homeowners.

CITY OF BELVEDERE
RESOLUTION NO. 2020A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF BELVEDERE GRANTING A
VARIANCE FROM THE FRONT YARD SETBACK REQUIREMENTS
OF THE BELVEDERE MUNICIPAL CODE FOR THE PROPERTY
LOCATED AT 4 WINDWARD ROAD
WHEREAS, a proper application has been submitted for a Variance from 19.24.050 of the
Belvedere Municipal Code to allow for the garage to encroach into the front yard setback at 4
Windward Road; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission held a duly noticed public hearing on the requested
Variance on January 21, 2020, April 21, 2020 and May 19, 2020; and
WHEREAS, at the May 19, 2020 meeting, the Planning Commission made the following findings
of fact:
1. The granting of the Variance will not constitute a grant of special privilege
inconsistent with the limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and zone in
which such property is situated.
Granting a front yard setback variance and allowing the garage to encroach into the front
yard of the property does not grant a special privilege to this particular lot because the
project will allow the property owners to enjoy access to their house via a garage on the
street, similar to improvements enjoyed by homes in the vicinity and zone. Given where
the existing residence is sited on the property and how long the garage has been in that
location (62 years) it is infeasible to require the garage to be moved to accommodate the
required parking. Due to the small size and the location of the existing garage on the lot,
it is not feasible to require the homeowners to reconfigure the garage so that it is outside
of the setbacks. Granting a Variance to allow a garage to be built in the front setback is
not considered a special privilege given the circumstances described above.
2. Because of special circumstances applicable to the property, including size, shape,
topography, location, or surroundings, the strict application of the Zoning Ordinance
section would deprive this property of privileges enjoyed by other properties in the
vicinity and under identical zoning classification, so that a denial of the application
would result in undue property loss.
The special circumstances applicable to the property are the location of the existing
structure, the length of time the structure has existed in this location on the lot, the
unusually small size of the lot and the location of the existing garage. These special
circumstances are such that the strict application of the setback code sections would deprive
the owners of a convenient vehicular entry point at the existing home. The special
circumstances applicable to the property include the existing siting and location of the
garage. It is infeasible to require the property owner to move the garage and dwelling so
that access to the garage would be out of the setbacks. Given the location the garage, the
strict application of the zoning ordinance would be an unnecessary hardship on the property
owner.
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3. The granting of this Variance will not be detrimental to the public health, safety or
welfare, or injurious to the property or improvements of owners of other premises,
or to the quiet enjoyment of their premises.
The granting of the Variance for the garage in a setback will not be detrimental to the public
health, safety or welfare, or injurious to the property or improvements of owners of other
premises, as all construction will be governed by the uniform Building Code requirements
as well as regulations restricting the construction impacts.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Planning Commission of the City of
Belvedere does hereby grant a Variance from the requirements of Title 19 of the Belvedere
Municipal Code to allow a garage to encroach into the front setback at 4 Windward Road.
PASSED AND ADOPTED at a regular meeting of the Belvedere Planning Commission on May
19, 2020, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
RECUSED:

APPROVED:________________________________________
Peter Mark, Planning Commission Chair

ATTEST:___________________________________
Christina Cook, City Clerk

CITY OF BELVEDERE
RESOLUTION NO. 2020A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF BELVEDERE GRANTING A
VARIANCE FROM THE REAR YARD SETBACK REQUIREMENTS OF
THE BELVEDERE MUNICIPAL CODE FOR THE PROPERTY
LOCATED AT 4 WINDWARD ROAD
WHEREAS, a proper application has been submitted for a Variance from 19.24.050 of the
Belvedere Municipal Code to allow for the dwelling to encroach into the rear yard setback at 4
Windward Road; and
WHEREAS, at the April 21, 2020 meeting, the Planning Commission held a duly noticed public
hearing on the requested Variance on January 21, 2020, April 21, 2020 and May 19, 2020; and
WHEREAS, at the May 19, 2020 meeting, the Planning Commission made the following findings
of fact:
1. The granting of the Variance will not constitute a grant of special privilege
inconsistent with the limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and zone in
which such property is situated.
Granting a rear yard Variance does not grant a special privilege because the property
owners will be able to enjoy a home with a similar footprint and proximity to the lagoon
comparable to homes in the vicinity and zone. Given where the existing residence is sited
on the property and how long the dwelling/overhang in the rear has been in that location
(62 years) it is infeasible to require the structures to be moved to accommodate the required
rear yard setback in the R1-L zoning district. Due to the size and the location of the existing
dwelling on the lot as well as roof overhang that will be filled in for the dining room, it is
not feasible to require the homeowners to reconfigure the rear portion of the home so that
they are outside of the setbacks. Granting a Variance to allow the home to be built in the
setbacks is not considered a special privilege given the circumstances described above.
2. Because of special circumstances applicable to the property, including size, shape,
topography, location, or surroundings, the strict application of the Zoning Ordinance
section would deprive this property of privileges enjoyed by other properties in the
vicinity and under identical zoning classification, so that a denial of the application
would result in undue property loss.
The special circumstances applicable to the property are the location of the existing
structures, that the structures have existed in this location on the lot for approximately 62
years, the unusually small size of the lot, and the location of the rear property line in the
water. These special circumstances are such that the strict application of the setback code
sections would deprive the owners of a similar sized/footprint residence and similar access
to the lagoon, to like properties in the same zoning district. The special circumstances
applicable to the property include the existing siting and location of the home as well as
the location of the rear property line in the water. It is infeasible to require the property
owner to move dwelling so the dining room would be out of the setbacks. Given the
location of the dwelling, the location of the rear property line in the water, the strict
application of the zoning ordinance would be an unnecessary hardship on the property
owner.
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3. The granting of this Variance will not be detrimental to the public health, safety or
welfare, or injurious to the property or improvements of owners of other premises,
or to the quiet enjoyment of their premises.
The granting of the Variance for the dwelling to encroach into the rear yard setback will
not be detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare, or injurious to the property or
improvements of owners of other premises, as all construction will be governed by the
uniform Building Code requirements as well as regulations restricting the construction
impacts.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Planning Commission of the City of
Belvedere does hereby grant a Variance from the requirements of Title 19 of the Belvedere
Municipal Code to allow the dwelling to encroach into the rear yard setback at 4 Windward Road.
PASSED AND ADOPTED at a regular meeting of the Belvedere Planning Commission on May
19, 2020, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
RECUSED:

APPROVED:________________________________________
Peter Mark, Planning Commission Chair

ATTEST:___________________________________
Christina Cook, City Clerk

CITY OF BELVEDERE
RESOLUTION NO. 2020A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF BELVEDERE GRANTING A
VARIANCE FROM SECTION 19.24.050 OF THE BELVEDERE
MUNICIPAL CODE FOR THE PROPERTY LOCATED
AT 4 WINDWARD ROAD

WHEREAS, a proper application has been submitted for a Variance from 19.24.050 of the
Belvedere Municipal Code to allow a total lot coverage of 55 percent where 60 percent currently
exists and 50 percent is permitted at the property at 4 Windward Road; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission held a duly noticed public hearing on the requested
Variance on May 19, 2020; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission made the following findings of fact:
1. The granting of the Variance will not constitute a grant of special privilege
inconsistent with the limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and zone in
which such property is situated;
Granting a lot coverage variance does not constitute a grant of special privilege because
the project will allow the property owners to enjoy a home of similar size to those in the
vicinity and zone. The project proposes to increase the lot coverage over the maximum
allowed lot coverage by 5 percent, while also reducing the lot coverage from the existing
by 5 percent. Given the significantly substandard size of the lot, (less than the required
zoning district), the location of the rear property line in relation to the existing bulkhead,
and the fact that the project proposes to reduce the lot coverage, granting a Variance is de
minimus and would not be considered a special privilege.
2. Because of special circumstances applicable to the property, including size, shape,
topography, location, or surroundings, the strict application of the Zoning Ordinance
section would deprive this property of privileges enjoyed by other properties in the
vicinity and under identical zoning classification, so that a denial of the application
would result in undue property loss;
The special circumstances of the property are that the lot is substandard to the lot size
requirements (5,564 SF) of the R1-L zoning district (7,500 SF) and the location of the rear
property line in relation to the existing bulkhead. Due to the special circumstance the strict
application of the lot coverage requirements would deprive the owners of a similar size
home to those in the neighborhood.
3. The granting of this Variance will not be detrimental to the public health, safety or
welfare, or injurious to the property or improvements of owners of other premises,
or to the quiet enjoyment of their premises.
The granting of the Variance for lot coverage will not be detrimental to the public health,
safety or welfare, or injurious to the property or improvements of owners of other premises,
as all construction will be governed by the uniform Building Code requirements as well as
regulations restricting the construction impacts.
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Planning Commission of the City of
Belvedere does hereby grant a Variance from the requirements of Title 19 of the Belvedere
Municipal Code to allow lot coverage of 55 percent where 50 percent is permitted on the property
at 4 Windward Road.
PASSED AND ADOPTED at a regular meeting of the Belvedere Planning Commission on May
19, 2020 by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
RECUSED:
APPROVED:_____________________________
Peter Mark, Planning Commission Chair
ATTEST: _______________________________
Christina Cook, City Clerk
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6. Design Review, Exception to Total Floor Area, and Variance for a remodel and alteration
of a single-story residence located at 4 Windward Road. The project includes refacing
the exterior of the home, a new metal roof and new landscaping. Property Owner: Paul
H. Stephens and Eleanor M. Stephens Family Trust; Applicant: Sean Bailey.
Associate Planner Markwick presented the staff report. A slide show presentation accompanied
her remarks.3 She stated that an additional Variance is l required for the rear yard setback and has
provided a draft Resolution to the Commission should the project be approved this evening.
Vice Chair Mark requested that the applicant provide more detail in the Demolition plans, with
shading and proper alignment of plans.
Commissioner Stoehr asked for clarification of the interpretation of how the Purpose sections of
the BMC Title 19 seem to be in conflict with the specific Code sections that follow in regard to
the expansion of non-conformities.
City Attorney Longfellow replied that the findings for a specific section or Variance may have
findings that can be made even if in conflict with the purpose sections. The findings allow an
expansion of a legal non-conforming building by approval of a Variance.
Commissioners asked how the low estimated construction costs can be considered at an estimated
cost of $180/SF.
Building Official replied that the current submittal meets applicable codes at this point but will be
subject to future confirmation at the time of the Building Permit application by submittal of a
signed and dated construction contract for compliance with the Flood Plain Ordinance in the BMC.
Chair Lynch asked may the Commission require another 3rd party appraisal to be submitted.
City Attorney Longfellow replied that is within the Commission’s discretion.
Open public hearing.
Sean Bailey project architect, presented the project. A slide show presentation accompanied his
remarks.4
Commissioners asked for clarifications regarding proposed plantings, lighting, materials on the
dock (turf), amount of glazing in the proposed bathroom, and the replacement of a bulkhead on
the Lagoon. They also asked for the more information regarding the calculation of the cost of
construction and the appraisal of the property.
Mr. Bailey responded that the appraisal submitted was prepared by a licensed appraiser. There
have been concerted efforts to design for lower cost, such as avoiding structural expenses in the
design. They understand that more detail will be required for the Building Permit application.
Commissioners asked whether the bulkhead work would be a part of the Flood Zone costs for the
project.
Mr. Van Son replied those costs are not included in that calculation as a part of the structure.
Commissioner Carapiet asked whether the large 18 foot trees on the side would require neighbor
consent.
3
4

The staff presentation is archived with the record of the meeting.
The applicants’ presentation is archived with the record of the meeting.
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Ms. Longfellow replied the tree is are not a hedge and would not require neighbor consent.
No one from the public wished to speak.
Commissioners discussed concerns with appraisal and more so, the construction cost estimates
both for flood plain evaluations, as well as for the Construction Time Limits for the project. Some
Commissioners felt an independent additional appraisal should be required for the property. Some
additional details in the plans were requested including better demolition calculations and more
detailed notes and elevations. The amount of glazing on the Lagoon side of the property was also
discussed. They discussed that there may be too much glazing and reduction of glazing and
increasing of landscaping should be considered. There were concerns expressed with the request
for a rear yard setback Variance and whether the dining room area at the rear could be reconfigured
and pulled back to eliminate the rear yard Variance.
Commissioners liked the overall design as an improvement with nice materials and colors
especially at the front. Commissioners suggested that an alternate material than turf on the dock
might be considered. They also discussed that he front yard Variance is relative to an existing
condition as are the improvements requiring a Revocable License.
Vice-Chair Mark suggested that the project might be something that could be split up (phased) into
more than one project to address the FEMA issues.
The Chair asked whether the applicant would be willing to request a continuance or would they
prefer the Commission to make a decision tonight. The implications would be to resubmit with
new filing fees for a different project.
Director Borba suggested that a decision might be appealed to the City Council.
Elle Stephens, property owner, stated that the need for a rear yard Variance was a surprise because
the addition is within the existing roof overhang. They do want to have that additional 3 feet.
Vice-Chair Mark suggested that the floor plan at the rear could be modified and rotated to reduce
the rear expansion, reduce the demolition etc. Things of this type could be considered.
Director Borba stated that the applicant could still ask for a continuance and then later change the
submittal in some ways but perhaps not all the requests, or not as they wish.
Mr. Bailey replied they would request the item be continued.
MOTION:

To continue the item for 4 Windward Road to a future meeting.

MOVED BY: Peter Mark, seconded by Nena Hart
VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
RECUSED:
ABSENT:

Jim Lynch, Larry Stoehr, Marsha Lasky, Pat Carapiet, Nena Hart,
Peter Mark
None
None
None
Claire Slaymaker
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ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 8:50 pm.
PASSED AND APPROVED at a regular meeting of the Belvedere Planning Commission on
February 18, 2020 by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
RECUSED:
ABSENT:

Peter Mark, Marsha Lasky, Claire Slaymaker, Nena Hart,
Pat Carapiet, Larry Stoehr
None
None
None
Jim Lynch

APPROVED: ___________________________________
Peter Mark, Planning Commission Chair
ATTEST: ______________________________
Christina Cook, City Clerk
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2. Design Review and Exception to Total Floor Area for an addition/remodel of the existing
residence located at 278 Bayview Avenue. The project scope of work is to replace work
that was damaged from a flooding event in the home and to seismically upgrade the home.
The project includes but is not limited to a complete interior remodel, exterior
modifications such as new siding and windows as well as the enlargement of an existing
upper floor deck and the modification of existing bay windows. A Revocable License is
required for existing improvements in the city right-of-way. Property Owner: Amanda
Hoenigman; Applicant: Studio Vara – Maura Abernathy. Staff recommends that the
Planning Commission adopt the required resolutions for approval and recommend to City
Council approval of the requested Revocable License.
Chair Mark stated that Item 3 (50 San Rafael Avenue) is being continued to a future meeting at
the request of the applicants.
1. Consideration of Historical Designation of property at 50 San Rafael Avenue pursuant to
Chapter 21.20 of the Belvedere Municipal Code. Applicant & Property Owners: David
and Wendy McCarthy. Staff recommends that the Planning Commission recommend to
the City Council that the subject property be designated as a local historic landmark.
Recused Commissioner Carapiet.
MOTION:

To continue Item 3 (50 San Rafael Avenue) to a future Planning Commission
meeting.

MOVED BY: Nena Hart, seconded by Jim Lynch.
VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
RECUSED:
ABSENT:

B.

Peter Mark, Marsha Lasky, Larry Stoehr, Nena Hart,
Claire Slaymaker, Jim Lynch.
None
None
Pat Carapiet
None

PUBLIC HEARINGS
1. Design Review, Exception to Total Floor Area, and Variance for a remodel and alteration
of a single-story residence located at 4 Windward Road. The project includes refacing
the exterior of the home, a new metal roof and new landscaping. Property Owner: Paul
H. Stephens and Eleanor M. Stephens Family Trust; Applicant: Sean Bailey. Staff
recommends that the Planning Commission adopts the required resolutions for approval
and recommends to City Council approval of the requested Revocable License.

Associate Planner Rebecca Markwick presented the staff report. A slide show presentation
accompanied her remarks.1 She outlined the revisions that have been made to the prior project.
She indicated that two letters were received from neighbors after the issuance of the staff report.
The letters had been provided to the Commissioners electronically prior to the meeting and are
incorporated into the record. Ms. Markwick stated that the need for an additional Variance for Lot
Coverage will be required, and if the Planning Commission wishes to approve the project this will
need to come back to the next meeting for approval. She stated that the applicant has not been
able yet to secure another appraisal due to current shortage of available appraisers. They hope to

1

The slide show presentation is archived with the record of the meeting.
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be able to have this done by the time of the Building Permit submittal and have proposed a
methodology for review/approval of the multiple appraisals.
Commissioners asked questions regarding the Lot Coverage Variance details and process for
consideration and approval.
Ms. Markwick replied that originally, lot size was calculated based on a prior proposal to expand
the lot size by having a new bulkhead location. When that bulkhead location was deleted from the
current scope, the resulting recalculation of lot size was not readjusted in the current plans. Now
the estimated Lot Coverage is: Existing Lot Coverage 62%, and Proposed Lot Coverage 56%
(where 50% is allowed). The Variance will need to be noticed for a future meeting agenda and
discussed at that time.
Commissioner Lynch asked whether the proposed appraisal methodology would be acceptable to
the Building Department when submitted.
Building Official Brian Van Son replied that it would be acceptable.
Open public hearing.
Sean Bailey, project architect, described modifications made in response to comments from the
prior meeting. A slide show accompanied his remarks.2 Changes include window reductions in
both number and sizes, tinted glazing material for windows facing the Lagoon, added landscaping
and trees for screening, lighting fixture reductions and relocations. A study was made regarding
relocating the proposed dining room but has resulted in no change because structural issues would
make such a change cost prohibitive. The current distance from the dining room to the Lagoon is
well set back at 26’9”. Details on the plans have been updated for better clarity. An updated budget
for the project is now estimated to be $680,000. A new appraisal is being sought for submittal at
the time of the Building Permit application.
Commissioners asked questions of the applicant including: would they consider reducing the
height of the windows facing the Lagoon, perhaps by adding a header that would screen out light
emissions from interior ceiling lighting, can they provide cut sheets of the proposed light fixtures,
whether proposed rear yard trees could be re-sited to be directly in front of the tall windows instead
of being offset from them, and if the new appraisal could use a methodology where the valuation
of the home is averaged for the total square-footage of the home inclusive of both conditioned and
unconditioned space.
Mr. Bailey responded that all these requests can be considered.
Open public hearing.
There were no comments from the public received by email or by direct participation in the live
Zoom meeting.
Close public hearing.
Commissioners discussed the project in detail. There was general agreement that the design was
attractive and well done, and the choices of colors and materials were very tasteful and would be
an improvement for the neighborhood. There were no objections to the current Variance
applications for garage encroachment at the front yard or dining room at the rear yard setbacks.
There were mixed opinions on the use of the dark glazing at the rear façade as to appearance and
whether this would be sufficient to address light emission concerns, and that further mitigation
2

The applicant’s presentation is archived with the record of the meeting.
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might be needed by adding a header to the rear windows, a reduction in the size of those windows,
or both, as well as a possible relocation of proposed trees for screening from light spillover. One
Commissioner requested that one of the front street trees not be removed.
There was also mixed opinion as to whether the project could be approved without having the
revised appraisal available for consideration. Chair Mark stated that the Commission needs to
know when it is approving a project that it can be built as approved, as opposed to having to learn
later that it would need modification to be compliant or might need to become a phased project.
The applicants were asked to consider whether they would prefer a conditioned decision tonight,
or a continuance to address the comments of the Commission, since they must return next month
anyway to get approval of the additional Lot Coverage Variance request. The applicants replied
they would prefer a decision tonight if possible.
Commission discussed further and decided that they would like to continue the item so the
applicant can make modifications discussed to the windows, lighting and landscaping plans for
full review by the Commission at the same time they would be considering the added Lot Coverage
Variance.
MOTION

To continue the item for 4 Windward Road to the next Planning Commission
meeting.

MOVED BY: Nena Hart, seconded by Pat Carapiet.
VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
RECUSED:

Peter Mark, Larry Stoehr, Marsha Lasky, Nena Hart, Pat Carapiet
Claire Slaymaker, Jim Lynch.
None
None
None

2. Planning Commission consideration to modify specific conditions of approval related to
the barging of equipment & materials to the subject property and off-hauling of soils and
other materials from the Bay for a project currently under construction at 46 Cliff Road
for a new single-family dwelling. Applicant: Mark Swanson, Jamba Construction;
Property Owners: Rudolph G. Koppl Trust. Staff recommends that the Planning
Commission adopts the required resolutions for approval.
Director Borba presented the staff report. A slide show presentation accompanied her remarks.3
Letters received from neighbors that have been received after the issuance of the staff reports had
been provided to the Commissioners electronically prior to the meeting and are incorporated into
the record. A revised draft Resolution has been provided to clarify details of the modifications to
the approval.
Commissioners had no questions for staff.
Mark Swanson, Jamba Construction, applicant and contractor for the project presented the project
modification request. A slide show presentation accompanied his remarks.4 The detailed report
outlined the history of project approvals, and the need for modifications to the original approval
Resolution granted by the Planning Commission. These modifications are to address additional
concerns received from outside agencies regarding restrictions and regulations for accessing the
site with equipment and materials arriving from the shoreline waters. Mr. Swanson presented a
3
4

The staff presentation is archived with the record of the meeting.
The applicant’s slide show presentation is archived with the record of the meeting.

4 Windward Design Review Supplemental Narrative Letter___March 3, 2020

To the Design review committee and Belvedere Staff:

It was brought up at the design review for 4 windward that there is a concern about our cost of a
remodel for 4 Windward relative to the typical cost of a remodel in Belvedere. Below is some
information we used in coming up with an approximate cost of $280.00/ sq. ft.
The average cost of NEW construction in California is $150.00 and in Marin county it is $334.00. 4
windward is not new construction but a remodel. We are keeping the entire roof (with the possibility of
delaying the new standing seam roof to a second phase), keeping 62% percent or exterior walls, and the
entire foundation which is over 16 inches of steel reinforced concrete. If our fixed bid contracts come in
higher than expected, we will go to a two phase construction. In order to keep to this $280.00 cost, we
are building to Novato standards versus typical Belvedere standards. Below are just a few examples of
how we are accomplishing this.
Using vinyl low end Marvin windows versus Jada steel windows.
Using applied MDF standard baseboards in dry areas at a cost of $.90 per linear foot versus custom flush
baseboards of $10+ per linear foot.
Omitting steel exterior trim substituting with painted wood.
Omitting exterior sconces.
Using $99 kitchen sconces versus $800+ sconces.
Using painted bath walls versus marble walls.
Using a smaller Regency fireplace versus a larger Ortal fireplace.
Using less expensive appliances and using existing ones
Omitting the raised stucco areas on the lagoon side and street side.
Using ready made Chinese vanities (comes with sink, 3-inch quartz top, and hardware) versus custom
cabinets. In the kitchen we will use an inexpensive laminate finish versus a custom conversion varnish.
Omitting all upper cabinets in kitchen.
Using tiles for area under dining counter versus slabs.
Using existing fans in bedrooms if needed.
Using standard inexpensive hardware rather than Rocky Mountain solid white bronze hardware.
Omitting hardware on master vanity. Use finger pull drawers.
Omitting wine and drawer refrigerators in kitchen and dining room.

Omitting built in microwave and possibly 2nd dishwasher.
Omitting sink in pantry.
Omitting 11 foot doors in great room and using current 9 ft doors.
Omitting dining room window.
Omitting two bedroom closet windows.
Using towel hooks versus towel bars in bathrooms.
Using inexpensive engineered flooring instead of hardwood flooring and ordering on line from an out of
state supplier (saving 10% sales tax)
Using ¼ inch ceramic tiles from China in bathroom showers and floors versus Italian marble.
Using a 16ft garage door versus an 18ft garage door or two 8 foot garage doors.
Using single hole inexpensive bath fixtures versus 8 inch center set expensive bath sets.
Using a West Elm light fixture in dining area $299.00 (or keeping the existing one) versus a $ 10,000.00
custom fixture.
Using applied trim Elco light fixtures versus Number 8 flush mounted light fixtures.
Using standard doors versus custom doors.
Using standard glass shower enclosures versus custom shower enclosures.
Using hung mirrors in bathrooms versus built in mirrors.
Omitting built in flush medicine cabinets.
Omitting all pocket doors except 2.
Omitting all master closet built ins. (This could be added to a possible second phase).
Using inexpensive sliding doors for closets in bedrooms 2 and 3 versus custom French doors with white
bronze hardware.
Using in wall toilets.
Omitting corner window in master bedroom.
Decreasing size of skylights and making standard sizes.
Using applied window covering versus built in recessed window covering.
Using ¼ inch inexpensive unfilled travertine stone versus the typical stone blocks for the exterior stone
and stone above lower gutters.
Using an inexpensive free standing tub in the master bath.
Using exterior sliding glass doors versus bifold doors or pocket doors.

Using porcelain kitchen counters versus Calacatta marble slabs in the kitchen.

At the time of the developed permit set of plans we will continue to value engineer and determine if
two phases are necessary. However at this time we do not believe this will be needed.

Sincerely, Elle Stephens

May 6, 2020
4 Windward Design Changes in Response to Planning Commission Hearing One on April 16th, 2020:
1.

We have further reduced window glazing area on the lagoon façade after feedback from
commissioners about light glare at night and added dropped headers and raised sills. The
master bedroom windows have gone from 9’- 0” in height to 7’ – 11” and have black-out roller
blinds detailed into the dropped header on the interior side. Detail 1 has been added on A 9.1
that shows our proposed detail for these windows. In addition, all windows on all facades have
been reduced to 7’ - 11” in height max. and all exterior glass sliders/doors have been dropped
in height from 9’ - 0” to 8’ – 4 ½” after adding dropped headers. We have now taken our glazing
area on the lagoon façade from 356 sq. ft. (64% of lagoon façade) at hearing 1, to 303 sq. ft. of
glazing (54%) at hearing 2, and now are proposing 276 sq. ft. (50%). We would also like to
point out that the existing home has much more floor-to-ceiling glazing on the master bedroom
wall, which is closest to the lagoon, than we are proposing. The elevation drawings on A3.4
show this information and all the elevations in the A3 series show the dropped headers and
raised sills at all windows. We are also working on getting a sample of the darker tinted low
emittance glass we are proposing to use that will limit light at night time.

2.

In response to comments from last hearing about the utilizing the maple trees in front of the lagoon
façade for better screening of window glazing and light, we have shifted two of the trees 2’ – 0” east
that they better screen the master bedroom windows. This is clouded on A2.0 and the landscape
sheets.

3.

We had previously been granted approval from the BLPOA and have an approval letter from Ken
Johnson to move our bulkhead out 3’ – 6” to align with the adjacent property bulkheads and avoid
trying to rebuild our new bulkhead in very close proximity to our existing house foundations. We
decided not to do this because it did not seem right that moving it would also move our summer high
tide line and allow for us to not have to ask for a rear yard variance and we received some concerns
from commissioners about this aspect. After reconsidering and further coordination with our structural
engineer and landscape architect, we are now proposing to move our bulkhead out a smaller
dimension and line it up with the outside edge of our planter in front of the master bedroom that holds
the maple screening trees. The proposed bulkhead is further out than the current by 1’ – 3” at the
west side to 3’ – 4” on the east side. This allows for us to properly construct the bulkhead at a safe
distance from the foundation and also efficiently construct the planter to hold the screening trees,
which are much easier to detail behind the bulkhead where we can utilize deeper planting beds. We
still need, and our asking for, the rear yard variance as well as the lot coverage variance even though
moving it out did slightly adjust our property area behind the mean high tide line. The sections on
A4.0 show the bulkhead and planter alignments and we have revised all sheets to show both the
proposed and existing bulkhead locations, as well as revised all of our lot coverage and F.A.R.
figures accordingly and clouded where applicable. It’s our understanding that the movement of the
bulkhead is beyond the purview of the planning commission and given we already having an approval
letter from Ken Johnson of the BLPOA. We are proposing to move it a small distance only out of
structural concern for the existing foundations and still asking for all the same variances so we ask
the planning commission to understand our request.

4.

We have yet to see our second appraisal come in as of the writing of this letter but hope to have it
soon. If it is still not finished by the hearing date, then we will again have to ask the planning
commission to approve with a condition approval that a second appraisal be provided by the building
permit issuance just like last time.

Best,
Sean Bailey, Architect
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GENERAL NOTES
1. The Contract Documents include the Working Drawings, Specifications, Addenda, Modifications and the Conditions of the Construction Contract.
2. The Contract Documents are instruments of service and shall remain the property of the Architect whether the project for which they are prepared is executed or not. The Contract Documents are not to be used
for other projects or extensions of the project nor are they to be modified in any manner whatsoever except by agreement in writing and with appropriate compensation to the Architect.
3. The Contractor shall be responsible for checking Contract Documents, field conditions and dimensions for accuracy and confirming that the Work is as shown before proceeding with construction. Clarifications
regarding any conflicts shall be achieved prior to related work being started.
4. In the event of conflict between data shown on the Drawings and data shown in the Specifications, the Specifications shall govern. Dimensions noted on the Drawings shall take precedence over scaled
dimensions. Detail drawings take precedence over drawings of smaller scale. Should the Contractor at any time discover an error in a Drawing or Specification, or a discrepancy or variation between Dimensions on
Drawings and measure-ments at site, or lack of dimensions or other information, he shall report at once to the Architect for clarification and shall not proceed with the work affected until clarification has been made.
5. Discrepancies between General, Plan or Sheet Notes shall be brought to Architect's attention for clarification and resolution. Occasional reference to one or more specific notes within the General, Plan or Sheet
Notes shall not in any way diminish or eliminate the full force and effect of all other notes, neither in relation to one another or not specifically referenced.
6. The Contractor is responsible for verifying the dimensions and elevations at the site. The Contractor and sub-contractors shall coordinate the layout and exact location of all partitioning, doors,
electrical/telephone outlets, light switches and thermostats with the Architect in the field before proceeding with construction.
7. Horizontal dimensions are from face of stud to face of stud, except as noted otherwise. Vertical dimensions are from top of floor slab or plywood, except where noted to be above finished floor (AFF). All
dimensions marked "clear" shall be maintained and shall allow for thickness of all finishes. Dimensions are not adjustable without approval of Architect unless noted with "+/-".
8. "Furnish" means supply only, for others to put in place. "Install" means supplied by others, to be installed by Contractor. "Provide" means furnish and install, complete and in place.
9. "Typical" means identical for conditions noted. "Similar" means comparable characteristics for conditions noted. Contractor to verify dimensions and orientation.
Quality Assurance
10.When authorized by the Owner, the Architect will be the designated agent for design of this project and will exercise sole authority for determining conformance of materials, equipment and systems with the
intent of the design. Review and acceptance of all items proposed by the Contractor for incorporation into this work will be by the Architect. This function of the Architect will apply both to the Contract as initially
signed, and to changes to the Contract by modification during progress of the Work.
11.The Contractor is to exercise extreme care and caution during construction of the Work to minimize disturbances to adjacent structures and their occupants, property, public thorough-fares, etc. Contractor shall
take precautions and be responsible for the safety of all bldg. occupants from construction procedures.
12.The Contractor is responsible for and shall provide protection for any existing finishes to remain.
13.Cut and fit components for alteration of existing work and installation of new work. Patch disturbed areas to match adjacent materials and finishes.

DRAWING INDEX

ABBREVIATIONS
ADJ.
A.F.F.
B.O.
BD.
BLKG.
BM.
C.J.
C (C.L.)
CLG.
CLR.
COL.
CONC.
CONST.
CONT.
DBL.
DIA.
DIM.
DN.
DS.
DTL.
DWG.
EA.
EL.
ELEC.
ELEV.
EQ.
EXT.
(E)
F.B.O.
F.F.
FLR.
FL
FIN.
F.O.

Adjustable
Above Finished Floor (Grade)
Bottom Of
Board
Blocking
Beam
Control Joint
Center Line
Ceiling
Clear
Column
Concrete
Construction
Continuous
Double
Diameter
Dimension
Down
Downspout
Detail
Drawing
Each
Elevation (Height)
Electrical
Elevation (Drawing)
Equal
Exterior
Existing
Furnished By Owner
Finished Floor
Floor
Fluorescent
Finish (Finished)
Face Of

F.O.S.
F.O.W.
GA.
GALV.
GB
GLB
GSM.
GYP. BD.
HB.
HR.
HT.
INS.
INT.
JB.
JT.
MAX.
MECH.
MFR.
MIN.
MTL
N.I.C.
N.T.S.
(N)
O.C.
OPP.
OPNG.
O/
P
PLY.
PT.
PTD.
R
REF.
RES.

Face Of Stud
Face Of Wall
Gauge
Galvanized
Grab Bar
Glulam
Galvanized Sheet Metal
Gypsum Board
Hose Bibb
Hour
Height
Insulation
Interior
J-Box
Joint
Maximum
Mechanical
Manufacturer
Minimum
Metal
Not In Contract
Not To Scale
New
On Center
Opposite
Opening
Over
Property Line
Plywood
Point
Painted
Radius
Refer To (Reference)
Resistant

RESIL.
REQ'D.
RM.
R.O.
RWL
SAM
S.S.D
S.L.D
SCHED.
SIM.
ST.STL.
STL.
STD.
STRUCT.
TB
T.B.D.
T.B.R.
THRU.
T.O.
T.O.P.
T.O.S.
TPO
T.S.
TYP.
VER.
V.I.F.
W/
WD.
WF
W.O.
WV
U.O.N.

Resilient
Required
Room
Rough Opening
Rain Water Leader (Overflow)
Self Adhesive Membrane
See Structural Drawings
See Landscape Drawings
Schedule (Scheduled)
Similar
Stainless Steel
Steel
Standard
Structural
Towel Bar
To Be Determined
To Be Removed
Through
Top Of
Top of Parapet
Top of Structure
Thermoplastic Polyolefin
Tube Steel
Typical
Verify
Verify In Field
With
Wood
Wood Finish
Where Occurs
Wood Veneer
Unless Otherwise Noted

A0.0
A0.1
A0.2
A0.3
A0.4
A0.5

COVER SHEET
PROJECT DATA AND INFORMATION
SITE SURVEY
MATERIALS BOARD
3D RENDERINGS & EXISTING HOME PHOTOS
SURROUNDING HOME PHOTOS

A1.0
A1.2
A1.3
A1.4

SITE PLAN
LOT COVERAGE DIAGRAMS
FLOOR AREA DIAGRAMS
VARIANCE DIAGRAMS

A2.0
A2.1
A2.2
A2.3
A2.4
A2.5
A2.6
A2.7
A2.8
A2.9
A2.10

FLOOR PLAN - PROPOSED
FLOOR PLAN - EXISTING
EXISTING AND PROPOSED PLANS
DEMO PLAN
ROOF PLAN
EXTERIOR LIGHTING PLAN
STORY-POLE PLAN
REFLECTED CEILING PLAN
ELECTRICAL PLAN
BULKHEAD LOCATION DIAGRAMS
EXISTING BULKHEAD PHOTOS

A3.0
A3.1
A3.2
A3.3
A3.4

EXTERIOR ELEVATIONS
EXTERIOR ELEVATIONS
ELEVATIONS - EXISTING AND PROPOSED
ELEVATIONS - EXISTING AND PROPOSED
ELEVATIONS - PROPOSED AND EXISTING GLAZING ON LAGOON FACADE

A4.0

BUILDING SECTIONS

A5.0

WINDOW AND DOOR SCHEDULE

A9.1

EXTERIOR DETAILS - WINDOWS AND DOORS

L-1
L-2
L-3
L-4

15.The finished work shall be firm, well anchored, in true alignment, plumb, level, with smooth, clean, uniform appearance without waves, distortions, holes, marks, cracks, stains or discoloration. Jointings shall be
close-fitting, neat and well-scribed. The finish work shall not have exposed, unsightly anchors or fasteners and shall not present hazardous, unsafe corners. All work shall have the provision for expansion,
contraction and shrinkage as necessary to prevent cracks, buckling and warping due to temperature and humidity conditions.

PROJECT DATA

SYMBOLS

17.Attachments, connections or fastenings of any nature are to be properly and permanently secured in conformance with best practice and the Contractor is responsible for improving them accordingly to these
conditions. The Drawings show only special conditions to assist the Contractor, they do not illustrate every such conditions and detail.

www.seanbaileydesign.com

263 10th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118
Tel 303.564.6052

LANDSCAPE:

14.All work shall be erected and installed plumb, level, square, and true and in proper alignment.

16.Coordinate and provide appropriate structural blocking/backing and reinforcing in partitions behind all wall mounted items.

ARCHITECTURAL:

LANDSCAPE PLAN
DD PLANTING / LIGHTING PLAN
DD LANDSCAPE SECTION AND ELEVATION
DD SOUTH ELEVATION - LAGOON LANDSCAPING

VICINITY MAP

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

19.Make all necessary provisions for items to be furnished or installed by Owner. Provide protection for these provisions until completion of the project. Contractor to coordinate N.I.C. items with appropriate trades.

Remodel and alteration of a single-story, single-family residence and all relevent site
and landscaping improvements at 4 Windward Road in Belvedere, CA. Scope of work
includes refacing existing exterior walls, installing a new metal roof on the (e) hip roof
and remodeling all interior finishes.

STRUCTURAL GRID

A

18.References to makes, brands, models, etc. is to establish type and quality desired. Substitution of acceptable equals will not be permitted unless specifically noted otherwise or when made according to
procedures for substitutions.

N

SITE

NORTH ARROW
Submittals
20.Within five (5) days from contract date, Subcontractor is to prepare and submit and estimated progress schedule for the Work, with sub-schedules of related activities which may affect the progress of the Work.
21.Subcontractor shall order and schedule delivery of materials in ample time to avoid delays in construction. If an item is found to be unavailable, Sub- contractor shall notify Architect immediately to allow Architect
a reasonable amount of time to select a suitable substitute.
22.Subcontractor shall provide manufacturer's specifications, installation instructions, shop drawings and samples for review and approval of all materials and methods to be used prior to ordering or proceeding with
the Work. Submit Product Data, Shop Drawings and Samples for all trades as soon as possible to the Architect to guarantee progress of the Work.
23.Subcontractor to follow manufacturer's recommended specifications and installation procedures. If these differ from the Contract Documents,
Subcontractor shall notify Architect in writing immediately to resolve discrepancies prior to proceeding.
24.If any time before commencement of Work, or during progress thereof, Subcontractor's methods, equipment or appliances are inefficient or inappropriate for securing quality of Work or rate of progress intended
by the Contract Documents, Owner may order Subcontractor to improve their quality or increase their efficiency. This will not relieve Subcontractor or his sureties from their obligations to secure quality of work and
rate of progress specified in Contract.

BEDROOM
101
000 SF

ROOM NAME / NUMBER /
SQUARE FOOTAGE

1
A1.01

DETAIL
[DRAWING 1, SHEET A1.01]
ELEVATION
[DRAWING 1, SHEET A1.01]

1 / A1.01
1 / A1.01

Standards

1 / A1.01

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

1
W
A1.01

A.P.N.

060-021-04

ZONING

R1-L (LAGOON AREA)

OCCUPANCY CLASSIFICATION

R3

DESCRIPTION OF USE

SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENCE

CONSTRUCTION TYPE

TYPE VB

NUMBER OF STORIES

1

SPRINKLERS

NO

SEISMIC DESIGN CATEGORY

D

FOUR
WINDWARD
ROAD

APN : 060-021-04

6

No.

E

2016 CBC, CRC, CPC, CMC, CEC, and all local codes and ordinances
2016 CALGreen, 2016 California Fire Code
National Fire Protection Association
Title 24 Energy Compliance
American National Standards Institute
State of California Energy Regulations

26.Materials and workmanship specified by reference to number, symbol, title, or specification, such as commercial standards, federal specifications, trade association standard, or other similar standard, shall
comply with require-ments in latest edition or revision thereof, and with any amendment or supplement thereto in effect on date of origin of this project's Contract Documents. Such standard, except as modified
herein, shall have full force and effect as though printed in the Contract Documents. Abbreviations used in referring to standards that apply to the Work, include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following:

INTERIOR ELEVATION
[DRAWING 1, SHEET A1.01]

S

4 WINDWARD RD. BELVEDERE, CA

Tiburon, CA 94920

SECTION
[DRAWING 1, SHEET A1.01]

N

25.All work shall comply with applicable codes, amendments, rules, regulations, ordinances, laws, orders, approvals, etc. that are required by public authorities. In the event of conflict, the most stringent
requirements shall comply. Requirements include, but are not limited to the current applicable editions or publications of the following (or as otherwise noted):

LOCATION

Date

Issues + Revisions

09.24.2019 PLANNING SUBMITTAL

FIRST STORY FFE
00.00'

2.01

WORK / DATUM POINT

1 11.19.2019 PLANNING RESUBMITTAL 1

SITE & ZONING DATA

2 01.08.2020 PLANNING REVISION 2
3 01.17.2020 PLANNING REVISION 3

*SEE A1.2 AND A1.3 FOR LOT COVERAGE AND FLOOR AREA DIAGRAMS

KEYNOTE

CODE

4 04.13.2020 PLANNING REVISION 4

EXISTING

PROPOSED

5 04.20.2020 PLANNING REVISION 5
6 05.11.2020 PLANNING REVISION 6

01

A. American Society of Testing Materials (ASTM)
B. American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC)
C. American Welding Society (AWS)
D. American Concrete Institute (ACI)
E. American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
F. Architectural Aluminum Manufacturer's Association (AAMA)
G. Aluminum Association, Inc. (AA)
H. Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute (CRSI)
I. National Association of Architectural Metal Manufacturers (NAAMM)
J. National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
K. National Woodwork Manufacturer's Association (NWMA)
L. Woodwork Institute of California (WIC)

EW

REVISION NUMBER

1

01

LOT AREA

6,580 SQ. FT.

6,580 SQ. FT.

6,580 SQ. FT.

FLOOR AREA:

2,865 SQ. FT. ALLOWED

3,276 SQ. FT.

3,125 SQ. FT.

WALL TYPE

FLOOR AREA RATIO:

ALLOWED 50% OF LOT AREA BEHIND BULKHEAD
(LOT AREA BEHIND BULKHEAD = 5,729 SQ. FT.)

57%

55%

DOOR TYPE
[RE: DOOR SCHEDULE]

LOT COVERAGE:

2,865 SQ. FT. ALLOWED

3,464 SF

3,125 SF

LOT COVERAGE RATIO:

IF HEIGHT UNDER 15' FROM (E) GRADE,
ALLOWED 50% OF LOT AREA BEHIND BULKHEAD
(LOT AREA BEHIND BULKHEAD = 5,729 SQ. FT.)

60%

55%

FRONT YARD SETBACK:

5' - 0"

0 - 6 1/2" (E) GARAGE IN SETBACK

0 - 6 1/2" (E) GARAGE IN SETBACK

LEFT SIDE YARD SETBACK

5' - 0"

5' - 5 1/4"

5' - 5 1/4"

RIGHT SIDE YARD SETBACK

5' - 0"

5' - 3 1/4"

5' - 3 1/4"

WINDOW TYPE
[RE: WINDOW SCHEDULE]

W01

27.Contractor shall waive "common practice" and "common usage" as construction criteria wherever details and Contract Documents or governing codes, ordinances, etc. require greater quantity or better quality
than common practice or common usage would require.

ALIGN

28.Only new items of recent manufacture, of standard quality, free from defects, will be permitted on the new Work. Rejected items shall be removed immediately from the Work and replaced with items of the
quality specified. Failure to remove rejected materials and equipment shall not relieve the Subcontractor from the responsibility for quality and character of items used nor from any other obligation imposed on him
by the Contract.

PROJECT DATA AND
INFORMATION
Ref. North

Sheet Name
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Date

29.Continuous inspection of welding in the shop and field shall be required during the time of welding. In addition, all complete penetration welds shall be ultrasonically tested by the laboratory, unless some other
means of providing the compliance of the welds is designated by the Structural Engineer. Welds showing inclusions, porosity, lack of fusion, penetration or uneven contours (sagging or overlapping parent metal)
beyond acceptable limits, as determined by the Welding Inspector, shall be ground out and rewelded at no additional cost to the owner. Procedures and criteria for acceptance of welds shall be per AWS D1.1.
30.No work defective in construction or quality or deficient in any requirements of the Drawings and Specifications will be acceptable in consequence of Owner's or Architect's failure to discover or to point out
defects or deficiencies during construction; nor will presence of inspectors on work site relieve Contractor from responsibility for securing quality and progress of Work as required by the Contract. Defective work
revealed within time required by guarantees shall be replaced by work conforming with the intent of the Contract. No payment, whether partial or final, shall be construed as an acceptance of defective work or
improper materials.
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1"
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detail
00
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16

32

REAR YARD SETBACK

15' - 0"

2' - 5"

2' - 5"

BUILDING HEIGHT

15' - 0" ABOVE (E) GRADE

15' - 0" ABOVE (E) GRADE

15' - 0" ABOVE (E) GRADE

ON-SITE PARKING:

2 OFF-STREET PARKING SPOTS

2 OFF-STREET PARKING SPOTS

2 OFF-STREET PARKING SPOTS
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1 3-COAT SMOOTH CEMENTITIOUS PLASTER WITH
INTEGRAL CREAM / LIGHT GREY COLOR

5

BRONZE ANODIZED ALUMINUM WINDOWS/DOORS

6

PTD. DARK BRONZE ANODIZED
ALUM BOX GUTTER FASCIA, TYP.

9

BRONZE ANODIZED STANDING SEAM METAL
ROOFING

-

6' - 0" HT. FLAT-BAR PTD. ALUMINUM
FENCE AND GATE

4

1" x 4" DARK STAINED WOOD SIDING,
VERTICALLY ORIENTED

2

12" X 24" UNFILLED TRAVERTINE TILES,
SEALED AND COLOR ENHANCED

3 DARK GREY PTD. WOOD PANEL, COLOR FINISH TO
MATCH BRONZE ANODIZED ALUM. WINDOW MULLIONS

A0.3
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general notes

SITE PLAN
Ref. North

1.01 (N) SKYLIGHT, SEE ROOF PLAN, DETAILS, AND WINDOW SCHEDULE

1.12 DASHED LINE INDICATES APPROX. LOCATION OF (E) BULKHEAD PER SURVEY

1.02 HIP ROOF, (E) FRAMING TO REMAIN WITH (N) STANDING SEAM METAL ROOF TO REPLACE (E)
DETERIORATED ASPHALT ROOFING

1.13 DASHED LINE INDICATES PROPOSED LOCATION OF (N) VINYL SHEET PILING BULKHEAD

1.03 TRASH / RECYCLING
1.04 DASHED LINE INDICATES BUILDING FOOTPRINT BELOW

Sheet Name
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Date

1.05 ROOF AREA OPEN TO BELOW
1.06 6' - 0" HT. PTD. ALUM. SIDE YARD GATE, SEE LANDSCAPE DETAILSLAT-BAR PTD. ALUMINUM GATE, SEE DETAILS
1.07 6' - 0" HT. FLAT-BAR PTD. ALUMINUM FENCE, SEE DETAILS

A1.0

1.08 6' - 0" HT. FLAT-BAR PTD. ALUMINUM PIVOT GATE, SEE LANDSCAPE DRAWINGS FOR DETAILS
1.09 (E) CLASS "A" SINGLE-MEMBRANE BUILT-UP ROOFING TO REMAIN, PATCH AND REPAIR AS NEEDED
1.10 (N) DOCK, ARTIFICAL LAWN AREA, AND LANDSCAPING, SEE PLANS AND LANDSCAPE DRAWINGS
1.11 (E) FRONTAGE SIDEWALK TO BE REPLACED IN ORDER TO MEET CURRENT UNIFORM CONSTRUCTION
STANDRADS (UCS), ALL CITIES AND COUNTY OF MARIN (4' MIN. SIDEWALK WIDTH). RAMP SIDEWALK
CONNECTION TO BE INSTALLED PER UCS DRAWING 115

Project Number

2017.12
All drawings and written material appearing herein constitute
original and unpublished work of the architect and may not be
duplicated, used or disclosed without written consent of the
architect

PROPOSED (N) VINYL PILING BULKHEAD

PROPOSED (N) VINYL PILING BULKHEAD

LOT COVERAGE AREA = 3,125 SF (55%)
(CROSSHATCHED HATCH INDICATES COUNTED COVERAGE)

(E) BULKHEAD LOCATION, BULKHEAD TO BE REPLACED

LOT COVERAGE AREA = 3,454 SF (60%)
(CROSSHATCHED HATCH INDICATES COUNTED COVERAGE)

(E) BULKHEAD LOCATION, BULKHEAD TO BE REPLACED

ALLOWED 50% OF LOT AREA (EXCLUDING AREA BEYOND BULKHEAD)

ALLOWED 50% OF LOT AREA (EXCLUDING AREA BEYOND BULKHEAD, SHOWN AS SMALL DIAGONAL HATCH)

LOT EXCLUDING AREA BEYOND BULKHEAD = 5,729 SQ. FT. = 2,865 SQ. FT. ALLOWABLE COVERAGE

LOT EXCLUDING AREA BEYOND BULKHEAD = 5,729 SQ. FT. = 2,865 SQ. FT. ALLOWABLE FLOOR AREA
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lot coverage diagram - proposed
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2
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lot coverage diagram - existing
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FLOOR AREA = 3,125 SQ. FT. (55%)
(DIAGONAL HATCHED AREA INDICATES COUNTED COVERAGE)

FLOOR AREA = 3,276 SQ. FT. (57%)
(DIAGONAL HATCHED AREA INDICATES COUNTED AREA)

ALLOWED 50% OF LOT AREA (EXCLUDING AREA BEYOND BULKHEAD)

PROPOSED (N) VINYL PILING BULKHEAD

PROPOSED (N) VINYL PILING BULKHEAD

ALLOWED 50% OF LOT AREA (EXCLUDING AREA BEYOND BULKHEAD)

LOT EXCLUDING AREA BEYOND BULKHEAD = 5,729 SQ. FT. = 2,865 SQ. FT. ALLOWABLE FLOOR AREA

(E) BULKHEAD LOCATION, BULKHEAD TO BE REPLACED
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EXISTING FLOOR AREA IN
REAR YARD SETBACK = 385 SF

PROPOSED (N) VINYL PILING BULKHEAD
(E) BULKHEAD LOCATION, BULKHEAD TO BE REPLACED

PROPOSED (N) VINYL PILING BULKHEAD

PROPOSED FLOOR AREA IN
REAR YARD SETBACK = 335 SF

(E) BULKHEAD LOCATION, BULKHEAD TO BE REPLACED
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D04
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BATH 3

1' - 6"

DINING

STORAGE

BEDROOM 3

2.01

5/A6.0

4/A6.0

2.17

4' - 10 1/2"

ø

PATIO

2' - 0"
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D05

DW

KITCHEN
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6' - 0"
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1
sheet notes

legend

floor plan - proposed
1
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FLOOR PLAN PROPOSED

general notes
Ref. North

6

2.01 (N) SKYLIGHT ABOVE, SEE ROOF PLAN, DETAILS, AND WINDOW SCHEDULE

2.12 6' - 0" HT. FLAT-BAR PTD. ALUMINUM PIVOT ENTRY GATE, SEE LANDSCAPE DRAWINGS FOR DETAILS

2.02 (E) RASIED CEILING AND VAULTED HIP ROOF ABOVE

2.13 TRASH / RECYCLING

2.03 DASHED LINE INDICATES OPEN-AIR ROOF OPENING ABOVE

2.14 DASHED LINE INDICATES CENTERLINE OF (N) PROPOSED VINYL SHEET PILING BULKHEAD

2.04 DASHED LINE INDICATES ROOF ABOVE

2.15 (N) GAS RANGE AND OVEN, SEE SPECS

2.05 WALL-MOUNTED TELEVISION

2.16 DASHED LINE INDICATES APPROX. LOCATION OF (E) BULKHEAD PER SURVEY. EXISTING BULKHEAD TO
BE REPLACED

6

2.06 6' - 0" HT. PTD. ALUM. SIDE YARD GATE, SEE LANDSCAPE DETAILS
2.07 6' - 0" HT. FLAT-BAR PTD. ALUMINUM FENCE, SEE LANDSCAPE DETAILS
2.08 (N) 16' WIDTH ALUMINUM AND GLASS GARAGE DOOR, SEE DETAILS AND DOOR SCHEDULE

2.17 CHARCOAL TONED TREX DECKING FOR ALL DOCK AREA DECKS, TYP.

EXISTING WALL TO REMAIN W/ REFACED
FINISHES

Sheet Name

LANDSCAPE AREA, SEE L.A. PLANS
FOR DETAILS
Copyright © 2019 by Sean Bailey Design

NEW WALL

BELVEDERE LAGOON WATER
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NEW DOOR OR STOREFRONT WINDOW

EW

1

WALL TAG

2.18 DASHED LINE INDICATES CEILING FAN ABOVE, SEE R.C.P. AND SPECS

2.09 LOCATION OF GAS LINE FOR FUTURE FIRE TABLE

2.19 DASHED HATCH INDICATES 11 SQ. FT. AREA OF (N) GARAGE FOOTPRINT PROPOSED IN THE FRONT
YARD SETBACK AND NON-CONFORMING USE

2.10 BOILER FOR RADIANT HEATING ON (N) CONCRETE PAD

2.20 (N) 6' HT. SIDEYARD GATE AND MTL. PANEL, S.L.D.

2.11 24" DOUBLE STACKED CONVECTION OVEN, SEE SPECS

2.21 NOTE TRANSITION IN FACACE MATERIAL FROM TRAVERTONE OANEL TO WOOD SIDING SEE ELEVATIONS AND DETAILS

01

DOOR TAG

W01

WINDOW TAG
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5
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1
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DN (2 RISERS @ 6")
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WINDWARD ROAD

LAUNDRY

POWDER

LIVING ROOM
10

FOYER

LAUNDRY/UTILITY
LIVING

REF.

PLANTER

MASTER BEDROOM

DOCK

HALLWAY

BATH 2

11

12

MASTER CLOSET B
16

BEDROOM 2

MASTER CLOSET A
17
MASTER BATH

13

ARTIFICIAL TURF
LAWN

PLANTER

DN (1 RISER @ 7.2"

PLANTER

14

CLO.

15

MASTER
BEDROOM

CONCRETE V-DITCH

PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY - SIDEWALK

F.P.

ARTIFICIAL TURF
LAWN
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BEDROOM 2
BATH
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NEW WALL
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sheet notes
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EXISTING WALL TO REMAIN

floor plan - proposed
2

4

8'-0"
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1
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legend

floor plan - existing
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4

8'-0"
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EXISTING AND
PROPOSED PLANS

general notes
Ref. North
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5' - 0"
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263 10th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118
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DINING

KITCHEN
MECH.
2.29

PATIO
2.25

ENTRY
PANTRY

2-CAR GARAGE

FOYER

LAUNDRY/UTILITY
LIVING

TYP.

2.26

DEMO WALL TOTAL RATIO:

TYP.

2.28

AREA OF (E) NORTH ELEV. = 662 SQ. FT.
AREA OF (E) SOUTH ELEV. = 684 SQ. FT.
AREA OF (E) EAST ELEV. = 829 SQ. FT.
AREA OF (E) WEST ELEV. = 829 SQ. FT.
TOTAL (E) WALL AREA = 3,004 SQ. FT.

TYP.

2.27

MASTER
BEDROOM

COURTYARD

AREA OF DEMO IN NORTH ELEV. = 114 SQ. FT.
AREA OF DEMO IN SOUTH ELEV. = 336 SQ. FT.
AREA OF DEMO IN EAST ELEV. = 136 SQ. FT.
AREA OF DEMO IN WEST ELEV. = 759 SQ. FT
TOTAL DEMO WALL AREA = 1,345 SQ. FT.

FOUR
WINDWARD
ROAD

5' - 0"

45% DEMO IN EXT. WALLS

Tiburon, CA 94920

DEMO ROOF TOTAL RATIO:
TOTAL (E) ROOF AREA = 3,432 SQ. FT.

BEDROOM 2

TOTAL DEMO ROOF AREA = 326 SQ. FT.

2.30

MASTER CLO.

APN : 060-021-04
No.

Date

Issues + Revisions

09.24.2019 PLANNING SUBMITTAL

MASTER BATH
BATH

9% DEMO IN ROOF

1 11.19.2019 PLANNING RESUBMITTAL 1

2.30

2 01.08.2020 PLANNING REVISION 2
3 01.17.2020 PLANNING REVISION 3

DEMO WALL & ROOF TOTAL RATIO:

4 04.13.2020 PLANNING REVISION 4

TOTAL (E) WALL & ROOF AREA = 6,436 SQ. FT.

5 04.20.2020 PLANNING REVISION 5
6 05.11.2020 PLANNING REVISION 6

TOTAL DEMO ROOF AREA = 1,671 SQ. FT.
5' - 0"

26% DEMO IN WALL & ROOF

1
sheet notes

legend

demo plan
1

2

4'-0"

8

16

general notes

DEMO PLAN
Ref. North

2.25 (E) GARAGE DOOR TO BE REMOVED

EXISTING WALL TO REMAIN

2.26 LARGE DIAGIONAL HATCH AREA INDICATES AREA OF (E) HARDWOOD
FLOORING TO BE REPLACED, STRUCTURAL PLYWOOD TO REMAIN

EXISTING WALL TO BE DEMOLISHED

2.27 (E) DOORS AND WINDOWS TO BE REPLACED, TYP.

Copyright © 2019 by Sean Bailey Design
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Date

2.28 (E) EXT. WALL TO BE REPLACED, SEE NEW PLANS
2.29 (E) KITCHEN CABINETS, COUNTERS, APPLIANCES, PLUMBING FIXTURES, ECT. TO BE REPLACED

Sheet Name

EXISTING DOOR / WINDOW TO BE FILLED IN

2.30 ALL (E) COUNTER, CABINETRY, AND PLUMBING FIXTURES IN BATHROOM TO BE REPLACED
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1/A4.1

SIDE YARD SETBACK

5' - 0"

1/A3.1
2.45

www.seanbaileydesign.com

263 10th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118
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2.45

15' - 0"
REAR YARD SETBACK FROM (N) BULKHEAD & SUMMER HIGH TIDE LINE

2.44

2.46

SLOPE 1/4" / 12"
MIN., TYP.

2/A3.0

TYP.

1' - 0"

S15

SLOPE 1/4" / 12" MIN., TYP.

S14

SLOPE 1/4" / 12" MIN., TYP.
S16

S17

2.45

3" / 12"

2.44

SLOPE 1/4" / 12" MIN., TYP.

2.46

OPEN TO BELOW

2.43
3" / 12"

3" / 12"

2.44

2.45

2.41
3" / 12"

1/A3.0

1/A4.0

2.45

2.46

SLOPE 1/4" / 12" MIN., TYP.

S18

2.40

FOUR
WINDWARD
ROAD

5' - 0"

2/A4.0

2.40

SLOPE 1/4" / 12" MIN., TYP.

FRONT YARD SETBACK

S19

S06

2.40

Tiburon, CA 94920
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No.
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1 11.19.2019 PLANNING RESUBMITTAL 1
2 01.08.2020 PLANNING REVISION 2
3 01.17.2020 PLANNING REVISION 3

2.46
S05

4 04.13.2020 PLANNING REVISION 4
5 04.20.2020 PLANNING REVISION 5

SIDE YARD SETBACK

5' - 0"

6 05.11.2020 PLANNING REVISION 6

2.45

2/A3.1

1
sheet notes

legend

roof plan
1

2

4'-0"

8

16

general notes

ROOF PLAN
Ref. North

Sheet Name

2.40 (N) SKYLIGHT, SEE DETAILS
2.41 DASHED LINE INDICATES BUILDING FOOTPRINT BELOW
Copyright © 2019 by Sean Bailey Design

2.42 (N) CUSTOM LINEAR SKYLIGHT OVER MASTER BATH VANITY BELOW, SEE DETAILS
2.43 (N) CLASS "A" STANDING SEAM METAL ROOF, SHAKE GREY COLOR. (E) ROOF STRUCTURAL FRAMING TO REMAIN

March 10, 2020
Date

2.44 (E) CLASS "A" SINGLE-MEMBRANE BUILT-UP ROOFING TO REMAIN, PATCH AND REPAIR AS NEEDED
2.45 GALVANIZED GUTTER WITH BRACKETS AND SCREEN. PTD. FINISH TO MATCH ALUM. BRONZE ALUM. FINISH
2.46 (N) BATH EXHAUST FAN, TYP.
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L1

PANTRY
7

L1

L1

KITCHEN
8

L1

DINING
9

BEDROOM 3

BATH 3

2

6

L1

POWDER

LAUNDRY

5

4

L6

2-CAR GARAGE

L6:

1

ENTRY

L6

3

LIVING ROOM
10

L6
L1

L1

L5

L5

L5

L1

L1

L5

MASTER BEDROOM
L5

14

BATH 2
HALLWAY

12

11

L5:

FOUR
WINDWARD
ROAD

5' - 0"

MASTER CLOSET B

FRONT YARD SETBACK

16

Tiburon, CA 94920
BEDROOM 2

APN : 060-021-04

13

MASTER CLOSET A

No.

MASTER BATH

17

Date

Issues + Revisions

09.24.2019 PLANNING SUBMITTAL

15

1 11.19.2019 PLANNING RESUBMITTAL 1
2 01.08.2020 PLANNING REVISION 2
3 01.17.2020 PLANNING REVISION 3
4 04.13.2020 PLANNING REVISION 4
5 04.20.2020 PLANNING REVISION 5

SIDE YARD SETBACK

5' - 0"

6 05.11.2020 PLANNING REVISION 6

1
sheet notes

legend

exterior lighting plan
1

2

4'-0"

8

16

EXTERIOR LIGHTING
PLAN

general notes
Ref. North

EXTERIOR LIGHTING FIXTURE LEGEND:
L1

Shielded Exterior Wall/Side
Mounted Sconce Light

L2

Recessed Step Concealed
Continuous LED Strip Light

L3

L5

L6

Sheet Name

*SEE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE DRAWING SET FOR ANY EXTERIOR LIGHTING NOT ATTACHED TO THE RESIDENCE
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Shielded Bollard Path
and Area Lights
Exterior Soffit Mounted
Monopoint LED Downlight
Trellis Mounted Exterior LED
Downlight
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3' - 4 1/4"

1' - 6 3/4"

3' - 4 1/4"

T.O. ROOF

#3
12' - 9 1/2"

5' - 4 1/4"

1' - 0"

ELEV. +17' - 9"
T.O. ROOF

ELEV. +17' - 9"
T.O. ROOF

TYP.

# 12

# 11

SLOPE 1/4" / 12" MIN., TYP.

SLOPE 1/4" / 12"
MIN., TYP.

2' - 10 5/8"

ELEV. +16' - 0"
T.O. ROOF

www.seanbaileydesign.com
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4' - 3 3/8"

#4

ELEV. +16' - 0"

ELEV. +16' - 0"
T.O. ROOF

#2

2' - 8 3/8"

SIDE YARD SETBACK

5' - 0"

#5

ELEV. +16' - 0"
T.O. ROOF

LEGEND:

SLOPE 1/4" / 12" MIN., TYP.

3" / 12"

ELEVATION MARKER

ORANGE TAPE INSTALLED
TO OUTLINE LOWER ROOF

# 16

#6

ELEV. +21' - 0"
T.O. ROOF

ELEV. +16' - 0"
3" / 12"

ORANGE TAPE INSTALLED
TO OUTLINE UPPER ROOF

SLOPE 1/4" / 12" MIN., TYP.

OPEN TO BELOW

*NOTE THAT STORY POLES 2-5 WILL REQUIRE NEW POLES AS THEY
INDICATE NEW BUILDING CORNERS. STORY POLES 1, AND 6-16 CAN ALL
BE INSTALLED BY PUTTING A ORANGE RIBBON ON THE EXISTING
CORNERS OF THE BUILDING ROOFS AND ARE INDICATING EXISTINH HTS
AND LOCATIONS THAT WILL NOT CHANGE WITH PROPOSED DESIGN.

3" / 12"

T.O. ROOF

#9
ELEV. +21' - 0"
T.O. ROOF

ELEV. +16' - 0"
T.O. ROOF

3" / 12"

# 15

# 10

ELEV. +16' - 0"
T.O. ROOF

SLOPE 1/4" / 12" MIN., TYP.

# 13

ELEV. +17' - 9"
T.O. ROOF

FOUR
WINDWARD
ROAD

# 14
5' - 0"
FRONT YARD SETBACK

SLOPE 1/4" / 12" MIN., TYP.

ELEV. +17' - 9"
T.O. ROOF
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#8

ELEV. +16' - 0"

5' - 0"

T.O. ROOF

SIDE YARD SETBACK

#7

5 04.20.2020 PLANNING REVISION 5

ELEV. +16' - 0"
T.O. ROOF

6 05.11.2020 PLANNING REVISION 6

1
sheet notes

legend

story-pole plan
2

4

8'-0"

16

32

general notes

STORY-POLE PLAN
Ref. North

Sheet Name
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1

proposed bulkhead location
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existing bulkhead location
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EXISTING BUKHEAD AT 6 WINDWARD

EXISTING BUKHEAD AT 4 WINDWARD

EXISTING BUKHEAD AT 4 WINDWARD

EXISTING BUKHEAD AT 2 WINDWARD
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TYP.

1
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north elevation
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2

4'-0"
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PL

1

3' - 3"

T.O. ROOF
21' - 0"
TYP.

B.O. ROOF
17' - 9"

S09

INSIDE FACE

INSIDE FACE
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S07
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legend

south elevation
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EXTERIOR
ELEVATIONS

general notes
Ref. North

3.01 6' - 0" HT. FLAT-BAR PTD. ALUMINUM PIVOT ENTRY GATE, SEE LANDSCAPE DRAWINGS FOR DETAILS

Sheet Name

EXTERIOR MATERIAL LEGEND:

3.02 6' - 0" HT. FLAT-BAR PTD. ALUMINUM FENCE, SEE DETAILS

1

3-COAT SMOOTH CEMENTITIOUS PLASTER WITH INTEGRAL CREAM / LIGHT GREY COLOR

3.03 (N) 18' WIDTH ALUMINUM AND GLASS GARAGE DOOR

2

12" X 24" UNFILLED TRAVERTINE TILES, SEALED AND COLOR ENHANCED

3.04 1/2" ALUMINUM PANEL WITH ADDRESS SIGNAGE, SEE LANDSCAPE DETAILS

3

DARK GREY PTD. WOOD PANEL, COLOR FINISH TO MATCH BRONZE ANODIZED ALUM. WINDOW MULLIONS

3.05 6' - 0" HT. PTD. ALUM. SIDE YARD GATE, SEE LANDSCAPE DETAILS

4

1" x 4" DARK STAINED WOOD SIDING, VERTICALLY ORIENTED

3.06 GALVANIZED GUTTER WITH BRACKETS AND SCREEN. PTD. FINISH TO MATCH ALUM. BRONZE ALUM. FINISH

5

GLASS AND BRONZE ANNONDIZED ALUMINUM STOREFRONT AND
WINDOW SYSTEMS

6

PTD. DARK BRONZE ANODIZED ALUM BOX GUTTER FASCIA, TYP.

7

WEATHERED STEEL PLANTER BOXES

8

BOARDFORM CONCRETE

9

DARK GREY STANDING SEAM METAL ROOFING

Copyright © 2019 by Sean Bailey Design
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2/A4.0

www.seanbaileydesign.com

PL

263 10th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118
Tel 303.564.6052

PL

TYP.

PLANTER ADJACENT TO MASTER
BEDROOM, S.L.D.

1

3

9

1

7

3

4

2

LOCATION OF PROPOSED (N) BULKHEAD LOCATION TO MATCH EXISTING

3' - 3"

T.O. ROOF
21' - 0"
TYP.

B.O. ROOF
17' - 9"

3.06

15' - 0"

DECKING OVER PRESSURE-TREATED
FRAMING, S.L.D.

11' - 9"

S01

S04

LEVEL 1
6' - 0"

2

4

8'-0"

16

32

2/A4.0

2

east elevation

PL

PL
TYP.

2

4

TYP.

3

7

9

3

1

T.O. ROOF
21' - 0"

S09

LOCATION OF
PROPOSED (N)
BULKHEAD - LOCATION
TO MATCH EXISTING

3.06

Tiburon, CA 94920

DECKING OVER
PRESSURE-TREATED
FRAMING, S.L.D.

S12

APN : 060-021-04

11' - 9"

S13

FOUR
WINDWARD
ROAD

B.O. ROOF
17' - 9"

15' - 0"

TYP.

3' - 3"

BEYOND

No.

Date

Issues + Revisions

09.24.2019 PLANNING SUBMITTAL
1 11.19.2019 PLANNING RESUBMITTAL 1
2 01.08.2020 PLANNING REVISION 2

LEVEL 1
6' - 0"

3 01.17.2020 PLANNING REVISION 3
4 04.13.2020 PLANNING REVISION 4
5 04.20.2020 PLANNING REVISION 5
6 05.11.2020 PLANNING REVISION 6

1
sheet notes

legend

west elevation
1

2

4'-0"

8

16

EXTERIOR
ELEVATIONS

general notes
Ref. North

3.01 6' - 0" HT. FLAT-BAR PTD. ALUMINUM PIVOT ENTRY GATE, SEE LANDSCAPE DRAWINGS FOR DETAILS

Sheet Name

EXTERIOR MATERIAL LEGEND:

3.02 6' - 0" HT. FLAT-BAR PTD. ALUMINUM FENCE, SEE DETAILS

1

3-COAT SMOOTH CEMENTITIOUS PLASTER WITH INTEGRAL CREAM / LIGHT GREY COLOR

3.03 (N) 18' WIDTH ALUMINUM AND GLASS GARAGE DOOR

2

12" X 24" UNFILLED TRAVERTINE TILES, SEALED AND COLOR ENHANCED

3.04 1/2" ALUMINUM PANEL WITH ADDRESS SIGNAGE, SEE LANDSCAPE DETAILS

3

DARK GREY PTD. WOOD PANEL, COLOR FINISH TO MATCH BRONZE ANODIZED ALUM. WINDOW MULLIONS

3.05 6' - 0" HT. PTD. ALUM. SIDE YARD GATE, SEE LANDSCAPE DETAILS

4

1" x 4" DARK STAINED WOOD SIDING, VERTICALLY ORIENTED

3.06 GALVANIZED GUTTER WITH BRACKETS AND SCREEN. PTD. FINISH TO MATCH ALUM. BRONZE ALUM. FINISH

5

GLASS AND BRONZE ANNONDIZED ALUMINUM STOREFRONT AND
WINDOW SYSTEMS

6

PTD. DARK BRONZE ANODIZED ALUM BOX GUTTER FASCIA, TYP.

7

WEATHERED STEEL PLANTER BOXES

8

BOARDFORM CONCRETE

9

DARK GREY STANDING SEAM METAL ROOFING
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PL

PL

RED CROSS-HATCHED REGION INDICATES TOTAL AREA OF EXISTING FACADE

15' - 11 1/4"

www.seanbaileydesign.com

263 10th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118
Tel 303.564.6052

(E) GRADE
+ 6' - 0"

EXISTING ELEVATION
BLACK DIAGONAL HATCHED REGION INDICATES AREA OF FACADE TO BE
DEMOLISHED OR (E) OPENING TO BE FRAMED OVER FRO SOLID WALL, TYP.

AREA OF (E) FACADE = 684 SQ. FT.
AREA OF FACADE TO BE DEMOLISHED = 336 SQ. FT.
49% DEMO OF FACADE
PL

PL
3' - 3"

T.O. ROOF
21' - 0"

15' - 0"

11' - 9"

B.O. ROOF
17' - 9"

(E) GRADE
6' - 0"

LEVEL 1
6' - 0"

PROPOSED ELEVATION

2

south elevation - existing versus proposed
Scale: 3/16" = 1'-0"

PL

PL

FOUR
WINDWARD
ROAD

RED CROSS-HATCHED REGION INDICATES TOTAL AREA OF EXISTING FACADE

Tiburon, CA 94920

APN : 060-021-04

(E) GRADE
+ 6' - 0"

No.

Date

Issues + Revisions

09.24.2019 PLANNING SUBMITTAL

DEMO WALL TOTAL RATIO:

1 11.19.2019 PLANNING RESUBMITTAL 1

AREA OF (E) NORTH ELEV. = 662 SQ. FT.
AREA OF (E) SOUTH ELEV. = 684 SQ. FT.
AREA OF (E) EAST ELEV. = 829 SQ. FT.
AREA OF (E) WEST ELEV. = 829 SQ. FT.
TOTAL (E) WALL AREA = 3,004 SQ. FT.

EXISTING ELEVATION
HATCHED REGION INDICATES AREA OF FACADE TO BE DEMOLISHED OR (E)
OPENING TO BE FRAMED OVER FRO SOLID WALL, TYP.

2 01.08.2020 PLANNING REVISION 2
3 01.17.2020 PLANNING REVISION 3
4 04.13.2020 PLANNING REVISION 4
5 04.20.2020 PLANNING REVISION 5
6 05.11.2020 PLANNING REVISION 6

AREA OF (E) FACADE = 662 SQ. FT.
AREA OF FACADE TO BE DEMOLISHED = 114 SQ. FT.
17% DEMO OF FACADE

AREA OF DEMO IN NORTH ELEV. = 114 SQ. FT.
AREA OF DEMO IN SOUTH ELEV. = 336 SQ. FT.
AREA OF DEMO IN EAST ELEV. = 136 SQ. FT.
AREA OF DEMO IN WEST ELEV. = 759 SQ. FT
TOTAL DEMO WALL AREA = 1,345 SQ. FT.

PL

PL

45% DEMO IN EXT. WALLS

3' - 3"

T.O. ROOF
21' - 0"

4

Ref. North

Copyright © 2019 by Sean Bailey Design

March 10, 2020
Date

DEMO WALL & ROOF TOTAL RATIO:

6' - 0"

LEVEL 1
6' - 0"

TOTAL (E) WALL & ROOF AREA = 6,436 SQ. FT.

A3.2

TOTAL DEMO ROOF AREA = 1,671 SQ. FT.

26% DEMO IN WALL & ROOF

1

north elevation - existing versus proposed
Scale: 3/16" = 1'-0"

Sheet Name

TOTAL (E) ROOF AREA = 3,432 SQ. FT.

9% DEMO IN ROOF

(E) GRADE

PROPOSED ELEVATION

DEMO ROOF TOTAL RATIO:

TOTAL DEMO ROOF AREA = 326 SQ. FT.

15' - 0"

11' - 9"

B.O. ROOF
17' - 9"

ELEVATIONS EXISTING AND
PROPOSED

Project Number

2017.12
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RED CROSS-HATCHED REGION INDICATES TOTAL AREA OF EXISTING FACADE

www.seanbaileydesign.com

263 10th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118
Tel 303.564.6052

(E) GRADE
+ 6' - 0"

EXISTING ELEVATION

HATCHED REGION INDICATES AREA OF FACADE TO BE DEMOLISHED OR (E)
OPENING TO BE FRAMED OVER FRO SOLID WALL, TYP.

AREA OF (E) FACADE = 829 SQ. FT.
AREA OF FACADE TO BE DEMOLISHED = 759 SQ. FT.
92% DEMO OF FACADE

3' - 3"

T.O. ROOF
21' - 0"

15' - 0"

11' - 9"

B.O. ROOF
17' - 9"

(E) GRADE
6' - 0"

LEVEL 1
6' - 0"

PROPOSED ELEVATION

2

west elevation- existing versus proposed
Scale: 3/16" = 1'-0"

RED CROSS-HATCHED REGION INDICATES TOTAL AREA OF EXISTING FACADE

FOUR
WINDWARD
ROAD
Tiburon, CA 94920

(E) GRADE

APN : 060-021-04

+ 6' - 0"
No.

Date

Issues + Revisions

09.24.2019 PLANNING SUBMITTAL

DEMO WALL TOTAL RATIO:

1 11.19.2019 PLANNING RESUBMITTAL 1

EXISTING ELEVATION

AREA OF (E) NORTH ELEV. = 662 SQ. FT.
AREA OF (E) SOUTH ELEV. = 684 SQ. FT.
AREA OF (E) EAST ELEV. = 829 SQ. FT.
AREA OF (E) WEST ELEV. = 829 SQ. FT.
TOTAL (E) WALL AREA = 3,004 SQ. FT.

HATCHED REGION INDICATES AREA OF FACADE TO BE DEMOLISHED
OR (E) OPENING TO BE FRAMED OVER FRO SOLID WALL, TYP.

2 01.08.2020 PLANNING REVISION 2
3 01.17.2020 PLANNING REVISION 3
4 04.13.2020 PLANNING REVISION 4
5 04.20.2020 PLANNING REVISION 5
6 05.11.2020 PLANNING REVISION 6

AREA OF (E) FACADE = 829 SQ. FT.
AREA OF FACADE TO BE DEMOLISHED = 136 SQ. FT.
16% DEMO OF FACADE

3' - 3"

T.O. ROOF
21' - 0"

AREA OF DEMO IN NORTH ELEV. = 114 SQ. FT.
AREA OF DEMO IN SOUTH ELEV. = 336 SQ. FT.
AREA OF DEMO IN EAST ELEV. = 136 SQ. FT.
AREA OF DEMO IN WEST ELEV. = 759 SQ. FT
TOTAL DEMO WALL AREA = 1,345 SQ. FT.

45% DEMO IN EXT. WALLS

B.O. ROOF
17' - 9"

ELEVATIONS EXISTING AND
PROPOSED
Ref. North

15' - 0"

11' - 9"

DEMO ROOF TOTAL RATIO:

Sheet Name

TOTAL (E) ROOF AREA = 3,432 SQ. FT.
TOTAL DEMO ROOF AREA = 326 SQ. FT.

(E) GRADE

9% DEMO IN ROOF

6' - 0"

Copyright © 2019 by Sean Bailey Design

March 10, 2020
Date

LEVEL 1
6' - 0"

DEMO WALL & ROOF TOTAL RATIO:
TOTAL (E) WALL & ROOF AREA = 6,436 SQ. FT.

A3.3

PROPOSED ELEVATION

TOTAL DEMO ROOF AREA = 1,671 SQ. FT.

26% DEMO IN WALL & ROOF

1

east elevation - existing versus proposed
Scale: 3/16" = 1'-0"

Project Number

2017.12
All drawings and written material appearing herein constitute
original and unpublished work of the architect and may not be
duplicated, used or disclosed without written consent of the
architect
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PL

PL

EXISTING GLAZING ON
LAGOON FACADE = 236 SQ. FT.

(E) GRADE
+ 6' - 0"

EXISTING LAGOON ELEVATION

WINDOWS IN CLOSETS HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM PROJECT TO
RESPOND TO CONCERNS ABOUT LIGHT POLLUTION ON LAGOON

PROPOSED GLAZING ON
LAGOON FACADE = 303 SQ. FT.

PL

T.O. ROOF
21' - 0"

3' - 3"

PL

*ALL WINDOWS TO HAVE LANDSCAPE SCREENING, LOWEMITTANCE GLASS, AND WINDOW COVERINGS TO HELP
WITH LIGHT POLLUTION TO HOUSES ACROSS THE LAGOON

FOUR
WINDWARD
ROAD

15' - 0"

11' - 9"

B.O. ROOF
17' - 9"

Tiburon, CA 94920

(E) GRADE
6' - 0"

LEVEL 1
6' - 0"

APN : 060-021-04
No.

Date

Issues + Revisions

09.24.2019 PLANNING SUBMITTAL

PROPOSED LAGOON ELEVATION

1 11.19.2019 PLANNING RESUBMITTAL 1
2 01.08.2020 PLANNING REVISION 2
3 01.17.2020 PLANNING REVISION 3
4 04.13.2020 PLANNING REVISION 4
5 04.20.2020 PLANNING REVISION 5
6 05.11.2020 PLANNING REVISION 6

GLAZING RATIO EXISTING: 236 SF FT GLAZING / 557 SQ. FT. TOTAL ARE OF FACADE = 42%
GLAZING RATIO PROPOSED: 276 SF FT GLAZING / 557 SQ. FT. TOTAL ARE OF FACADE = 50%
6

GLAZING PROPOSED ON LAGOON IN PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING 1: 356 SQ. FT. (64%)
GLAZING PROPOSED ON LAGOON IN PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING 2: 303 SQ. FT. (54%)
GLAZING PROPOSED ON LAGOON IN PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING 3: 276 SQ. FT. (50%)

ELEVATIONS PROPOSED AND
EXISTING GLAZING ON
LAGOON FACADE
Ref. North

Sheet Name

Copyright © 2019 by Sean Bailey Design
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Date

1

A3.4

south elev. - existing vs. proposed glazing
2

4

8'-0"

16

32
Project Number

2017.12
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6

www.seanbaileydesign.com
(N) VINYL SHEET PILING BULKHEAD

PL

PL

263 10th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118
Tel 303.564.6052

13' - 8"

PLANTER ADJACENT TO MASTER
BEDROOM, S.L.D.

3' - 3"

T.O. ROOF
21' - 0"
LOCATION OF PROPOSED (N) BULKHEAD LOCATION TO MATCH EXISTING

B.O. ROOF
17' - 9"

11' - 9"

DECKING OVER PRESSURE-TREATED
FRAMING, S.L.D.

MASTER CLOSET B

MASTER BEDROOM

HALLWAY

BEDROOM 2

16

14

11

13

LEVEL 1
6' - 0"

2

building section B
1

2

4'-0"

8

16

6
(N) VINYL SHEET PILING BULKHEAD

PL

PL
13' - 8"

PLANTER ADJACENT TO MASTER
BEDROOM, S.L.D.

3' - 3"

T.O. ROOF
21' - 0"
LOCATION OF PROPOSED (N) BULKHEAD LOCATION TO MATCH EXISTING

(E) ATTIC SPACE TO REMAIN

B.O. ROOF
17' - 9"

FOUR
WINDWARD
ROAD

DECKING OVER PRESSURE-TREATED
FRAMING, S.L.D.

11' - 9"

Tiburon, CA 94920

MASTER BEDROOM

LIVING ROOM

2-CAR GARAGE

14

10

1

APN : 060-021-04
No.

Date

Issues + Revisions

09.24.2019 PLANNING SUBMITTAL
1 11.19.2019 PLANNING RESUBMITTAL 1

LEVEL 1
6' - 0"

2 01.08.2020 PLANNING REVISION 2
3 01.17.2020 PLANNING REVISION 3
4 04.13.2020 PLANNING REVISION 4
5 04.20.2020 PLANNING REVISION 5
6 05.11.2020 PLANNING REVISION 6

1
sheet notes

legend

building section A
1

2

4'-0"

8

16

general notes

BUILDING SECTIONS
Ref. North

Sheet Name

EXTERIOR MATERIAL LEGEND:
1

3-COAT SMOOTH CEMENTITIOUS PLASTER WITH INTEGRAL CREAM / LIGHT GREY COLOR

2

12" X 24" UNFILLED TRAVERTINE TILES, SEALED AND COLOR ENHANCED

3

DARK GREY PTD. WOOD PANEL, COLOR FINISH TO MATCH BRONZE ANODIZED ALUM. WINDOW MULLIONS

4

1" x 4" DARK STAINED WOOD SIDING, VERTICALLY ORIENTED

5

GLASS AND BRONZE ANNONDIZED ALUMINUM STOREFRONT AND
WINDOW SYSTEMS

6

PTD. DARK BRONZE ANODIZED ALUM BOX GUTTER FASCIA, TYP.

7

WEATHERED STEEL PLANTER BOXES

8

BOARDFORM CONCRETE

9

DARK GREY STANDING SEAM METAL ROOFING
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DOOR SCHEDULE
DOOR
DOOR NO.

ROOM NAME

TYPE

GLASS
TYPE

MAT'L

FIN.

WIDTH

HT.

THK.

MAT'L

FIN.

FRAME
DETAILS
JAMB

HEAD

SILL

HDW.
GROUP

FIRE

SEC.

REMARKS
www.seanbaileydesign.com

LEVEL 1
D01
D02
D03
D04
D05
D06
D07
D08
D09
D10
D11
D12
D13
D14
D15
D16
D17
LEVEL 1: 17

DOOR SCHEDULE GENERAL NOTES:

2.

Right hand door shall be active leaf for double doors.

3.

Dimensions require special field verification, and may be subject to change accordingly. Consult with Architect.

4.

Width/height dimensions are leaf opening size.

5.

See window and door details for depth of all doors and windows in walls.

6.

Insulated glazing units with float glass shall use Cardinal 366 or Solarban 70XL glass unless otherwise indicated.
See specifications for more information.

7.

Glazing in hazardous locations, indicated by (T) in the Door Types, shall be tempered safety glass and provided
with a manufacturer's designation specifying who applied the designation, designating the type of glass and the
safety glazing standard with which it complies, which is visible in the final inspection per CRC R308.1.

8.

Exterior glazing in exterior doors shall have a minimum of one tempered pane, per CRC Ch. 13, Section 327.

9.

Glazing for interior doors to be 1/4" clear unless otherwise indicated. See specifications for more information.

3' - 0"
2' - 4"
2' - 4"
2' - 8"
2' - 4"
2' - 4"
10' - 6"
14' - 6"
3' - 0"
3' - 6"
2' - 8"
2' - 8"
3' - 0"
2' - 4"
6' - 0"
6' - 0"
16' - 0"

8' - 0"
8' - 0"
8' - 0"
8' - 0"
8' - 0"
8' - 0"
8' - 4 1/2"
8' - 4 1/2"
8' - 0"
8' - 0"
8' - 0"
8' - 0"
8' - 0"
8' - 0"
8' - 0"
8' - 0"
8' - 0"

1 3/4"
1 3/4"
1 3/4"
1 3/4"
1 3/4"
1 3/4"
3"
3"
1 3/4"
1 3/4"
1 3/4"
1 3/4"
1 3/4"
1 3/4"
1 3/8"
1 3/8"
2"

263 10th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118
Tel 303.564.6052

W
EQ.
W

10. See specifications for hardware information and glass types.
11. All door levers to be Emtek or Omnia in Oil Rubbed Bronze finish. All exterior door latches to be mortise lock, all
interior door latches to be tubular lock.

EQ.

W

W

WV-1

WV-1

EQ.

Door Handle per
Schedule
Backset per
Manufacturer

WV-1

Door Handle per
Schedule
Backset per
Manufacturer

H

H

12. All wood veneer doors to have clear penetrating stain. Painted doors and frames to match adjacent wall color,
color T.B.D. by Architect. See specifications for more information.

H

Door handling is determined by how the door is operated as one approaches the room with which it is associated.

A
A
A
A
A
C
E
E
A
C
A
A
A
A
B
B
D

UP

38" TYP.

x

H

1.

ENTRY
LAUNDRY
ENTRY
BEDROOM 3
BATH 3
PANTRY
DINING
LIVING ROOM
HALLWAY
MASTER BATH
MASTER CLOSET B
MASTER CLOSET A
HALLWAY
BATH 2
BEDROOM 2
BEDROOM 3
2-CAR GARAGE

(T)

TYPE A: SOLID CORE
SWING DOOR

TYPE C: SOLID CORE
POCKET DOOR

TYPE B: SOLID CORE
SLIDING DOOR

(T)

(T)

TYPE E: Alum. / Glazed Sliding Doors
EXTERIOR

TYPE D: OVERHEAD COILING GARAGE DOOR
EXTERIOR

DOOR TYPES

STOREFRONT WINDOW SCHEDULE
NUMBER

TYPE

SIZE

MANUF./
SYSTEM

LOCATION

WIDTH

HEIGHT

MATERIAL

8' - 4 1/2"
7' - 11"
7' - 11"
7' - 11"
1' - 2 1/2"
1' - 2 1/2"
7' - 11"
7' - 11"
7' - 11"
7' - 11"
6' - 0"
7' - 11"
2' - 0"
2' - 0"
2' - 0"
2' - 0"
2' - 0"
2' - 0"

Alum.
Alum.
Alum.
Alum.
Alum.
Alum.
Alum.
Alum.
Alum.
Alum.
Alum.
Alum.
Alum.
Alum.
Alum.
Alum.
Alum.
Alum.

PANES
TEMPERED

GLAZING

WINDOW
TREATMENT?

HEAD

DETAIL
JAMB

SILL

FOUR
WINDWARD
ROAD

NOTES

6

S01
S02
S03
S04
S05
S06
S07
S08
S09
S10
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19

WINDOW SCHEDULE GENERAL NOTES:

See window and door details for depth of all doors and windows in walls.

3.

Insulated glazing units with float glass shall use Cardinal 366 or Solarban 70XL glass unless otherwise indicated.
See specifications for more information.

4.

All operable and fixed window units to be double pane, argon filled, with thermally broken frame.

5.

Glazing in hazardous locations, indicated in the Window Schedule, shall be tempered safety glass and provided with
a manufacturer's designation specifying who applied the designation, designating the type of glass and the safety
glazing standard with which it complies, which is visible in the final inspection per CRC R308.1.

6.

Exterior glazing in exterior windows shall have a minimum of one tempered pane, per CRC Ch. 13, Section 327.

7.

Glazing in skylights to be safety glass per CRC R308.6.2 and R308.6.5.

Insul. Unit
Insul. Unit
Insul. Unit
Insul. Unit
Insul. Unit
Insul. Unit
Insul. Unit
Insul. Unit
Insul. Unit
Insul. Unit
Insul. Unit
Insul. Unit
Insul. Unit
Insul. Unit
Insul. Unit
Insul. Unit
Insul. Unit
Insul. Unit

Screen 3
Screen 2
Screen 3
-

Yes
Yes, 1
Yes, 1 & 2
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes, 1 & 3
Yes
No
Yes, 1 & 2
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

-

9.

Operable Windows:
a. All windows shall be operated by crank-type handle, selected from manufacturer standard hardware finish to
be determined by Architect.
b. Skylight, where operable shall be motor-driven with rain sensor.

W
W
2' - 1"

EQ.

4' - 0"

EQ.

W

-

Tiburon, CA 94920

APN : 060-021-04
No.

Date

Issues + Revisions

09.24.2019 PLANNING SUBMITTAL
1 11.19.2019 PLANNING RESUBMITTAL 1
2 01.08.2020 PLANNING REVISION 2
3 01.17.2020 PLANNING REVISION 3
4 04.13.2020 PLANNING REVISION 4
5 04.20.2020 PLANNING REVISION 5
6 05.11.2020 PLANNING REVISION 6

W

W

2' - 6"

2' - 6"

WINDOW AND DOOR
SCHEDULE

PIVOT DOOR
Ref. North

Sheet Name

W

10. Window Treatments:
a. All shades shall be manually operated, with the exception of all skylights.
H

3

H

W

4
H

See specifications for hardware information and glass types.

-

corner window
mullion

corner window mullion

8.

-

2

Copyright © 2019 by Sean Bailey Design

H

2.

17' - 4"
5' - 6"
8' - 0"
5' - 10"
2' - 6 1/2"
2' - 6 1/2"
4' - 4 1/2"
4' - 10 1/2"
7' - 0"
5' - 0"
11' - 5"
8' - 0"
2' - 0"
4' - 0"
2' - 0"
2' - 0"
4' - 0"
4' - 0"

W

Dimensions require special field verification, and may be subject to change accordingly. Consult with Architect.

ENTRY
LIVING ROOM
BEDROOM 2
MASTER BATHROOM
MASTER CLO. A
MASTER CLO. B
MASTER BEDROOM
MASTER BEDROOM
MASTER BEDROOM
DINING
KITCHEN
BEDROOM 3
PANTRY
BATH 3
POWDER
LAUNDRY
BATH 2
HALLWAY

1

March 10, 2020

1
1

2

3

TYPE A: Aluminum
3 Fixed and 1 Glass and Alum. Pivot Door

2

2' - 11"

Date

1

1

1

3

2' - 11"

1.

A
E
C
E
H
H
E
F
G
E
E
C (mirrored)
H
H
H
H
H
H

TYPE H: Aluminum
1 Fixed Skylight

4

TYPE C: Aluminum
2 Fixed and 1 Casement

TYPE E: Aluminum
1 Fixed

TYPE F: Aluminum
1 Fixed

TYPE G: Aluminum
2 Fixed and 1 Casement

A5.0
Project Number

WINDOW TYPES

2017.12
All drawings and written material appearing herein constitute
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architect

EXISTNG SINGLE MEMBRANE ROOFING
TO REMAIN, PATCH AND REPAIR AS NEEDED

www.seanbaileydesign.com

263 10th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118
Tel 303.564.6052

LAP PVC ROOFING OVER CONT DRIP FLASHING
WITH WELDED 8" STRIP

GALV DRIP FLASHING WITH CLEAT CONT
GALV GUTTER WITH BRACKETS AND
SCREEN. PTD. FINISH TO MATCH ALUM.
BRONZE ALUM. FINISH

(N) PRESSURE-TREATED WD.
BLOCKING

4"

9"

3 1/2"

11 7/8" TGI'S, TYP. S.S.D.

EXISTING STRUCTURAL
FRAMING, S.S.D.

EXTERIOR

RECESSED LED STRIP LIGHT ATTACHED
TO STEEL PLATE BACKING, NOTE THAT
LED STRIP LIGHT OCCURS JUST ABOVE
TRAVERTINE PANEL FINISH
+ 8' - 10 1/2" A.F.F.

B.O. (E) ROOF STRUCTURE

INTERIOR

12" X 24" UNFILLED TRAVERTINE
TILES, SEALED AND COLOR
ENHANCED

2

section - roof fascia at travertine panels & led light
Scale:

3" = 1'-0"

EXISTNG SINGLE MEMBRANE ROOFING
TO REMAIN, PATCH AND REPAIR AS NEEDED

LAP PVC ROOFING OVER CONT DRIP
FLASHING WITH WELDED 8" STRIP

11 7/8" TGI'S, TYP. S.S.D.

FOUR
WINDWARD
ROAD

GALV DRIP FLASHING WITH CLEAT CONT

4"

9"

3 1/2"

GALV GUTTER WITH BRACKETS AND
SCREEN. PTD. FINISH TO MATCH ALUM.
BRONZE ALUM. FINISH

Tiburon, CA 94920

(N) PRESSURE-TREATED WD.
BLOCKING

APN : 060-021-04

EXISTING STRUCTURAL
FRAMING, S.S.D.
No.

PTD. DARK BRONZE ANODIZED ALUM SHEET
METAL TRIM ABOVE WINDOWS, TYP.

Date

Issues + Revisions

09.24.2019 PLANNING SUBMITTAL
1 11.19.2019 PLANNING RESUBMITTAL 1
2 01.08.2020 PLANNING REVISION 2

+ 8' - 10 1/2" A.F.F.

B.O. (E) ROOF STRUCTURE

3 01.17.2020 PLANNING REVISION 3

6"

4 04.13.2020 PLANNING REVISION 4

LUTRON ROLLER SHADE OR SIM. WITH 5"
POCKET MOUNT, SEE MANUFACTURER DETAILS

5 04.20.2020 PLANNING REVISION 5
6 05.11.2020 PLANNING REVISION 6

GYP.CEILING, TYP.

+ 8' - 4 1/2" A.F.F.
T.O. WINDOW R.O.
FRAMING/BLOCKING AS REQUIRED
FOR BLIND ATTACHMENT
3" POCKET FLAP
(FINISH OF FLAP TO MATCH
PAINTED GYP. BD.)

INTERIOR

EXTERIOR

(E) HEADER ABOVE WINDOW, TO
REMAIN, S.S.D.

CONTINUOUS SHIM

SEALANT

SAF FLASHING UNDER S.S. SILL
PAN. SEE DETAIL 7/A9.02

PAINTED MDF SILL
EXTENTION - SEE SPECS

PTD. DARK BRONZE ANODIZED ALUM SHEET
METAL TRIM ABOVE WINDOWS, TYP.

Ref. North

Sheet Name

Copyright © 2019 by Sean Bailey Design

March 10, 2020
+ 0' - 5 1/2" A.F.F.

Date

5 1/2"

B.O. WINDOW R.O.

1 1/2"

SAF FLASHING - EXTEND INTO OPENING UNDER
WINDOW - LAP OVER WALL W.P. MIN 4"

A9.1

0' - 0" (+ 6' - 1 1/2" IN NAVD '88 DATUM)

1 1/2" 3/4"

(E) PLYWOOD
SUBFLOOR O/ (E)
FOUNDATION AND
FLOOR FRSMING TO
REMAIN

EXTERIOR DETAILS WINDOWS AND DOORS

FURRING STRIPS AS REQUIRED - COREVENT OR SIM.

PAINTED MDF
CASING - SEE SPECS
(N) ENGINEERED
HARDWOOD
FLOORING OVER
MORTAR LAYER WITH
RADIANT HEATING
TUBING

7' - 11" R.O. WINDOW HEIGHT, TYP.

ALUM. WINDOW AS
SCHEDULED

T.O. (N) FINISH FLOOR
- 0' - 1 1/2" B.F.F. (PROPOSED)

Project Number

2017.12

T.O. (E) FINISH FLOOR

1

section - (n) windows @ typical bedroom
Scale:

3" = 1'-0"

All drawings and written material appearing herein constitute
original and unpublished work of the architect and may not be
duplicated, used or disclosed without written consent of the
architect

CITY OF BELVEDERE PLANNING COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT

REPORT DATE:

05/12/2020

AGENDA ITEM: 5

MEETING DATE: 05/19/2020
TO:

City of Belvedere Planning Commission

FROM:

Rebecca Markwick, Associate Planner

REVIEWED BY:

Irene Borba, Director of Planning and Building
Emily Longfellow, City Attorney

SUBJECT:

Conditional Use Permit approval for a retail plant nursery and home
goods store located at 1520 Tiburon Boulevard.

RECOMMENDATION
The applicant requests Planning Commission approval of a Conditional Use Permit to open a
nursery and home goods store. Applications are included as Attachment 2.
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission conduct the required public hearing and take the
following actions:

MOTION 1

Adopt the Resolution granting Use Permit approval for the property located
at 1520 Tiburon Boulevard, (Attachment 1).

PROPERTY SUMMARY
Project Address:
APN:
Project Applicant:
Property Owner:
GP Designation:
Zoning:
Existing Use:

1520 Tiburon Boulevard
060-082-60
Beth LaDove
Belvedere Land Company
C-1 Commercial
C-1 Commercial
Vacant - Former Property of Bayside Nursery

Site Characteristics:
The subject site is an approximately 10,000
square foot property at the end 759,846square-foot property. Tiburon Town Hall is
located to the east, there is residential to the
west, mixed use commercial to the south and
residential to the north.

ZONING PARAMETERS
There are no changes to the existing building therefore this section is not applicable to the
Conditional Use Permit application.
BACKGROUND/PROPERTY HISTORY
The subject property was home to a plant nursery since 1990 until its closure approximately one
year ago. According to City records, there has not been a lot of work done to the property at 1520
Tiburon Boulevard, it has been a nursery since 1990.
January 1990- Planning Commission approved Design Review for a 900 square foot addition.
March 2020- Design Review Exemption to repair and paint the existing fence, and to repair and
reinforce the existing pergola for the applicants/tenants applying for the Conditional Use Permit.
PROJECT ANALYSIS
At this time, the applicant requests Planning Commission approval of a Conditional Use Permit to
allow a retail plant nursery and home goods store to open on the property. The project does not
require Design Review because there are no exterior alterations, additions or other construction
associated with the Use Permit application. Section 19.40.20, C-1 zoning requires a Conditional
Use Permit for specific uses, including a nursery and home goods store. The existing site has been
vacant for more than 6 months, therefore a Conditional Use Permit is required.
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
Use Permit Findings
BMC Section 19.80.030 requires the Planning Commission to make certain findings in order to
grant a Use Permit. Section 19.80.030 provides that the Planning Commission may grant, or
conditionally grant, a Use Permit if it finds that “requested use will not, under the particular
circumstances, be detrimental to the health, safety, morals, comfort, convenience and general
welfare of the persons residing or working in the neighborhood and will not be injurious or
detrimental to the property and improvements in the neighborhood of such proposed use, or to the
general welfare of the City.
Staff notes that as a zoning ordinance and under the plain language of the Code, analysis of a Use
Permit’s impact is in the context of the proposed use’s impact on the neighborhood and persons in
the area, rather than the impact on a particular individual neighbor.
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It is staff’s opinion that the required findings can be made to grant the Use Permit for the reasons
stated below, and as reflected in the attached draft resolution for Use Permit (Attachment 1).
Here, as described below, the project will not be detrimental to the health, safety, morals, comfort,
convenience and general welfare of people in the neighborhood, nor will the project be injurious
or detrimental to property in the neighborhood, or the general welfare of the City.
Staff finds that the proposed use is compatible with other commercial and residential uses in the
neighborhood. The hours of operation are standard hours of operation for commercial uses, there
will be no additional noise with the proposed use outside of standard business hours. The proposed
site was a nursery for 30 years and returning the site to a nursery is an appropriate use for the
vacant property. The prior nursery on the property did not have a history of negatively impacting
the community in any way, but rather was a community benefit. The nursery will not impact the
health, safety, morals, comfort, convenience and general welfare of the persons residing or
working in the neighborhood and will not be injurious or detrimental to the property, the
neighborhood or to the general welfare of the City.
The existing one-story building is approximately 1,885 square feet. No exterior or interior
modifications are proposed to the existing building at this time.
The nursery is proposed to be open from Monday-Saturday, 9 a.m. – 6 p.m. and on Sunday from
10 a.m. – 5 p.m. which are standard retail hours similar to the other commercial uses in the
neighborhood. The two owners will run the store and will utilize the off-street parking spaces.
The site has 9 dedicated parking spaces. Municipal Code section 19.68.020 requires review of
parking space requirements at the time a building is constructed, or if an existing building is
materially enlarged. Here, there is no new building construction or material enlargement of an
existing building. Therefore, the Planning Commission does not review parking spaces. In any
event, staff suggests that the existing 9 dedicated parking spaces are adequate given the size of the
building and proposed use.
CONCLUSION AND FINDINGS
Pursuant to Section 19.80 of the Zoning Ordinance, the Planning Commission must find that the
requested modifications will not be detrimental to the health, safety, morals, comfort, convenience
and general welfare of the persons residing or working in the neighborhood, and will not be
injurious or detrimental to the property and improvements in the neighborhood, or to the general
welfare of the City. In staff’s opinion, the required findings can be made for the nursey and garden
store use at 1520 Tiburon Boulevard.
ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION
The project was reviewed under the provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and the CEQA Guidelines, California Code of Regulations. The proposed project was
determined to be categorically exempt from CEQA pursuant to Section 15301 Existing Facilities
because the proposed project involves no expansion of the former use. It can be seen with certainty
that there is no possibility that the activity in question may have an effect on the environment, as
defined by CEQA. City action is required by July 19, 2020 or the project may be deemed
approved.
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CORRESPONDENCE
A copy of the public hearing notice for this item was published in The ARK newspaper and mailed
to all property owners within 300 feet of the subject property. At the time of writing this staff
report, Staff has not received any written correspondence.
CONCLUSION
Staff determines that all of the findings can be made for the Conditional Use as a nursery use will
not be detrimental to the health, safety, morals, comfort, convenience and general welfare of the
persons residing or working in the neighborhood, and will not be injurious or detrimental to the
property and improvements in the neighborhood, or to the general welfare of the City. Staff has
prepared a Resolution recommending approval of the Use Permit application.
RECOMMENDATION
MOTION 1

Adopt the Resolution granting a Conditional Use Permit for the nursery use
located at 1520 Tiburon Boulevard (Attachment 1).

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:

Draft Conditional Use Permit Resolution
Project Application and Site Plan
Correspondence
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CITY OF BELVEDERE
RESOLUTION NO. 2020A RESOLUTION OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF
BELVEDERE GRANTING CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT TO ALLOW A NURSERY
AND RETAIL HOME GOODS STORE LOCATED AT 1520 TIBURON BOULEVARD
WHEREAS, a proper application for a Use Permit has been submitted pursuant to Title 19 of the
Belvedere Municipal Code for a nursery and home goods store located 1520 Tiburon Boulevard;
and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission held a duly noticed public hearing on the requested Use
Permit application on May 19, 2020; and
WHEREAS, the project has been determined to be categorically exempt from the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to pursuant to Section 15301 Existing Facilities
because the proposed project includes no expansion of use beyond the former use; and
WHEREAS, project is also exempted from CEQA by the Common Sense Exemption CEQA
Guideline section 15061(b)(3), because it can be seen with certainty that the project will not have
a significant effect on the environment; the property is fully developed with an existing
commercial property and other site improvements and there are no proposed exterior modifications
or increase or change in property use. The project site is categorized as a site of Medium
Sensitivity for Tribal Cultural Resources; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission finds the proposed project, as conditioned, is in
conformance with the Use Permit findings required by Section 19.80.030 of the Belvedere
Municipal Code, because: 1) the requested use will not be detrimental to the health, safety, morals,
comfort, convenience and general welfare of the persons residing or working in the neighborhood
of such proposed use; and 2) will not be injurious or detrimental to the property and improvements
in the neighborhood of such proposed use, or to the general welfare of the City for the following
reasons. The proposed use is located in the C-1 Commercial zone, and a small home goods store
and plant nursery is typical commercial use in this type of zone. The property is also the site of a
former retail plant nursery, which operated without conflict with the neighborhood or public
welfare. The nature of the proposed use, and its consistency with the Zoning District, ensure that
the Use Permit is not detrimental to the public health, nor injurious or detrimental to property and
improvements in the neighborhood, or to the general welfare of the City.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Planning Commission of the City of
Belvedere, based on the findings set forth above incorporated herein, and based on the staff report
and comments made at the public hearing incorporated herein, does hereby grant approval of a
Conditional Use Permit pursuant to Title 19 of the Belvedere Municipal Code for a nursery and
retail home goods store located at 1520 Tiburon Boulevard, zoned C-1 Commercial , with the
following conditions:
ATTACHMENT 1

Resolution 2020
1520 Tiburon Boulevard
May 19, 2020
Page 2

a) The property owner shall defend without limitation and hold the City of Belvedere
and its officers harmless in the event of any legal action related to or arising from
the granting of this Use Permit approval, shall cooperate with the City in the defense
of any such action with counsel selected by the City in its discretion, and shall
indemnify the City for any award of damages and/or attorneys’ fees and associated
costs that may result.
b) The hours of operation are subject to the hours limited to those listed on the
Application, dated April 20, 2020, as incorporated herein.
c) The number of designated parking spaces shall not be reduced without further plan
review/approval.
d) The allowed use shall be limited to small scale retail and plant nursery operations,
such as the current nursery and home good retail use. All other uses including, but
not limited to, restaurant/cafe, office, or other uses are prohibited.
e) Failure to comply with any of the conditions contained herein may be grounds for
revocation of the Use Permit.
PASSED AND ADOPTED at a regular meeting of the Belvedere Planning Commission on May
19, 2020, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
RECUSED:
APPROVED:____________________________________
Peter Mark, Planning Commission Chair
ATTEST:_______________________________
Christina Cook, City Clerk
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